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Preface

Man's mind, once stretched by a ncw idca,
never regains its original dimensions.

Oliver Wendell Holmes

Only a few individuals have the insight to foresee the future and even

fewer have the opportunity and talent to influence it. Warren J. Haas is
such a person. I first came to appreciate his uncommon drive to upgrade
professional librarianship and to improve library service: whcn, as Director
of the National Library of Medicine, I observed his commitment to im-

prove library management and to estabish book preservation programs as
president of the Association of Research Libn.ries in 1970. My admiration

n as reinforced when I read his paper, "Management in Research Libraries:
Implications for Library Education," which aprared in Library Quartr-Iy

1,1 the fall of 1973.
Subsequently, I have been privileged to work closely with Jim Haas as

a member of the CLR Board of Directors and consultant to the Council

on Library Resources. For the past five years I have observeu his energetic
efforts to stimulate, support, and sustain advances in librarianship and the

broader field of information science. Clearly, no single person could write

of Haas's contributions to research librarianship with a familiarity that

comes from a close association with his professional career Therefore, in
an eflbrt to amplift my limited knots ledge and confirm my esteem for his
achievements and accomplishments. I asked a group of distinguished
friends and colleagues if they nould be volling to contribute to a Festschrift

honoring Jim Haas on the oecasion of his forthcoming sixty-fifth birthday

and the tenth year of his leadership as president of the Council on Library

Resources.
The contributors were asked to describe Haas's role in significant library

developments in nhich he participated, for his contributions arc often
modestly cont.eakd in the published record. Many committee reports do

not clearly identify the source of seminal ideas or concepts An example

Martin if Cummings is Director Emeritus of the Naaonal Libran of Medicine and a

consultant to the Council on Librarv Resources
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of a recent important pubhcation that appears without author attnbutton
is Brittle Books: Reports of the Committee on Preservation anl Aaess (Wash-
ington, D C.: CLR, 1986). This report wa: ?repared by Haas, whose
anonymity I now violate. It is likely that many other significant reports
concerned svith library issues have been crafted by his fine "Latin hand"
and disciplined "Germanic mind."

In an effort to provide some fidelity to the histoncal record, I have
been assisted by Mary Agnes Thompson, who provided me with the
curnculum vitae and list of publications. I take full responsibility for the
review and abstracting of his pubk-ations. My intent is not only to show
the scope and diversity of Haas's professional interests but also to reflect
his persistence in the causes he thampionednotably, the development
of library cooperatives and consortia, improved library management, pres-
ervation of books and journals, nurturance of library science and research,
and upgrading of the profession through improved education.

The impact of the initiatives he sponsored has been augmented by his
skill in identifying and engang outstanding associates in his professional
and administrative work. Possesstng the virtues of good sense, courage,
resourcefulness, and endurance, he has a legitimate claim to being con-
sidered our n leading librarian The testimony in this book of those
who have known him w,711 and worked svith him should do much to justify
such a claim

The format and much of the editorial work represems the tine handicraft
of Ellen Timmer, who served as a covert collaborator throughout the
entire venture, especially the publication process. Jane Rosenberg per-
formed the onerous but valuable task of wmpiling the index. Particularly,
I thank Maximilian Kempner, Chairman of the CLR Board of Directors,
for his enthusiastic approsal of the project and his support for the pub-
lication.

Finally, and importantly, I thank the distinguished authors who have
provided the :ustorical ts and current observations that, in the ag-
gregate, reveal the state of the art of research librarianship near the close
of the tss entieth century

Martin M Cummings, M.D.
December 1988
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Introduction

Maximilian W. Kempner

Are libraries contributing to the information age, or are they being
bypasscd by the new technology? The task of the Council on Library
Resources is to strengthen libraries as an essential resource for access to
the world's published literature. No one has done more to achieve that
goal than Warren J. Haas.

Jim Haas became president of the Council ten years ago, at a time when
new electronic and computer systems were radically changing the ways in
which information was being communicated. He sought answers to the
economic, political, and technical questions that were raised by the uti-
lization of these new methods of information transfer. He sought and
obtained the advice of scholars and senior academic officers as well as of
research librarians. He defined the issues. Through careful and well-con-
sidered analysis, he influenced the direction of modern librarianship in
such areas as bibliographic control, preservation of brittle bookr, and

professional library education.
He is a successful foundation !cadet-. Havini; spnt his professional life

with libraries and the problems of access to information, he appreciates
the potential and understands the needs. To donors, he has made a com-
pelling case for the optimal functioning of libraries. These donors are now
eager to support the programs of the Council. He requires high standards
in the use of grant funds, from specific individual research to large-scale,
institutional research projects.

The papers that appear in this Festschrift describe the most important
library developments of the past quarter century. The authors arc profes-
sional colleagues of Jim Haas who have been in a pc-cition to observe his
Lontribunons. Throughout, the reader will evidence of his creative
involveme nt.

Max:In:him TV ICempner is Chairman oft/it Board of Directors, Council on Libraly
Resources, and a partner in thr law firm of Webster t.'7 Sheffield.

ix
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The artitude of Jim Haas toward problem solving is simple: tc him, no
problem is insurmountable. Where the med is clear, the problem can be
solved, given sufficient time and persistence. He has the tenacity to look
to the long term. He has the humor needed to deal with temporary setbacks
and the vagaries of human enterprise. Not only does he give the impression
of having things under control, but, with him in charge, they are under
con-rol. As head of the Council, he effectively uses the considerable talents
of his colleagues and inspires them to expand their own horizons.

The papers contained in this book represent an intimate yet objective
historical account of recent library advances. The reader will not fall to
be impressed with the role that Jim Haas has been playing in pursuit of
improved library performance for the benefit of current and future users
of information. His special talents as librarian, manager, planner, and
leader are reflected in the composite portrait of this extraordinary man.



Biographical Sketch

Warren J. Haas has been president of the Council on Library Resources
since January 1, 1978. He came to the Council from Columbia University,
wh--e he was appointed university librarian in 1970. In 1972, he also
assumed the position of vice president for information services. Mr. Haas
earlier served as associate librarian at Columbia, 1961-66, and as director
of libraries at the University of Pennsylvania, 1966-69.

Mr. Haas began his association with the Council in 1974, when he was
elected to the Board of Directors. Currentln Mr. Haas chairs the Foun-
dation ibrary Committee and is a member of the board of directors of
the Library of America A former president of the Association of Research
Libraries, he has served as a member of the steering committee and gov-
erning board of the National Enquiry i-.to Scholarly Communication and
as a member of the National Commission on the Humanities and of the
Science Information Council of the National Science Foundation. Other
past board memberships include those of The Research Libraries Group
and the Center for Research Libraries. As a consultant, he has assisted
numerous universities, consortia, foundations, and architectural firms

Born in Racine, Wisconsin, on March 22, 1924, Mr. Haas received a
B.A. in history from Wabash College ir 1948 and a B.L.S. from the
University of Wisconsin in 1950. He received the Henry Elias Howland
Memorial Prize from Yale University in 1980 and the 1984 Melvil E.
Dewey Award from the American Library Association, and was elected a
Fello w. ot the American Association for thc Advancement of Science in
1986. His honorary degrees include a Doctor of Literature degree from
Wabash College (1983) and a Doctor of Humane Letters degree from
Indiana University (1987).

xi
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CHAPTER 1

Warren J. Haas: The University
Years

Patricia Battin

Jim Haas's distinguished career in librariansh:p covers a wide range of
intellectual achievements and contributions. The fifteen years he spcnt in
reseaich library management represent, in a sense, an extraordinary example
of his ability to translate into reality the substance of his theoretical analysis
of the central role of the library in a changing scholarly environment. The
record of the Columbia years resonates with all the themes articulated
during his long career and stands as eloquent testimony to the imaginative
creativity of his intellect in both theory and practice.

His managerial career included six years (1960-66) as Associate Director
of Libraries at Columbia University, three years (1967-70) as Director of
Libraries, University of Pennsylvania, and a return to Columbia as Uni-
versity Libranan (1970-72). In 1972, in recognition of his substantid
managenal strengths and his perceptive predictions of the effects of tech-
nology on information systems, his responsibilities were expandee to in-
clude academic and administrative computing as Vice President fnr
Inr)rmation Services and University Librarian (1972-77).

To comprehend the full extent of his accomplishments at Columbia, it
is important to understand the universit, znvironment in 1970. Columbia
had just embarked on a painful proccss of recovery and renewal from the
upheayals of the late sixties, 4 process which was to consume a full decade
before the institution regained finanLial and intellectual equilibrium The
de.elopment campaign, for example, planned for the late sixties, was

Parma Batun Li President of the Commwion on Preservation and Access, she Ivor
jbrmerly I ice President lb, Infbnna,,,n Serruys and Universitv Librarian, Columbia
University

1 0
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2 Infinencihq Change in Restan-b Librandnship

abandoned until the early years of the eighties. The legacy o: the trauma
of the sixties, preceded by tl.,: complacency of the fifties, was an institu-
tional community racked by distrust, despair, and the emergence at Co-
lumbiais elsewhere in thc university world, of 4 shift in faculty loyalties
and intellectual commitment from the institution to the discipline and an
individual wholarlv entrepreneurship. This trend, little recognized for
years, was to become dangerously destructive to the cohesive community
ethos so essential to the support of integrated information serv.ces in an
academic environment increasingly dominated by technology, declining
financial resourcesind the fragmentation of high'y specialized research
directions.

.
The Columbia Libraries had begun to suffer a decline in financial support

during the complacent years of the fifties as research programs expanded
throughout the higher education community heedless of the implications
for library resources, the publication explosion, and the increasing costs
of computer technology Haas was one of the few librarians and educators
who recognized the serious import of this change for the viability of the
tradid,mal research library in a subtly changing scholarly environment.
The immense injection of feckral funds into research had brought about
a staggering increase in demands for libran services with no corollan
financial support for those services

The Columbia Libraresilong with ,t , peers, reflected the characterrtics
of an established bureaucracy within an es,ablished bureaucracy. As
Polykarp Kusch, Proc.)st of the University, noted in an informal memo-
randum to Haas in 1970, "The budget carries a very large overhead of
tra 'qion and hereditary prenigative." Recasting a venerable and venerated
institution within this encironment represented an aw csome challenge.

The keynote of his tenure was struck early on. In a memorandum from
Kusch to Haas in Noc ember 1970, Kusch recognized the essential qualities
that would enable Haas to achieve his extraordman success in transforming
the nineteenth-centun concept of the research librarv into a flexible series
of capacities for a rapidly changing information world. ". . . I am reminded
of the circumstance that you are the onls ofIker of administration within
the Unnersity who turns up ii . my office with a well-organized agenda of
matters to be discuswd Your agenda is a most effective device for disci-
plined cons ersanon and for defining agmments, disagreements, and mat-
ters ler ffiture conversation "2

The objective of Haas's agenda, broadly stated, was the promotion of
the "rational de elopment of information resources pertinent to university
research and instruction in all fields and the creation of an integrated and
effecnce service capacity involving libraries, computersmd cemmunica-
non and instructional technologya capacit that it is intended will be-
come an integral part of academic actic my in the University rather than

1 1



The University Tears 3

simply an appendage." He was a pioneer in his insistence on thc devel-
opment of new "capacities" rather than attempts to rely upon fruitless
manipulations of traditionally static organizational F trucrures. While thc
prokssion, as ampls documented in the minutcs of its various organiza-
tional meetings. f6cused on tinkering with interlibrary loan mechanisms,
book budget traditions, borrowing privilege Acies, and conccrn over
the pauan of new skills and expertise in the !,biary field, Haas continued
to press for a creative analysis of the changing role of libraries. "Changes
in the higher education community will change thc capabilities and thc
nature of libraries as wellthe hbranes of 1940 and IC SC arc totally
different entities. Changes are not simply to do something more cheaply
than we're doing It now , but to develop Lapahilities . . We need changcs
of %mous sorts The message is. some fundamental thinking has got to
be carried on 'low and for the next less years so that we dictate our own
fate rather than having it done for us."'

This fUndamental thinking was (pulls translated into action at Colum-
bia. Haas Ind (haired the Joint ACE, ARL Advisory Committee to the
Universiry Libraries Mana,4ement Studs in 1968/69, which resulted in
the establishment of the Office of Managemen: Studies at the Association
of Research Libraries and the Booz, Allen & Hamilton (BAH) prototype
management stud of Columbia nu ersin Libraries, funded Is\ the Coun
cd on Library Resources

In a long letter to Fred Cole, President of CLR, in I) xember of 1970,
Haas iislined his concepts tiff the mission and orgamzanon of the research
library to meet the needs of the coming decades.

1 We need to remember that our objectise is education and that
our administrant e orgainzatun. must be one that stimulates ed-

mammal produLtis its and increases the educational impact of the
libran operation.

2 The "system" must be responsible to the current research and
educational Nquireraents of all groups within the Univcrsiry

3 An acceptable pl.m for the organization must enhance the role
of libran.ms as acme members of the educational community and
as full partIcip.mts in des doping and implementing hbrary pro-
grams

4 The organuatumal structure should pros ide a capabilin 16r mon-
itoring operations and sen ice performance on a continuing basis

5 The organizational plan should promote effluent use of human,
financial, collectionInd physical resources

6 The organizational structure stiouki promote and st.mulate po-
knrially meaningful experimentanon and innosanon



4 Influencing Chame in Research librarianship

7 The form of organization should promote development of a sub-
stantial capability for intennstitutional operations and arrange-
ments.

8 Thc specifications for staffing must aim not only at qualitative and
quantitative descriptions of the range of skills and abilities required,
but they must also promote the concept that would see each
individaal staff member making full use of his abilities in his work.'

The BAH study initiated an enormous ferment of excitement and re-
itivcnation among the Columbia staff despite increasingly stringent finan-
cial circumstances and the lingering effects of the aftermath of the '68
Troubles Haas set up a series of standing committees that actix el involved
approximately fifty staff members to consider and implement the issues
outlined in his krter to Fred Cok. This bnd of intensive staff involvement
in the basic "recasting"a word that was to become a vocabulary staple
among the senior staff during the Haas penodof the research library
represented a radical break from the autocratic traditions and bureaucratic
structure of the older research libraries. Thc staff committees covered a
wide range of topics including re-examinations of (1) traditional library
functions such as colkcnon development and prom anon, the form and
content of bibliographic records, and general services, 2) classification
scheme, tbr both professional and supporting staff personnd; k 3 ncw
research services for the traditional disciplines in humanities, social sci-
ences, and sciences, (4) the emerging emphasis on computer applications;
and ( 5) new concepts of intermsntunonal cooperation

In 1972, with financial support tiorn the Council on Library Resources,
Haas created a pioneering Libran Planning Office to establish and insti-
tutionalize a connni long-range planning process for the University
Libraries The office was notable for as lack of precedent not only in
research lihrries but in then host institutions as cII Thc Planning Oftke
provided the focus to transcend the club operational demands, to lay the
conceptual and financial groundwork for the recasting process, and to
ident6 and establish procedures for collecting the pertinent information.
This prescient action was typical of Haas's managerial style and his con-
icnon that the process of change required the institutionalizanon ofan

acme planning effort based on a series of articulated objectixes insulated
from the denunds of the operating environment but dosely linked to it
through an organizational stnicture Lharactenzed [ix intensive staff in-
olvernent.

Beginning with the BAH stud , a study heavily influenced by Haas's
ideas And insights, hc proceeded to impkment die ob,ccoves hc had laid
(nit in thc letter to Cole The staff reorganization recommended by BAH
and subsequenth modified b) the Columbia staff established a stnicture

1 3
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wrll ahead kilts time, and now being recognized by Peter Drucker, among
others, as mandatory for large corporations as they become information-

based organizations. As Druckcr writes, ". . the typical business will be
knowledge-based, an organization composed largely of specialists who
direct and discipline their own performance through organized feedback

from colkagues, customers, a id headquarters.'
Pcrhaps thc most striking fea:urc of ti.- ncw Columbia University Li-

t.canes organization was its emphasis on function. Eliminated were thc
traditional h --archical positions of unit head and assistant, both of whom

held essent thc samc job description. Instead, the new organizational
structure assib.ted specific functional responsibilities, with appropriate ac-
countabilities, throughout the organization. For example, the second-level
positions in the large, distinctive coikctions of Medicine, Law,East Asian,

Art and Architecture, and Rare Books and Manuscripts were split into
functional units providing access services and reference/collection man-
agement activities. Thc organization was essentially flattened to permit
the broad delegation of authority and accountability to senior managcrs
Another significant innocation integrated thc concept of multipk report-
ing relationships into the organizational structure, a concept based on the
recognition of the complexity of the organization and the impossibility
of compartmcntalizing thc functions of a knowledge-based operation De-

cisions could no longer be made unilaterally or in a vacuum; the expertise
of librarians working pnmanly with patrons in thc )ublic services area
needed to be linkcci to the bibliographic and curatorial skills of the col-
lecnon dnelopment staff. Such an organization required individuals who
flit:awned wdl in a complex group process, w ho understood the validity
of honzontal as well as vertical u orkmg relationships, and who were
comtbrtable with ambiguity.

To meet this need, Haas turned his attention to identifying the appro-
priate mix of staff talents and to deceloping an environment hospit.hle
to and supportne of growth and des. dopment. In cooperation with the
new Offkc of Management Studies at the Association of Research Li-
brancs, he embarked on the unprecedented course of providing some form
of management mining for the majority of the professional staff. His
perception of the requirements for both administrative and acaderrIc tal-

ents led to the doclopmcnt of a personnel matrix composed of a scncs
of position classifications, in terms of administrative responsibility, and a

s% stem of professional ranks, modelled on the acadermc criteria for Co-
lumbia University faculty but modified to mecr the obligations of the
libran profession. This innovative matnx rewarded specialized academic

development and achiccem-nt regardless of administrative responsibility
and also provided incentices and opportumtics for thc devdopmcnt of
talented generalist managers This cream c approach contributed heavily

1 '-t



6 Influent* Chancre in Research Libniriath,'

to the dc;clopment of the managerial capabilities Haas viewed as essential
for the increasing complexity of the research library. Tradinonally, too
many libranans had moved into administrative careers because of the
perceived financial and professional advancement rewards. The new Co-
lumbia system prwided for sansfactor career advancement in both ad-
ministrative and academic tracks, thus encouraging individuals to build on
their strengths.

Standing committees of representatives from all levels of the professional
staff were set up to ,stablish cnteria for initial position classification and
continuing review as responsibilities changed. A Professional Review Com-
mittee was appointed to conduct a peer review process to recommend to
the University Libranan those individuals qualifring for promotion in rank.
The agreement of the Columbia administration to incorporate this unique
personnel system lam the Statut_s of the University, with full stanitorv
recognition of Officers of the Libraries as academic staff, reflects the
universirv administration's esteem for Haas's leadership and respect for his
perceptive judgment in developing talent for the future.

His conviction that the organization must encourage and support in-
novanon and experimentation while continuing to provide the traditional
services demanded by the academic programs found operational translation
in a ,mall unit attachcd to the Resources Group, with a far-ranging port-
foho to develop new programs cutting across orpnizational lines. This
approach proved to be highh effective in establishmg new programs,
breaking down traditional conceptions of t.lrf and junsdicnon, and en-
couraging a new sense of organizational process and cooperative activities
to meet service needs. Slow Iv but surely, the organizational ethos began
to change from a commitment to maintaining the integrity of a traditional
organizational stnicture to the exhilaration of molding the organization
to meet the needs of the institution and the scholarly cominuniry

Buned among his eight points was perhaps the most prescier of all
the conviction thit the new organization must promote the development
of a substantial capability for intennstitunonal operations and arrange-
ments Haas's concept went far beyond the tradinonal consortial arrange-
ments to envision a truk integrated cooperame structure that heavily
influenceA the management of local services and resources. His leadership,
along %vith his peers at Harvard UnixersitY, Yak Universitv, and the New
York Public Library, in the establishment ofThe Research Libraries Group
w as another example of his extraordinan ability to tralisiat( a prophetic
concept into productive realm Not onh was the Columbia staff energized
by his intense intellectual and physical energy to recast a creaking and
curnbenorne internal crganization Thes w ere at the same time being
iirvd to pioneer in a new consortial xenture that challenged their tradi-
nonal assumptions and stretched tneir rrofessional and managerial capac-

1 5



The Unirersity Years 7

Ines to the utmost as thc, strove to preserve the past, maintain the present,

and create the ffiture It was both an exhausting and an exhilarating time

to be at Columbia. Soccess of the magnitude achieved by Haas at Columbia

requires more than c.blliance and energy; his particular qualities of quiet

support, acute perception of mdividual strengths and weaknesses, and
incisise onalysis of complex problems inspired his staff to perform their
personal best. He was known by all as "Dial-a-prayer" because of his

uncanny ..thility to provide the salient insight that led to the solution of
complex and seemingly insoluble situations.

In Sept-ember 1974, almost five years after Haas had sct into motion
his long-range agenda, Columbia University held a planning retreat at
Arden House. Haas's five-year plan prepared for that conference reflects
his extraordinary ability to understand the import of the changing role of
libraries and his capacity to provide a productive response. He correctly

predtacd the charactenstics of the ftiture operating environment. He
envisioned costs outpacing income and the expansion of the obligations

of libranes as the solume of recorded information continued to grow and

academic prog .ms changed. He foresaw in particular the implications

flow ing from the continuing application of technc 'ogy, including the need

for shared resources, new financing strategies, and a series of legal and
philosophical concerns. He offered the universit- a ncw agenda to "create

a capacity for change without dictating prematurely the kinds of change

required to meet future needs His leadership qualities were oncc again
recognized in a letter from the Director of Development, in which he
noted that "ou should have had more time to do what vou do so well
arnciilate brilliantly the themes and needs of the Columbia libraries '

If these accomplishments had constituted the sole record for the Uni-

ersitY Years, that achievement scnuld be extraordinary But such was not
the case. Haas was not only a thinker, but an energetic doer as well.

During this same tune, he pursued an active leadership role in a variety

of external professional activities and oversaw the management of a lively

local enterpnse. The Columbia Unts ersirv Libraries, because of the um-

\ ersin's heavy emphasis on graduate instruction and faculty research, are

intensis el used. Approximately ten thousand to f fteen thousand people

use the Columbia Libraries each day. During the Haas era, ncw library
butldmgs were built and older ones renovated, collections were reorganized

.md moc ed, a Preset-Nation Office was established, and computing opera-

tions were defined and stabilized. As Haas noted in a letter to a colleague,

"I am sorry that I can't spend the time a detailed critique would require,

but life here is not tranquil
Perhaps two tributes fittingly describe the distincz.on of the ,as years

?: Columbia University At his farewell party, the m:mbers of his staff
presented 1,;:n Nvah two door handl.:s, enca.sed in lucitc, removed from a

1 f;



8 Inguencim Chaitig in Pesearch Librathins*

renovated library. The handle on one sidc bears the word PULL and onthe other PUSH in atiectionate gratitude for his insistence on professional
excdlence and performance. The Provost of the University, W. Theodor--deBary, summed up the c..,iversity's gratitude in a last letter to Haas: "I
am very much impressed by your five year report for 1972-77 with its
lucid andconsidering the range of subjects coveredsuccinct presenta-tion of the progress of the University Libraries as well as their problems
and needs.

. . let me congratulate you on winding up a period of distinguished
rvi,:e to the Libraries with an equally distinguished report to the Uni-

versity.'"9
The quality of library management, like teaching and research, can be

assessed on two levels: the visible and the invisible. How does one measure
the impact of an extraordinary leader on his colleagues and associates aswell as on the future of the organization? In the case of Jim Haas, those
of us who worked with him know full well the enduring significance of
his contributions to the success of the Columbia Libraries and the profes-sional talent he developed and nurtured to respond to the demanding
requirements of the decade of the eighties. It could well be, if such things
could be measured, that the invisible record of his service will prove tobe far more distinguished than the accomplishments apparent to the Uni-
versity at the nme of his thparture.

Notes
1 Informal memorandum from Polvkarp Kusch to W I Haas Undated.

Polvkarp Kusch to W J Haas, November 4, 19703 W J Haas Miscellaneous Papers
4 Transcript of discussions of Advisors. Committee to Mathemanca study of theeconomics of libraries, 1972.
; I. Haas to Fred Cole, December 30, 1970
6 Peter F Drucker, "The Coming of the Ness Organization," Harvard Business

Review lanuary.February 1988) 45.
J Haas to Library Planning Council, September 27, 1974.

8 Peter Buchanan to W I Haas, October 1974
9 W I Haas to foster Mohrhardr, Apni 27, 1972

10 W Theodore &Ram to V J Haas, January 30, 1978
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CHAPTER 2

President, Council on Library
Resources

Deanna B. Marcum

This chapter on Jim Haa, 's presidency of thc Council on Library Re-
sources is a status report, for his work is very much in progress. It will
bc left to a future biographer to review the complete story, but after a
decade of consistent leadership, it is possible to identify thc issues he
believed to be most important and that constituted the core of the Coun-
dl's program.

The chronology of events is fairly straightforward. Warren J. Haas was
elected president at the November 12, 1977, annual meeting of the Coun-
cil on Library Resources to succeed Dr. Fred C. Cole as President on
January 1, 1978. At thc time of his appointment, Jim was the University
Lbranan at Columbia University and had been a men ber of the CLR
Board for three year,. His passion for research librarimship w7.s well
estabhshcd, and his leadership qualities abundantly in eviciencc.

Today, a decade later, a long rccitation of accomplishments and advances
would have to be listed if the contributions of Jim Haas were to be fully
acknowledged. But the annual reports of thc Council provide a carefully
detailed record of programs and projects. My intent here is to delve more
deeply into a few representa6/e efforts that I judgc to be most 'mportant
in thz history of CLR. Jim Haas would be quick to point out that CLR
is a catalytic agent. Throughout its history, the Council's work has de-
pended upon the willingness of intzrestei individuals and organizational
representatives to take part. In that respea, the history of the several
programs I will describe is, in fact, a collective history, but Jim Haas has

Deanna B Marcum is Vice President of the Council on Library Resources.
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10 Influencing Change in Research Librarianship

skillffilly and subtly pointed the direction. That so many have been willing
to work on his agenda is the ultimate tribute to his genius.

The programs of the Council over the last decade are good indicators
of Jim Haas's evolution in thinking. Whcn he assumed the presidency,
CLR was intensely involved with the dewlopment of a bibliographic
structure that would serve the country. Conputerization of library op-
erations and the agreement to follow standams fet the form and content
of bibliographic records gave rise to bibliographic networks for providing
cataloging services to a large number of libranes. That single development
remains the most important factor in lowering the per-title cost of pro-
cessing library materials. Although the need for this kird of sharing of
bibliographic resources was well arnculated before 1978, the structure fOr
sharing bibliographic information was not yet in place. The Bibliographic
Service Development Program (BSDP)--which had separate funding, its
own program officer (C Lee Jones), and an advisory committee made up
of administrative officers of the key organizationsprovided the frame-
work for moving from a highly decentralized system of library users being
confined to the use of local resources for snidy or research to a national
and international web of bibliographic records that is available to all library
users who have a need to know. More comprehensive coverage of the
Bibliogri_ !tic Service Development Program is found in Chapter 3.

The ease of sharing machine-readable bibliographic information forced
the consideration, as earls' as 1977, of how indwithial libraries needed to
be organized if they were to be able to share the information itself. The
CLR staff had been working for several months with other agencies to
carry out a plan for delivering resources from one location to another as
needed.

In November 1977, the Library of Congress requested that CLR prepare
a technical devekipment plan for a U.S. National Periodicals Center. The
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science (NCLIS), in
its Efjectwe Access to Periodical Litemture. A National Program, recommended
that the Library of Congress assume responsibilm for developing, man-
aging, and operating the Center. CLR was asked by LC to formulate a
plan for implementan, i A National Periodicals Center. Technical &P&p-
ment Plan, authored by C. Lee Jones, who worked as a consultant to
CLR, was produced aftir wid: consultation with the research library com-
munity It is ironic that one of the first activities undertaken by Jim Haas
proved to be, in retrospect, the most difficult. The information industry
and publishers were alarmed by the possibiliry of reduced subscnptions
from libraries, but worse, different segments of the library community
were unable to reach consensus on a toursc of action. The plan for a
national resource-sharing program foundered in the chaos. Jim Haas was

1 9
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deeply disappointed by the profession's fragmentation. Thc experience was
sobering for all who workcd on the plan. Perhaps it was the harsh reality
of how difficult it is to reconcile differing points of view that led to a
fundamental shift in CLR's approach and program intercsts.

Preservation
From its earliest days, thc Council on Library Resources funded pres-

ervation activities. With support from CLR, the Barrow Research Labo-
ratory was established in 1961 by W. J. Barrow in Richmond, Virginia,
to investigate thc efferts of temperature and humidity on the longevity of
book papers. The rch results were important in informing librarians
about optinium storat, conditions for book collections. Mr. Barrow also
conducted early research into deacidificanon processes that might be used
to arrest paper deterioration.

Jim Haas becamc acutely aware of thc preservation problem while he
was University Libranan at Columbia University. The library's physical
conditions, combined with urban environmental problems, had been es-
pecially hard on an old, established research university's collections.

Since book deterioration plagued thc oldest research libraries, members
of the Association of Rescarch Libraries agreed to takc collective action.

1962, ARL commissioned Gordon Williams to study the preservation
problem in American libranes. Williams's report, issued in 1966, acknowl-
edged the importance of coordinated effort if a solution was to bc realized.'
Conferences and meetings explored the brcadth and dcpth of thc pres-
ervation issue, but few concrcte actions wcre taken. Still convinced of the
necessin for colleens e action, ARL commissioned another study in 1972,
funded by the Office of Education, U.S. Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare. This time, Jim Haas was persuaded to conduct thc
ins estigazion into ARL's failure to implement the recommendations of thc
Williams report. In his report, Jim Haas articulated plans for a national
presenation program ' Although action on the report was inconsequential
at the nme, thc 1972 plan proved to bc thc basis for a successful attempt
to preserve thc nation's published intellectual resources.

Once established as CLR President, Jim Haas concluded that thc de-
terioration of book collections was only grov.ing morc serious He decided
to tn one more time to bring thc seriousness of thc situation to the
attention of university policy makers. Thc Council on Library Resources
joined ssith the Association of American Universities to establish task forces
to studs thc five topics related to research libraries that seemed to bc most
important to the entire oniversity community, presenation was onc of
those topics. Many of thc findings from earlier reports were discosered
anew bv this more broadly representanw university group
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12 Ivinencing Change in Research Librarianship

The task force on preservation and access ,....volved into an independent
committee that, in turn, established in 1986 a permanent body, the Com-
mission on Preservation and Access. Jim Haas served as the Commission's
interim chairman until August 17, 1987, when Patricia Battin assumed
the title of president of the Commission. By fall 1988, the elements of a

national preservation program were firmly in place and the prospects were
excellent for finally sohing the most urgent preservation problems.

Professional Education
In one of his earliest addresses to his former ARL co!l:agues, Jim Haas

identified professional education as one of his prionty programs. Con-
vinced that library schools were nor well positioned to respond to the
needs of university libraries for better-trained staff, CLR named a presti-
gious Professional Education and Training for Research Librarianship
(PETREL) advisory committee, chaired by Haas's long-time friend John
McDonald, Library Director of the University of Connecticut. (Their
mutual interest in bird v. arching was instrumental in selecting the acronym
for the Committee.) Other members of ,he committee were Russell
Bid lack, Dean of the Library School, University of Michigan; Margot
Mc Burney, Director of Queens University Library and the chairperson of
ARL's professional education committee; W. Boyd Rayward, Dean of the
Graduate Library School, University of Chicago; Rutherford Rogers, Uni-
versity Librarian, Yale University; and Robert Vosper, University Librarian
Emeritus, University of California, Los Angeles.

The advisory committee identified three directions for the new PETREL
program recruitment to the profession of the "kst and bnghtest" among
liberal arts students, enhancement of managerial skills among those already
in thc profession who were likely to become leaders in the future; and
frontiers conferences to give already established library leaders an occasional
glimpse into the future.

The initial grants in the program went to library schools at the University
of Chicago, the University of Michigan, and the University of California,
Los Angeles. The Graduate Library School and the Graduate School of
Business, Universiry of Chicago, established a postgraduate program lead-
ing to a certificate of advanced study' in library management. The School
of Library Science at the University of Michigan began an active recruiting
program designed to attract a small number of highly qualified candidates
to specialize in research librarianship. The Graduate School of Library and
Information Suence at UCLA developed two programs. the Senior Fellows
Program to provide specialized training for individuals who had recent])
assumed major management posts, and the first of a series of conferences
designed to explore 2nd describe the frontiers of research librarianship.
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The objective of these conferences was to relate rescarch library devel
opment and operations to economic, technological, political, and intel-
lectual facts that promised to dominate policy making for the next decade.
Thc effects of this program are analyzed in Chapter 6.

In 1988, the professional education program was restructured consid-
erably, in patt because Jim Haas recognized the problem of concentrating
on library schools in isolation. The schools' small size and relative isolation
on campus make chans, even with grant support, quite difficult. In his
report on the CLR program, Jim Haas explained the sjtuation in this way:
"Professional education, es ith its mix of strengths and problems, is not
vet up to the tisk of fueling the future with women and men of the quality
required to do the job. In terms of the CLR role, we can find ways to
help more individuals because we have shown wc are able to do so. And
even though the way is not certain, our advisors, both librarians and
educators, assert that CLR must assume at least some of the responsibilit;
for promoting, through academic means, the cause and substance of the
profession itself."

How such a stnicture that incorporates library schools, library admin-
istrators, and academic officers can be established to guide effectively the
direct ons of professional education remains an .s.nanswered question in
the summer of 1988, but there is a plan for appoInting a Committee on
Information Studies that will include all three groups. Tne objective of
the Committee will be to define and give visibility to the discipline of
informauon studies and to identi6/ the people best able to help give it
shape and substance.

As important as it is to redefine the profession, there is also a great
need to provide continuing education for those already at work in librar-
ianship. Over the last decae, new opportunities for individuals have bcen
offered. Since 1970, some four hundred individuals have been the bene-
ficiaries of CLR research grants, fellowships, or Internships. The two new
programs to support indieiduals introduced during Jim Haas's tcnurc were
the Faculn :Librarian Cooperative Research grants and internships for
Recent Graduates of Library Schools. The cooperative research grants were
designed to encoutage librarians with little research exrerience to collab-
orate %%rah an experienced faculty researcher in conducting research Some
see entytive teams of researchers had been funded as of July 1988, and
the publications resulting from their research efforts are highh, visible in
the professional literature.

The second innovation, Internships for Recent Graduates, ealied atten-
tion to the researeh libran's responsibility in educating rim professionals
The program eneourages libraries to design internships for those librarians
on the staff who ha. e recently earned master's degrees in library science
The internships sh uld sene to broaden the new librarians' understanding

r: '-)
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of rhe "bigger picturei.e., the nature of scholarly rcscarch and the rolc
of the library as a link in the chain of scholarly communication. Multiple-
year programs at five institutions gave opportunities to approximately
eightv-fi c bepnning professionals to gain a better understanding of the
research unwersir ,ontext in which they worked.

Continuing education for those librarians already established in the
profession also deserved attention, because the requirements of the future
research library were expected to bc far morc demanding. There was littk
evidence that hbrary cducation of thc past had adequately prepared current
librarians to cope Nvith the extraordinary demands of a changing profession.

Managerial training had been identified as a fundamental requirement
by Jim Haas while he was the University Librarian at Columbia. Hc
col ohorated with the Association of Research Libraries and the Council
on Library Resour-cs in hiring the Booz, Allen & Hamilton consulting
firm to spend a year at the Columbia University Libraries to design an
organizational stnicture morc responsive to contemporary nccds and, at
the same rime, to work with Duane Webster, newly hircd by ARL, who
would serve as a kind of apprentice on the Columbia project for a year.
Later, Duane Webster would become the director of a ncw division within
the Association of Research Libraries, the Office of University Library
Management Studies The name of the division was simplified m 1978 to
the Office of Management Studies (OMS), but the purpose remained fairly
constantto provide assistance to hbrarv staffs in undertaking management
reviews and orgamzational restnicturings and to offer the management
training needed to improve library performance.

Jim Haas had an intense personal interest in the OMS from its earliest
days and continued to support its activities after moving to the Council.
In 1978, CLR joined with several other foundations to fund the Academic
Library Program, administered by OMS. The purpose of the program was
to extend the benefits of the OMS programs, then available only to research
university libraries, to two- and four-year liberal arts colleges, thereby
ooening an additional path to link libraries with rdared missions. As part
of the program, librarians were trained to serve as management consultants
to colleghlre institutions, wor':ing first with OMS staff and then indepen-
dently.

In 1982 '83, the ARL Office of Management Studies was fundcd to
devekip the National Collections Inventory Project m an effort to create
the tasks and procedures needed to describe collections across a wide
spectrum of research libraries The inventory effort was based on The
Research Libraries Group's program to construct a collections conspectus.
CLR funding was used to develop a manual for usc by bibliographers and
to design training programs for participants in the majority of ARL li-
braries.

o
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Another CLR grant was ma ic in 1983/84 to the Office of Management
Studies to design an Institute for Library Educators, a three-week program
fqr faculty members who specialize in academic/research librarianship.
Second and third institutes in 1986 and 1988, respectively, were also
funded. Through this peogram, some forty-five library school faculty were
immersed in the contemporary challenges faced by research libraries.

The Academic Libran Management Intern Program offered another
type of oppornmity for individuals who wished to strengthen their man-
agerial skills. One-year internships for individuals in a major research library
were first offered during Fred Cole's tenure as president of CLR, but they
were continued by jim Haas. As of 1988, fifty librarians had benefited
from the Intern program, nearly all of them now hold top-level manage-
ment positions in research libraries.

This list could be continued at length. The point is that Jim Haas,
following in the tradition established by his predecessor, has been fully
wmmitted to idennhing librarians with exceptional skills and talents and
gning them opportunities to excel in their chosen profession. It would
be difficult to cakulate the iarv number of librarians who owe a debt of
gratitude to the commitment of CLR and its Board to individual oppor-
tunity. The scope of these programs indicate., the intensity of Jim Haas's
commitment to identifying the most talented librarians and offering them
opportunities to gam distinctive experience.

The Library in the Research University
The program areas of bibliographic sen ices, presen anon, andto a

lesser extentprofessional education wcre more or less in place beim: Jim
Haas assumed the pres.denc of CLR, although he quickly imprinted his

n style and philosophi on all three as he directed their activities. But
he w as not satisfied with impnw mg library operations. Jim Haas's single
most important contribution to the Council on Library Resources has
been his insistence that the research hbran be examined in the context of
the unnersin , because the daN of the autunomously operating hbran was
ON Cr.

From earlier adminisn e experence, Jim Haas knew that the librarian
had a difficult time 'n capturing the attention of university officers Re-

.dizing that the fundamental change going on in research libraries would
hax c enormous imphcations for libran users as well as for those universit
officers w ho must ultimatch pa the bills, Jim Haas worked hard to build
a cadre of informed leaders who could take the initiative in educating the
university community

With grants from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the Carnegie
Corporat-,n of New York, and the National Endowment for the Hu-
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manines, the Council on Library Resources and the Association ofAmer-
ican Universities joined Together to develop a project to study the problems
confronting the nation's research libraries. Five task forces, made up of
university officers, teaching faculty, and librarians, were formcd to consider
the most important issues: bibliographic systems, resource sharing, pres-
ervation, technology, and prokssional education.

The reports of the task forces were important documents in and of
themselves but, in the long term, the process of building tcams of people
from various parts of the uno ersav stnicture was Jim Haas's most impor-
tant act From the task force reportsin agenda for ffiture collaborative
action was set

In 1985, the CLR Research Program w as established. The impetus for
the new program was JIM Haas's concern about the university's abffity to
pfin for its information resources in the future. The program was an-
nounced as an incentive to "encourage explorationthrough analysis,
research, experiment, and discussionof man) important topics pertinent
to providing and managing the infornianon resources needed for teaching
and scholarship Twol,ands of grams were a% all:ble through the research
program institutior,J grants to hdp unnersmes with their strategic plan-
ningind giants to individuals ho would conduct research on charac-
teristics and uses of information by discipline.

The first large insntutional grant was made to the University of Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles, in 1986 Program director Robert M. Haws, Dean
Of the Gnduate School of Library and Information Science, assumed
responsibility for cciordinating the long-range strategic planning process
for libraries and information resources in the research university. Subse-
quent grains to fic ffitate other planning Ants w ere made to the University
of Minnesota and tie Ouyersity of Illinois at Chicat,o. The University
of Minnesota estabbshed a model information center within its I h.hert
Humphrey Institute of Pubhc Affairs with its grant, the University of
Illinois at Chicago added two librarms to the Hun ,nines Institute in
order to study the informancm-seeking beha% Kir and library resources re-
quirements of humanities scholars.

The individual gnnts were important both to the institutions receiving
them and to the Council as it attempted to shape the research program
For Jim Haas, the quest for a greater sense of-cohesion has been contin-
uous, and he %%,r, not convinced tlut the ehanges that occurred as a result
of the researeh grants w ould have enough immediate influence He estab-
lished a Research Library Comnuttee to pros ide the unity that had been
lacking Th, pattern follmed was similar to those established earlier in
Jim Haas's tenure universiry officers, scholars, archivistsind hbranans
were asked to take part in this enterprise sponsored by he Council on
Library Resources, the American Council of Learned S:Aienes, the As-
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sociation of Amcrican Univcrsitics, and thc Social Scicncc Rocarch Coun-
cil

In 1988, thc Rcscarch Library Coinmittcc had mct twicc and was still
dcveloping an agcnda for long-tcrm action, yct a fcw thcmcs wcrc cicarly
disccrniblc. Thc rok of ti. library in thc rcscarch univi:rsity dominated
thc agcnda. Closely rclatcd to that issuc wcre the ctianging nccds of
scholars in diffcrcnt disciplincs for library and information services. Jim
Haas was conymccd that thcsc broad policy quocions could nor Ix an-
suercd by librarians working indcpcndcntly. If rcscarch librarics were to
flourish into thc ncxt dccadc, thc cnnrc univcrav community must havc
a barn- awarcncss of what was at stakc.

lf rescarch libraries are to lac rcsponsive to thc changcs wrought by ncw
techrology, librarians must havc an in-dcpth undcrstanding of how rc-
searchers do that work. Only with fall knowlcdgc of thc scholarly proccss
can librarians scc to it that tcchnological applications arc producnvc and
beneficial. Scholars and administrators, on thc other hand, must be ap
prised of the costs associated with thc introduction of new information
storage and rctne% al mcthods Priorities and nceds for library scniccs must
be establishcd in a realistic contcxt Thc Research Library Committee %%as
established so that the neccsfarv discussions could takc place

Summary
The Council on Ilbrarv Resources docs not have a corporate identm.

The foundation's rolc is closcl) tied to thc personal interests of its lcadcrs.
Beforr. Jim Haas was named president, CLR was more like the traditional
foundat,on that responds to the rcquests it recencs. Pcrhaps bccause he

as appointed %%hilt! he %%as in a highly visible position at Columbia
Univcrsity, J m Haas changed the way CLR would function. i-ic had bccn
%er% acme in the Association of Rcsearch Librarics and thc Rcscarch
Libraries Group Unlike his prcdecessors, Jim Haas had bcen closcly linked
to the library communir) at the working level. It is not surprising that
he emphasized the status of thc Council on Library Rcsourccs as an
operating foundation This status allows for thc foundation to go beyond
simply making grants to initiating and managing programs of its mn.
Within this structurc, CLR has takcn on its most important work. the
Bibliographic Senice Doelopment Program, cstablishing a national prcs
enation program, starting an intcnsne revision of profcssional education,
and organizing the Research Library Committee

Wilde working %whin thc operating structure %%as crucial for a morc
expansivc Council on Library Resources, it also raised questions in the
minds of some librar) directors Accustomed to applying dircaly to foun
clarions for grants, librarians were worried %%hen Jim Haas became thc

1-- -,
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Lhairman of the Foundation Librar Committee. Mam of the major pnvatc
foundations %vith an interest in research libraries agreed to participate in
the meetings, held two or three times a year. Some of the if.-nindations
announced that CLR would serve as a kind of advisory body when libran
grants were under consideration Some of Jim's former colleagues were
not pleased about the increased visibility of CLR. It took several years of
watching for research librar directors to realize that Jim Haas was probab4
the on1L librarian who could attract thc attention of foundation presidents
and unnersity officers in an efiectne wa. ELen when libranans did not
appreciate the role Haas plaed, virtuall cer one admired his leadership
abilities in thc larger arena.

Jim Haas once told mc that he had not actively sought jobs during his
career Rather, hc did what other people thought he alone could do. In
order to take on the very demanding leadership role the CLR Board
Lonsidered necessar if the rcscarch library was to flourish, Jim Haas left
dLnamic Columbia UniL ersit to move to a small office environment in
Washington, D C. Thc management skills hc had perfected as director of
a large urmersin librar were not nearl as important in the new setting.
Instead, he found a necessar to turn his attention to analyzing the
national libran situation and identifiing the few things that could be done
only by an organization such as the Council.

Having been an influential leader %vithin thc Association of Research
Libraries, Jim 1-1as found it difficult to ignore tnc many ideas his former
colleagues had to offi:r about the best uses of foundation funds. Perhaps
the best indicator of Jim Haas's leadership strength was his total com-
mitment to thc three or four areas hc identified to become the focus for
CLR's program. He has concentrated on what hc believed to be the topics
of fundamental importance to research librarianship, and hc was willing
to take on very difficult issues because there was no one else to do
so His perception of the task is best summanzed In his introduction to
the CounLirs 1985 Annual Report

Thc Council on Libran Resources is essennalk an agent for oth-
ersfOr libraries and librarians, to be sure, but also in library-rdated
matters. fOr universal officers, faculn members, learned societies and
acadcmic organizations, and many individuals, not readd catego-
rized, who arc intensted in and understand thc importance of li-
braries Indirectly, at least, we am also thc agents of thc foundations
that fund us Thc program described in this report . is thus not
one of our own creation Instead, a grows from w hat we hear and
reflects the priorities we sense.

One might expect, given the diLersin of our adLisors, that what
we do would be fragmentcd and diffused That is not reallL the Lase
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There is an underlying uniformin of purpose in the activities of each
of the three components of our program. research, exploration and
installation of improved operating capabilities, and librarianship itself.
One w av or another, the intent in all cases is to reshape academic
and research libranes so that their rengths arc retained hile ther
add the new capabilities the future demands.

At heart, the task is one of managementhow will libraiies redefine
and meet their obligations in intellectuall, econom.cally, and socially
appropriate ways? There is a tendency to rely on evolution, but ev-
olution is too slow and unpredictable, pen the opportunities offered
tw fast-moving technolog and the hazards to scholarship of forces
that see information more as a commodity than as a public asset.
Libranans, %vith the help of many others, need to shape the future
rather than wait for it to happen. CLR, as an agent, can help; thc
work itself will have to be done elsewhere

Notes
I Williams. Gordon R "The Preserkation of Deteriorating Books labmn Jour-

nal 91 196to 51 56, 189-94
2 Haas. Warren 1 "Preparation of Detaded Speuticanons for a Nanon-d System

for the Presenanon of lahran Matenak Waslung6m. D C Association of
Research Lihranes. 19-2

3 iThrn-tircr Annual Report. Ns". II



CHAPTER 3

The National Bibliographic
Program

C. Lee Jones

Historic Perspective
One can postulate that the first steps toward a national bibliographic

program were taken late in the last century when the Library of Congress
(LC) bcgan marketing catalog cards and so began to share LC cataloging.
The purchase ofand, later, subscription tothe LC card set provided
libraries with an option to accept the cataloging effort expended by a large
group of well-tramed catalogers, all adhering to a common set of stardards.
New options fur management of thc cataloging process had been created;
managers could choose between capitalizing upon cataloging effort already
expended or spending scarce rcsourccs to create institution-specific versions
of the same data now available from LC. Fcw dispute the allegaion that
LC cataloging is done in the context of a large, single collection, a context
that was often attacked as producing inappropriatel!, complex cataloging
copy for other institutions.

Printed union catalogs of materp1s processed by LC, supplemented NN ' t h

contributions for other research libraries, represented the next level of
what would become thc "national bibliographic program." A library could
subscribe to the National Union Catalog (NUC), select required catalog-
ing copy, usc it as found, or alter it for local purposes. Thus, an even
wider ranee of options for institutional bibliographic proccssing became
available with thc advent of tha NUC.

C Ler Jones is Presufrnt of the Mui-Atlunne Preserranon Service, he was formerly a
Program Officer of the Council on Liirary Resources
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The burgeoning publishing industry required the library world to pro-
duce increasing numbers of bibliographic records, and computing was
soon recognized as having a role in any rational bibliographic control
system An early application of computing to library operations was the
distribution by LC of machine-readable bibliographic rccords. As individual
libraries began to use these record, to support a variety of library processes
such as ;ocal cataloging, a certain degree of bibliographic anarchy became
vet another managcmcnt option. A hbrary or other organization might
acquire or write software to use the LC machine-readable records for an
insti Amon-specific system or it could share thc costs of the system by
extendir g access to othcr institutions. f-ir a number of reasons, the Library
of Congress was unable to take a dir ct, strong leadership position by
sharing its internal processing system ( r specifying what an "ideal" system
should be capable of doing Instead, LC chose to encourage the standards
community to adopt its own internal processing format as the format for
the exchange of bibliographic records among computing systcms, a stan-
dard that came to be known as MARC, or MAchine-Readable Cataloging.

The adoption of thc MARC record format and LC's distribution of thc
MARC record set on tape, by subscription, provided a stable bibliographic
record environment in which a number of networks began to provide
shared cataloging services to their membership Slowly, thc strongcr net-
works asserted themselves until, in 1988, thc rwo major not-for profit
bibliographic nerworksOCLC Online Computer Library Center, Inc.,
and The Research Libraries Group's RLIN (Research Library Information
Nem orklaccount tbr substantially all of thc shared biF:iographic senues
sold in the L' S The Western Library Network (WLN) and a number of
proprietary bibliographic services account for the balance of service pro-
vided, probably less than 5 percent of the total.

To the extent that each of the providers of bibliographic information
cooperates with the others and, in fact, shares unique databases, thcrc
now exists a nationwide bibliographic service program. However, it is not
vet a system of interlinked bibliographic utilities. Morc often it is a system
of overlapping, duplicative xrvices. available to any library that chooses
to pa% for access to the databases, especially those of RLIN and OCLC.
But development continues in a mGre Integrated fashion than ever before.
The sources of the current urge to integrate arc difise, but a strong
motive three be traced to a group of people, all associated in one way
or anotlii- . the Council on Library Resources (CLR)

Bibliognipmc mcialism

As bibliographic records from the nation's libraries were contributed to
the National Union Catalog and merged with records from LC, there
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developed a y um of the bibliographic world toat could be described as
socialistic. It was theoretically possible for all catalogers to contribute to
the bibliographic wealth represented by the NUC and also to enjoy all of
the benefits provided by the shared effort represented in that tool. This
relatively widespread concept was nurtured and expanded upon by a num-
ber of preeminent library scholars. Working together under the auspices
of the Council on Library Resources, William Dix (Princeton University),
Herman H. Fussier (University of Chicago), Warren J. Haas (Columbia
University), Frederick Wagman (University of Michigan), and William
Welsh (Library of Congress) prepared a document, "A Review of Some
Current Issues and Possible Solutions in the Bibliographical Control of
Library Resources," with Fussier as author The last draft, July 1976, was
marked "Confidential" and unfortunately never saw the published light of
day It was circulatei among a number of interested individuals and later,
just prior to the start of CLR's Bibliographic Service Development Pro-
gram, w as again shared with a limited number of advisors for reaction and
comment.

This document defined a bibliographic control environment applicable
to the entire nation and, in fact, capable of extension worldwide. Abso-
1 ,ely unwnstramed access to bibliographic information by all was the
dnme objectne, it was to be a national system in which overwhelming
s(cial benefit argued fbr federal support and maintenance of the biblio-
graphic stnicture. The system was to be amenable to evolution, with
continuing empirical testing and ex aluanon as critical components. LC
was to assume the leadership role and to create and maintain the national
database, don elop s ays to obtain bibliographic data not available at LC,
and exercise responsibihn for the quality of the data, regardless of its
source The database would supply machine readable records to any library
requiring them for any purpose. In addition, LC would accept responsi-
bility for production of "general" bibliographic products in a variety of
formats.

The bibliographic system w as expected to produce improved and more
uscful products for mdly idual libranesind especially an improvement in
the utility of the library catalog, w hatever its current format. However,
the total system, the onnupa1 bibliographic database, .Yas to include spe-
ufic location and aycess pths to desired materials. Hence, library resources

ould hay e to) become as casih and commonly shared as the bibliographk
records representing them.

Part of the national bibliographic system enY isagcci by the bibliographic
socialists w as the capabilit) to support institution-specific, computer based
library processing systems, capable of a w ide range of functions. It was
postulated that existing regional networks wuld not handle such a pro
cessing and service load in the long nm.
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Finally, the national bibliographic system had to have as a fur damental
objective the improvement of services, first to the end user, then to local
libraries, and, only as a third priority, to the bibliographic networks
assuming they continued to be necessary or viable. In short, thc Fussier
document attempted to define what ought to be done in order to bring
about maximum bibliographic control and to bring the national biblio-
graphic system into productive and useful existence. Many of the funda-
mental specifications for this scenario arc now matters of fact, though
often in slightly altered forms anri fmquently as the result of efforts initiated
by one indivi,:aal.

Warren J. Haas, ever the synthesizer arid creator, assimilated much of
this document into his next ten years of effort through a program that
came to be called the Bibliographic Service Development Program (BSDP).
Key to Haas's efforts to encourage progress on the bibliographic front
was his notion of focusing on an ideal situation and comparing any action
against progress toward the established goal. Realizing that direct frontal
assault on goals within the library community tends to polarize and even
politicize the process, the preferred Haas approach is to make modest but
consistent gains in directions that, if nothing ...Ise, do not lead away from
the goal Charactensnc of this process is a continuing reassessment of the
goal, to further refine it ard to make certain that the goal matches the
requirements of the scholany community. Patient, consistent progress has
been the resultprogress often attnbuted to others when, in fact, it has
been the firm, steady guidance of Jim Haas and trusted consultants from
throughout the world or libraries and scholarship.

Clearly, the key to success of the concepts contained in the original
Fussier paper was a strong national library, an entity that exists only
partially and in modified form.

National Libnny Successes and Limitations

The United States is blessed with two special and productive national
libraries. the National Library of Medicine (NLM) and the National Ag-
ricultural Library (NAL) The Library of Congress, tstablished to support
the needs of the Congress and thereby the people of the nation, has never
been designated as a national lihi.dy It is as though Congress is jealous
of its own information resource and does not want to share, and thus
dilute, those resources any more than necessary. Despite the lack of an
official man tate and clear support to function as a national library, LC
has managed to take leadership positions in a number of areas, chief among
which has been bibliograVhic services. Despite this leadership, it is a
significant national failure to continue tolerating the denial of sufficient
resources and of an official .nandate for LC to act as a true national library.
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Were LC ever mandated and supported to act as a national library,
funds would become available to support certain initiatives defined in the
context 3f national bibliographic and ,-vice programs. There are no
national bibliographic programs in the s-nse that a well-funded, central
agency has defined certain objectives to be in the national interest and
therefore worthy of support in order to achieve those objectives. More
important, resources to stimulate movement toward estaolished goals and
objectives would be made available through a national library. Were LC
to be designated a national library, the library support functions within
the Department of Education, for instance, might reasonably be subsumed
in the mission of LC as a national library.

Some hoped that the N; tional Commission on Libraries and Infor-
mation Science (NCLIS) might be a substitute for a national library focused
at LC, a substitute that might then meld the national roles not only of
LC but also of NLM and NA1. But NCLIS, with strong information
industry and relatively weak library representation, has failed to provide
the required leadershy toward fundamentally Important library operation
-sr service objectives, and certainly has no mandate or resources to create
or support operating programs, in general, it has been a toothless tiger
during the last several years.

The National Library of Medicine has a long list of successes to its
tredit, but a significant and unfortunate limitation has been its individuality
in the area of bibliographic control issues. Providing early leadership in
abstracting and indexing, it was unable ,o provide the same kind of lead-
ership in other bibliographic areas, though not through any unwillingness
to try. These limits are just now being removed as NLM and LC com-
mittees meet to resolve incompatibilities between the two bibliographic
giants NLM cannot be faulted entirely, however, because the re,t of the
library world, including LC, ignored the kadership that was provided by
NLM in the early phases of applying computing to library service and
operating programs.

The National Agricultural Library, adopting computing technology at
a deliberate pace, often assumed an idiosyncratic approach to certain library
issues, but to its credit did follow the LC MARC example in bibliographic
tontrol. However, the unfortunately low profile of NAL in the biblio-
graphi . community is percened to have been a function of a very narrow
definition of its natiowl function 'imited to serving the needs of agri-
cultural extension agents. A more egalitarian approach would have
strehgthened the impact NAL has had on the bibliographic structure of
the countr., and the nature of information se-rvices it provides. En 3rmous
strides are now under way at NAL with its Pork Producers Handbook, a
videodisc ba,, reference tool, as the flagship of the new NAL image.
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Thus, the challenge in creating a national bibliographic program has
been to use the massive bibliographic strength or the Library of Congress
to goad the hbran community into the alture, while capitalizing on the
rather more narrowly fbcused slrengths of NLM and NAL. Coupled with
the intense competition among the principal bibliographic utilities, this
integral% e challenge was made to order fbr the skills and leadership of
Jim Haas.

Bibliographic Options and Alternatives
The Haas Role

It is no accident that, in one w a% or .mother, Jim Haas has been involved
in neark even significant bibhographic cc ent in the last twenty or thirty
years Others will note his quiet, good-humored, scholarly approach to
literallt any problem he has ever raced. Colleagues quickly learn that Haas
will forego comment until he has examined all aspects of an issue, evaluated

ith the precision of an Inc estment banker the existing options, gauged
the degree to w hich a proposed actio.1 will encourage progirss toward
commonh accepted goakind done a substantial amount or internal and
pm ate collegial debating But once the analytical steps have been com-
pleted and the options death defined, he formulates and espouses a po-
sition w ith an articulate commmd of the English language rivaled II\ few
and surpassed by even fewer

Haas's gwls and objectn es are de% eloped m ith an awareness of a mul-
titude of consequences If there is one characteristic of a Haas concept,
it is that it is based on the notion that it must be m the best interests of
the scholar--the user of the sell ice or program under review A corollary
to this aindamental guiding prinuple is that the benefit% must justify the
costs and the costs should not impede scholarship, particularly costs for
ac:ess to fundamental resources such as bibliograpluc data.

Although he has often described himself' as a Luddite, Haas has been
nhohed with seceral of the more signifkant technical adcances nude in
bibliographic systems Some of these minathes include the organization
of The Research Libranes Group (coc ered in Chapter 4) md the sekction
and modification of th, BALLOTS system at Stanford into the Research
Libraries Information Network, earlc support of the Clucago Library Data
Management System, the first linkages between certain RLG institutions

g Columbia) and the Libran of Congress (using the former New York
Public Library system ), earl% support- for the Ohio College Library Center,
for both organizational studies and support for certain system elements,
the COHAYA project, in which rhe medical libraries of Columbia, Yale,
,md Han ard unnersines tried to build a machine-readable database of
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bibliographw records, and the des elopment of the MARC standard and
the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, Secord Edition (AACR2). He
has also been ins oh ed with landmark programmatic developments such
as the teclmical des elopment plan for a National Periodicals Center; the
organization and funding of the Bibliographic Sen ice Dcvelopment Pro-
gram, and, more recentls , the organization, limding, and launching of
the Commission on Preset-% anon and Access and the Mid-Atl,mtic Pres-
ervation Service

While most of these ma'am es occurred w hile Haas was associated with
the (:ouncil, either as a Board member or as its president, he developed
his cons icnons, sn lc, and charisma while filling increasingly responsible
positions at Johns Hopkins Unix ersin, Columbia Unit ersity, and the
Unit ersits of Pennss ania. It is not clear that these institutions had any
direct influence ON er a des eloping intellect, but the high visibility of each
mstitunon and the roles Haas held in them brought his skills and leadership
to the attention of' the entire scholarly world

Haas's tenure at the Council and his reputancm as a scnipulously honest
man desotcd unsw en ingh to the ads ancement and improvement of' the
human condition has c brought enormous resources to bear on some nearls
intractable problems Tlw mark of progress is dear on each and even'
problem he has tackled, but not es en seed planted kis yet born fruit

The National Penodwals Center

In the 19-0s, H las became ins ol ed in one of the more controsersial
bibliographic acct. ,, min ins es of the last centurs , a project known as the
National Peoodicals Center NPC The ccmccpt was based on the British
Libran's Boston Spa document fUlfillment sen ice and the perceived need
for such a sen we in the U S Members of the research hbrary ,:ommunity
had been discussing for mans sears how best to put such a service in place

, the National Commission on Libraries and Information .kience
wmmissioned a prelimman studs of the concept. The study suggested
that there ss as some prospect for success in such a program. NCLIS then
asked LC to prepare a plan for the center, LC, in turn, asked the Council
on L.,,lan Resources to undertake the planning eflOrt Haas, who during
this period accepted the presidency of' CLR after sc .eral years of service
on its Board of Directors, was a strong and articulate adsocate not onls
of the NPC but of CLR's partkipation in the planning process. Conse-
qucntls , CLR responded to L(''s request bs raising the resources to support
thc necessan work and seeing that the document, A National Periodicals
Centei "'nip:hal Development Plan,% as des eloped and distributed in 1978.

The plan called for a centralized repository of' periodicals organized for
rapid response :0 requests for indis idual articles The bibliographic rewrds
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of the collection were to rem& in whatever "national" bibliographic da-
tabase might ultimately be developed. Unfortunately, thc plan also called
for a board of governors of national stature to establish poiicy and oversee
operations. This one issue polanzcd members of the library profcssion in
such a wav as to preclude any concerted voice on the issue. It is difficult,
even in retrospect, to understand completely why this issue bccarnc so
polanzcd, except for the all-too-frequeut fear within the library profcssion
that one segment or another might be left out of criticai policy-setting
processes The information industry, at least as it was rcpresented by the
Information Industry Association, was foursquare against the proposal and
made its preferences known during meetings of NCLIS and during sub-
sequent congressional heanngs.

The death knell for the NPC was sounded during those hcanngs, which
were nuaked by disagreement imong thc library professioA over what was
required in terms of the NPC. The hcanng sponsor, Rcp. William D.
Ford (D-Mich ), finally declared after much confused tcramony, "We
can't tell w here you people (the library profession) stand." The failure of
the library community to respond with one voice in support rf NPC
was probably the most critical elm-lent in the ultimate fmlurc to achieve
fedcral ,,,ipport for the concept While %ague enabling lcgislanon was finally
passed, there was necer any funding even to begin detailed planning fc-
the center Because of the enabling legislanon, however, there was never
a final icleat of the concept, despite the opposition from thc Information
Industry Association and some publishers, especially small ones.

While the NPC failed to secure federal funding, the nouon persists to
this dA that the concept remains sound. Ten years after the NPC battles
were waged, a is not uncommon to hear librarians, library users, even
people in the information industry bemoan the lack of such a service. At
least two corporations have mounted services they nercenc to bc NPC
equicalents Howeer, the titles included in these collections arc thosc
frequently usec; md therefore capable of producing enough activity to
warrant inclusion in these co:porate, for profit efforts. One of the greatest
strengths of the NPC is the wide array of tales that would be made
Amiable, regardkss of request activity, and would be maintained in per-
petuin for the benefit or ,cholarsh,p. As sound as the concept continues
to be, It would not be surprising to discover that Jim Haas is merely
hiding his nme until another appropnan Aandow of opportunity presents
itself and another effort xvill ht nounted to achieve the goats set out for
the National Periodicals Center.

Another Haas miname, the Bibliographic Service Developmeit Pro-
gram, uhilc not universally supported within the library communit), has
had an enormous and continuing i ;,)ci on the nature of thc bibhographic
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record structure of the countr and, as noted above, has some of its roots
in the i:ussier document.

The Bibliographic Service Development Program

The Haas approach to problems facing the nation's academic and re-
search libraries nas never been unidirectional. Thus, throughout thc plan-
:ling for and debate over the Nan, aal Periodicals Ccntcr, Haas, as
president of CLR, continued to build on the 1976 Fussler documcnt on
the nature of the national bibliographic system. A persuasive speaker,
Lapablc of providing lucid explanations of library problems to thc academic
and foundation communities, he proceeded to define a long-term program
to help improve the state of bibliographic control and the resulting bib-
liographic systems available in the U.S. Ultimately, he would raisc $5.8
million for the Bibliographic Service Development Program, a CLR ven-
ture that would continue for seven years %kith results felt by virtually even
library user in the country.

The BSDP came into existence late in 1978 at a time when the bibli-
ographic world w as marked b.% a number of uncoordinated, even disjointed,
rfforts to build bibliographic control systems. Some examples include the
Umversiry of Chicago's Library Data Management System (1970); the
Ohio College Library Center, or OCLC (1967); Stanford University's
BAUM S system (1974), ulumately taken over by The Research Libraries
Group a id renamed RLIN, the Washington State Library's system, the
Washington Library Network (WLN), developed by Boeing and based on
the CluLago system, the Unix ersiry of Toronto Library Automated System,
or UTLAS (1972), the New York Public Library system, abandoned in
fa% or of the RLIN systemind at least a dozen others. Each one of these
de% elopments VI as ma& possible by the Library of Congress's MARC tape
subscription scmcc.

Ironically, one of LC's most lucrative services, the card distribution
sell ice, w as doomed by the MARC subscription service For years LC had
produced millions Lift atalug Lards for both sale and subscription to libraries
all mu the world Income from this service became so substantial that
Congress began requiring LC to return a fixed sum each year to the U S.
Trcasun . When the de% eloping bibliographic seIVIces, particularly OCLC,
began offering senkes to libraries, the also offered one-stop shopping.
A subscriber could get nut onl.% shared catalopng services, but also catalog
Lard sets, sorted and ready to file into the catalog. It was not long before
the LC Lard sen ice w as severely compromised in terms of cost recovery,
despite some %en aggressn e system upgrades designed to reduce further
the costs of supplying card_ a libraries. It became clear that the fiiture

as %%rapped up not in catalog cards, but in bibliographic services that
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would soon lead to online catalogs. CLR would provide an important
catalytic rok in this transition.

The Councd's Bibliographic Service Do clopment Program came into
existence with three goals for a nationwide bibhograpluc program.

1 To provide eflective bibliographic services for all who need them;
2 To improve the nature and quality of bibliographic products; and
3 To stabilize the costs of mans bibliographic processes in individual

libraries.

The state of the bibliographic en\ ironment \\ hen the BSDP came into
existence \ as characterized b\ intense competition among three bibho.
graphic "utilities" for customer/menthers. The Washington Library Net-
work was the kast contentious, ha\ mg caned out a regional audience that
w as not overh attractive to the other utilities. The Research Libraries
Group needed to grow &motion in order to spread its not inconsider-
kle growth and operational costs across a significant number of large
research institutions Ha \ ing begun after 00,C \\ as well established, RLG
fOund that some large research libraries alread\ committed to OCLC were
.idanunth opposed to \ hat the\ polo \ ed to be a dilution of OCLC.
Some OC LC research hbran directors o en bac\ ed that their credibility
within the home MStInalOrli Mild sutler if the) diosc to riun 6.! TO RLG,
regardless of w hether benefit, might accnic from such a Move. The
atmosphere was tense, ocn bitter at times, between RLG and OCLC
institutions, a circimstance that .could improc c slow h cn,r the next se \ era!
years The BSDP's cntn onto the stage during the height of contention
between the two organuanons pros hied nonthreatening, impartial en-
\ ironment in hu.h the two principal contenders could establish aome
level of communication

In order, among other obiecm es, to encourage and foster this com-
munication, the BSDP formed a program committee wmposed of the
chief exec-time officers of RLG, OCLC, and WLN, the chief LC manager
responsible for "olbliographk scn ices ( Hen nate A ram )1 senior research

\ ersin cataloging manager ((:arol Ishimoto, Han ard University), a
senior research unnersin public sen ices manager ( Joan Gomals, Univer-
sity of Penns\ h ania, who Joined the committee in its sewnd year), and
a research unnersin librarhin ( James Go\ an, Unnerstm of North Carohna
at ('hapel Hill ) For the first meeting or two, there \\ as also a representame
oi the Chicago Libran Data Management S\ stem The program committee
mct four times a \ ear to discuss Inman\ es that might productively be
undertaken [1\ the BSDP in order to make progress toward the goals of
the program Earlv discussions were as much opportumucs for disco\ en
anumg the chief bibliographic protagonists as discussions of policy The
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lack ot understanding between the sanous bibliographic utilitics w as star-
tling, hut as tulle passed the misunderstandings ss'ere much reduced Op-
portunities to promote coopenme action ss'ere explored from the very
first program committee meetings, but the first cooperative project, an
exploration of-Online catalogs, would not begin for almost two years

While the general perception of the BSDP as a disinterested environment
w hich RLG and OCLC could discuss issues was relatively wkkspread,

mans peopk, including the first OCLC chief executive officer, believed
ilia Haas's rok in getting The Research Libraries Group otr the ground
automatkalb me.mt tha the BSDP would be a pro-RLG program Despite
enormous efforts on the part of Haas .md his CLR staff to disavow such
a bias, it persisted to the end of the program Further, the emphasis on
academic and research libmrs problems \las further perceived to be evidence
of a proRLG stance on the part of the Council OCLC, attempting to
sers c the lubhograFluc needs of all kinds of libraries and under pressure
from mans (paters to pro\ ide often conflicting sullies, found the CLR:
BSDP fix ti . on academic and research libraries limiting However, the
often expressed los of Jim Haas w as that the limited resource% of the

ounoi had to be emplos (xi w here the\ could be expected to have max-
imum impact He' behesed, along with mans others, that programs that
OM solid benefits Ica complicated organuations like research libraries

would pros ide long-term benefits tor all libraries In fact, at least two of
the major pr grams of the BSDP would prose that wmention to be so

the Mort% to link bibliographic sauce ss stems and 21 the development
and assessment of online public access catalogs

Thc documentation prepared hs CLR, prmcipalls bs Jim Haas, to secure
funding for the 1351)1' program attempted to identils the areas in which

productis e am in ouki bc usefid The roots of' these malaise% are deep
but Lan be identified in the Fussler papa noted abose However,
once the program committee begaa as (MIN:talons, a became clear that
despite the aims of area% in ss huh the program was expected to be active,
there were a limited number in ss hk h it could has e substantial impact

learh all program Lommate, member% JO\ ed standards and the //11
pro% eIflc1t ut d IC ba5IL bIblIographIL database as fruithil areas for action

Areas that ireLened less wilsolidarcd support and guidance from the
program committee included etlorts to link the bibliogr.pluc utilities .md
the impros mon of bibliographic. ploducts and sersices The BcDP cum
missioned Battelle Labor me% to examine the options as ailable for linking

bibliographic databases "I n. entire wikept of linking began as a divisive,
angrs sct of discussions In tact, ss hen the first halting steps were taken
to begin exploration of how usctid hnks might be finged among the largest
bibliographic systems LC, OCLC, RLG, .md OCLC decided
Such a mos,: cc (Ado not bc in Its long term interest and opted not to
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participate RLG and 1VLN prepared a memorandum of agreement in
which they pledged themselves to find a way to cooperate and sharc
hibli,,graphic records and system development. Within months, OCLC
requested and was granted the opportunity to observe what was going on
in the project. The first link participants, RLG and WLN, were joincd
belatedly by LC in defining what the links should do and how they should
operate As the project got deeper into telecommunication protocols and
the selection of vatiow options within chosen protocols that would bc
amenable in any future link environment, the participants sought and
received the help of OCLC's telecc --,unications group. Finally, whcn
the link path had been fairly well identified and it was clear that the
distribution of MARC authority and bibliographic records from LC would
use this link, OCLC became a full partner in the specification of the link
and software to impkmer the selected protocols. As the project grcw,
demanding substantial F ttw are work at each participating site, the least
well-supported participant, WLN, f;:11 behind and has not yet caught up.

A much less controversial projecl supported through the BSDP was the
strengthening of the Libran of Congress name authonty file, the file that
records all LC-accepted vets jns of names, both personal and corporate.
The first large grant made through the BSrP was to assist LC in converting
one hundred thousand namt authority records to machine-readable form
and thus to strengthen the LC name authority file. This project took
almost eighteen ir onths to complete and provided one of the nonpolitical
topics abow ss hich the program committee could talk. The agenda of
each meeting was crafte i in such a w a\ that non- or apolitical items were
provided as discussion buffers between the tough issues that were likely
to create tension As the authont file grew larger, LC was able to begin
to consider wavs for other qualified research libranes to contribute au-
thority records to the tile The Lark contributions were all in paper form
and were completely validated b LC sraff. It becarne obvious that a morc
efficient w a% of contributing authorm records had to bc found. With the
progress being made in the project to establish a link between the major
bibliographic systems, it was agreed that an exchange of authority records
should he the first implementation of the operating

By 1986, LC ss as sending updates to thc name authont tile over the
link to the RLIN system Within another year, the first authontv records
wntnbuted b RLG institutions began to flow back to LC. OCLC began
receiving records some months later, but, in the throes of designing and
implementing a new operating system, has had to wait until its Oxford
%%stem is implemented before being able to contribute authority records
to the LC tile

L(' was also encom aged, not only by the BDSP but by many otner
instinmons, to design ways to use the link for bibliographic records as
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wdl as authorin records. The result is the National Coordinated Cata-
loging Program k NC C P ), in which selected libraries contribute national-
lee el bibliographic records to the LC database fo- subsequent redistribution
over the link as part of the MARC tapc subscription service. The non-
threatening efforts to enhance the LC namc authority file and to build
both that file and the LC bibliographic database with contributions from
other libranes provided much of the justification for thc Linked Systems
Project (LSP), as the effort to dcsign and implement linkages between thc
four largest bibliographic databases came to be known.

Standards related to bibliographic records, cataloging systems (AACR2),
and telecommunication protocols all received attention from thc BSDP
and its program committee. Enthusiastic support for nearly any initiative
to strengthen and encourage the arloption of standards in these areas was
the rule. Indeed, nearly any standards initiative espoused by the BSDP
could count on substantial support from each of thc utilities and the
Libran- of Congress. Gem the importance of the standards supported by
BSDP (senal holdings detail, AACR2 options, telecommunication pro-
tocols, a manuscnpt coding system, etc.), a strong case could be made
that the presence of these standards justified the entire BSDP investment.
However, BSDP accomplishments were not so limited.

The seeond goal of the BSDP, "to improve thc qualit-y of bibliographic
products,- led to thc support of two important projects that grew into
significant bibliographic products. The first was a project to develop a
pieLe of microcomputer software capable of claiming bibliographic records
from a number of sourees and organizing them into a private database.
In addition, the sestcm has the capability- to create bibliographies of cited
materials in a number of user-defined formats. The Personal Bibliographic
Se stem, now marketed for a eanen of personal computers, is a market
sueeess. It is also onc of thc BSDP projects that Jim Haas probably views

ith the least satisfaction, primanle because of the high markct pricc now
-1m-gcd for the neoduct, shich was deseloped substan,...__, with fimdc
ti-om the not-for-profit At the time thc flinds were sought
it was understood that the product would be made Amiable to the schola::
Lommunite at modest Lost ( CLR staff thought the pnce would apiq-oxi-
matc the Lost of making a duplicate disk) as a usefill personal ')Ibliographic
tool Hoke% no agreement was made to recoyer the CLR-ineested funds
should the produet become a market success It is not known how many
Lopes hase been sold, but a separate compny (Personal Bibhographie
Softw are, In t. tinalk was established to continue deselopment of the
software and to market it

The online Latalog projeLts represented the most significant contnbunon
made to the impros ement of bibliographie products, improyements that
arc now felt be eLerv user of a modern online public catalog. The set of
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projects began with a "patented" CLR approach to a problema multi-
dav meeting in isolation with no distractions other than the topic at hand.
The setting was idyllica Dartmouth College confercncc ccntcr, bcsidc
the lake upon which On Gram Pond was filmed. The meeting site proved
so ith Hie that two participants, previously unknown to one another, wcre
married some months later. Asi:le from such unexpected social events and,
after considering the current state of online catalogs, the group agreed
unanimously that not enough was known about how people uscd these
tools and about what was required of a truly effective online catalog. By
ne time the meeting was over, it was clear that CLR and the BSDP would

soon have an agenda to pursue with respect to online catalogs.
The actual arrangement for the online catalog meeting, its agenda, and

its summan were planned cooperatively by personnel from RLG and
OCLC in one of the first publicly acknowledged instances of interutihtv
cooperation During -' summarizing process, it became apparent that
OCLC and RLG needed more information about online catalogs and that
din, along with others, might productively evaluate those that were
alreath in operation \mil an eye toward influencing the nature of subse-
quent cataiogs. In the end, both utilities, the University of California
MELVYL system staff, and J. Matthews & Associates each sought and
rt:cened CLR. 'BSDP support for a coordinated assessment of online cat-
alogs The year-long project resulted in an examination of thirty-six dif-
ferent catalogs, \vith conclusions recorded in at least two monographs,
more than a dozen papers, and probably three dozen tbrmal public pre-
sentations.

A number of small projects rdatcd to online catalogs recew ed support
over the next two years Email% , in 1985, a follow-up conference was held
at the Lakin% aL Confer -nce Center on Lake Travis, just outside of Austin,
Tcxas Duang the course of the first day , more than twenty different
online catalogs were demonstrated and assessed by independent evaluators.
It was clear that much progress had been made in the intervening three
or four sears Nearly even system had become easier to use (more user
frientilL one s\stern from the Unwersitx of Georgia nen demonstrated
an earls use of color to highlight certain kinds of information in a display.
Still, there \\ as much to be done Some called for a standardized set of
cominands so that users of more than one system would at least be familiar
\ % ith the basics w hen moN ing haw ecn systems. HMO er, others argued
that the tkld was still too new to be confined by standard commands.
The best that could bc hoped for was a core set of commands and work
continues On this aspca of online catalogs

Thc more critical online catalog problem, that ofdiffercntsets o;:ri-icxes
from one catalog to anothcr, remains a crinc-.1 and apparently intractable
problem Two catalogs \ % 1th identical holdings but indexed differently by
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different online catalog sofm are can producc different results from the
same query. While this problem is discouraging to observers, the !act is
that not many users vet have access to more than one catalog at a time.
If progress continues at the pacc of the mid- to late 1980s in developing
and refining online catalogs, the indexing and command language prob-
lems mas be resolved or dramatically ameliorated within the next five years.

In summary, the progress stimulated or encouraged by Jim Haas, the
Councilind the BSDP includes a much-strengthened LC name authority
file, significant standards appropriate for the cataloging and bibliographic
communities, aggt-ssive progress in the Linked Systems Projcct moving
ton ard effectne links between thc major bibliographic databases of thc
counm Ind much-improsed online catalogs, now spreading like wildfire
throughout the library communityacademic, research, special, public,
exen school libraries, large and small It is truly a stunning tribute to a
man nho describes himself self-Lffacingly as a Luddite with a strong pref-

erence for the quill pen over thc computLr!

An Assessment of Results
At nhat point is it fair tt revie w. evints and evaluate their impact cr

north: Five years? Ten scars : Historians often engage in debates over just
suLh issues for deLades themselves This author, having played roles both
in thL de- _lopment of the technical plan for a National Penodicals Center
and in ,he Bibliographiz Service Doclopment Program, is not thc one
to do the assessment. Hones er, certain facts can be noted about each of
these initiatisesInd comments made on the role Haas played in each

Access to Periodicals

Neark ten Nears after the design of a National Periodicals Center began,
thLre still p not a Lredible sersion of such a facility There is a commercial
enterprise, Unnersity Microfilms, Inc (UMI), which has mounted thc
nearest thing to a responsise source fbr journal articles. However, thc
ins entors Of as ailable titles is hmited bs both the number of titles and
the number of sears for nhich any pen tale is aNailable. No concerted
cffiift is made to assure that Naluable fbrogn language mks arc maintained
regardless of Lurrent demand A basic inconsistency between corporate
efforts to prtn ide aLLess to periodical or ans other fbrmat of information
and the needs of research and scholarship .s thc nearly limitless range of
lade-knoll /I and littic-used materials from obscure sources. A fundamental
role of researLh libraries has been to aLcumulate and manage such infor-
nution and make it asailable as required The corporate world has not
been able to support the maintenanLe of w.frequently used materials-
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hence the concentration of services like UMI's on the heavily used titles.
So, while UMI represents a sourcc for the "popular" penodical titles, the
research library community is forced to continue independently to maintain
large collections of materials for their possible research value.

The OCLC interlibrary loan system has tended to spread the demand
over many more libraries, but the fact remains that there is no central
repository for penodical materials being built or mainta'.1ed in this country.
It is ironic that the number of requests made by U.S. research libraries
to thc Bntish Library's Boston Sr. operation continues to rise, despite
thc high costs of both communicating the request and sending thc ma-
terials.

The improvement of a number of computerized bibliographic databases
linked to interhbrary loan subsystems or modules has managed to stay
ahead of the continually rising dcmand for interlibrary loaa materials,
especially periodicals. However, onc of the prime reasons for considering
the NPC in the first place was to relies e the burden on extant collections
a burden that was perceived to be weanng out collections at an alarming
rate Now that the wear has been spread over morc collections by virtue
of the impcoved ILL systems, thc pressure for an NPC-like collection has
eased However, it will bc surprising if wc do not see another effort to
put an NPC in place before the end of the century.

Haas's role in the NPC was far morc than simply manager of thc group
that put together the technical derclopment plan. His life-long preoccu-
pawn with effective administration of large research libraries led him to
believe that an organization such a:, NPC could provide options for all
libraries The know kdge that a careftilly crafted collection of penodicals
would be maintained for rapid access in perpetuity would allow libranes
to design their own internal acquisition, pre.,mation, and retention pol-
icies in very different ways. Some tales might not have to bc acquired at
all, especially rarely uscd foreign language titles Some would be acquired
but not retained beyond a fixed period of time, possibly requinng no
preservation action or cost at all. In short, the NPC from thc Haas
perspective would have pen libraries an opportunits to achieve even better
control over their limited resources and would have allowed thcm to
redeploy some of those resources in order to enhance service to 1 c schol-
arly communityall with no noticeable degradation in service or acccss
to information While the current lack of an NPC is certainly a failure to
provide thc options for library management that Haas dreamed of, thc
failure to defeat thc plan convincingls is a tribute to the soundness of the
thinking behind it.
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Access to Bibliographic Information
Assessing the impact of the Bibliographic Service Development Program

is even more difficult since some of the initiatives of that program arc just
beginning to bear fruit. The most difficult question is what specific role
the BSDP played in the bibliographic developments during its tenure and
beyond. Certainly it was not the only factor influcncing what transpircd,
but is was one of the only independent, impartial factors.

As noted above, Haas's role in the BSDP grcw out of a long commitment
to service to scholarship and a belief that advances in bibliographic services
for research libranes would have a beneficial impact on all libraries, a
concept that continues to seem valid despite some notcd opposition.
Sanford Berman might argue that the rigor (maybe even rigor mortis) of
the LC-research library subject heading environment is not useful at all
for smaller librancs. However, accommodating specialized subject ap-
proaches continues to be a goal of the developing bibliographic structure
of the country. Haas's view, not widely recognized, is that this son of
flexibility is fundamental to a bibliographic system that must serve the
needs of the mathematician, the music scholar, the social scientist, the
historian, the applied scientist, and all the other components of thc re-
search university community. A bibliographic systcm that can serve this
community, a reflection of society at large, is likely to be capable of serving

the needs of that society.
As of mid-1988, it can be observed that, no matter what the specific

contribution of the BSDP, the bibliographic structure of the country is
much improved over that of 1978. Selected libraries have joined with the
Library of Congress to build the name authority filc used by every major
bibliographic system in the country. This cooperation now extends to the
building of LC's bibliographic database, with cataloging being contributed
tw, external institutions and redistributed via the MARC subscription ser-
vice and the LSP links between LC, RLG, and OCLC. In short, the
notion of the bibliographic socialists is coming closer to reality.

In the area of bibliographic products, the online catalog is the sing!,
most penasive innovation in libraries of all sizes and types The BSDP is
not responsible for the existence of these powerful bibliographic tojls,
but it is unlikely that any of them have escaped the influence of BSDP-
supported evaluations and design analyses. The amount of attention fo-
cused on the manner in which a library user interacts with the computer
screen and keyboard (the user,'system intcrface, to use the jargon) has led
to a variety of ever-easier ways to use these systems. There are still some
nearly intractable problems, but to the user of a single online catalog,
they tend not to be obviou.> So pervasive have been thc effects of BSDP-
supported efforts to improve online catalogs that bibliographies of works
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related to the online catalog are hill of papers and monographs that were
completely or partially funded by the BSDP or other Council-supported
programs.

The work focused on linking large bibliographic systems also received
substantial impetus and support from the IISDP. It is unfortunate that a
recent monograph purporting to document the Linked S)vcnis Project
fails to recognize the very significant impact of the BSDP on progress
made to date Without CLR support, the linking of the currcnt biblio-
graphic utilities and the Library of Congress may never have gotten off
the ground That support was used to specify the requirements of the
link, the protocols to be used, and their specific implementation in RUN,
WLN, OCLC, and LC's internal operating system. Authority and bibli-
ographic records are being exchanged between LC, RLG, and OCLC over
ISP hnks.

At least as significant as the linking of ,he utilities is the prospect for
linking local systems to the utilities and to one another. New York Um.
sersity and its Geac system contractor have established a linkage to the
RUN database Indnidual commerual endors of online systems increas-
ingly are being required to commit to linkages wiih other systems using
protocols accepted by the standards community Most of those are the
linkages espoused bi the Linked Systems Project. While there is still much
mork to be done, prospects are good that a totally revamped bibliographic
structure will come into existence in the I..' S.md it is equally likely tha
a substantial number of these des elopments !lase the Council's BSDP as
part ot their roots

Pervasive Nationwide Riblkaraphic Services

Once the linkages are in plate, the system for alloming communication
from one lmal system to literally any other local or utility system in the
nationwide set of linkages mill be possible It mill be similar to the first
seats of the interstate highway system in the mestern stateshuge open
highways connecting distant po,nts but with very little traffic on them
Clearly, colleuions of institutions sharing services among several online
catalogs and one or more utilities mill generate more traffic than disparate
systems with no elements in common. But once the linkages are available
(the highways built and opened for service), those with access to the
network will begin to explore mays to use the links to their benefit and
the benefit of the scholarly conununities they serve. One of Haas's notions,
that of providing access to scholars as they demand and require it, will
become ever more real as the potentials for using the network linkages
are e \ploned
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The heritage that the Haas era will leave behindand he is far from
completing his sen we to the academic and scholarly worldwill bc one
of no% sets of options for the management of all libraries; expanded and
expansne sets of bibliographic databases capable of serving the needs of
a wide arra of populations, and powerful information access systcms
capable of retrieving not only specific monograph and article citation
information but text materials as well. Much of this improved array of
resources and bibliographic tools will bc based upon powerful telecom-
munication linkages among virtually all systems that choose to be part of
the nationuide (rather than national) bibliographic stniaurethe struc-
ture en% isioned and connnually redefined by Warren J. Haas and his
bibliographic socialist friends and colleagues
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CHAPTER 4

RLG Revisited

Rutherford D. Rogers

This paper undertakes to reexamine the early ycars The Restarch
Libraries Group (RLG) with particular reference to the period from 1972
to 1978. It also contains some modest, very personal reflection; nn events
and actions. The paper can hardly pose as an adequate history; it i too
selective in the topics and period covered and in the sourccs reviewed.
Several matters arc recorded here that have not previously been published.
In fact, a few of them arc not documented except in the frail memory of
one of the "founders."

By now, the identity of the founders is well established: Douglas Bryant
of Harvard Univeisity, Richard 's uper of the New York Public Library
(NYPL), Warren J. Haas of Columbia University, and Rutherford D.
Rogers of Yale University. What has not been established is how it all
began. I believe it was at an Association of Research Libraries (ARL)
program meeting in early 1972 that Bryant, Haas, and Roger; were sitting
together, the topic being presented concerned the Ohio College Library
Center (OCLC--now the Online Computer Library Center). Some state-
ment caused a light to go on in at least two and perhaps three heads
simultaneously the research libraries needed a cooperative mechanism that
vbas shaped to th, very special needs of such libraries. The nature of the
thinkinggreatly expanded in detailwas undoubtedly expressed in a
memorandum of July 19, 1972, of uncertain authorship. (One of the
exasperating facts about attempting to reconstruct events from the existing
files is that memos arc occasionally undx ed and often unsigned, thus
leading to some speculation as to nmes and authorship.) The memo of
July 19, 1972, proposes the establishment of

D Rogers is a farmer Talc University Librarian.
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a major computer based system for the purpose of creating a
shared data base of bibliognphie records . . . as a fUndamental step
toward a broad range of activities including more efficiently pro:uced
records, a more rationalized system of colkcnon building, and a
greater sharing of resources. . . . The libraries participating in OCLC
arc predominantly coHege libraries, Lyith . . . relativdy homogenous
collections emphasizing English language publications. . . Thc Co-
lumbia Harvard and Yale University Libraries and thc Ncw YorK
Public Library acquire a far larger spectrum of titles in an infinitely
greater diversity of languages and Lvith far more difficult problems of
biNiographical entry stemming from the unusual ..ature of many of
the publications acquired . ,and sharing of common bibliograph-
ical data among large libraries will greatly facilitate their processing
aim ines During the developmenr and early impkmentanen
stages it is essential to lunit participation to the four institunor
FLentually additufflal institutions shoukt become imolvedsome as
fuH partioNnts, others through abihty to access the data base.

(This wording reflected greater perspicacity with respect to evennial de-
elopments than was realized The memo made reference to ". firm

conumtment to umformin of cataloguing !Irmciplesis well as uncom-
promising quality of cataloger -,,ertOrmance, features not necessarily present
ii Other networks

Although the NIL 19, 1972, memo did not allude to oLeraH manage-
ment control of thc consortium b its users, it is thc recoHection of the
LL nter that this was a major wnsideration The Immo di, I stress the
geographic prosimin of the four institutions, the import.fflce ot estab-
lishing a corporation to assure ciintinuity of the endeavors, and the de-
sirability of ha\ mg a Nnel of achisers with representation from the Library
of Congress and other rocamh libraries It was estimated that a central
staff of tw enn to tw enn-fne persons ould be needed at the peak
a yen earh ilmost fatal nuscakulationand it was nroposed to enter
into a six- to tw ehe-month planning period

A. memo \\ mien earlier than the one just uted sheds additional hght
on the thinking in the first days of the fOunders This earlier memo,
identified as a third draft, dated Mardi 15, 1972, and bearing the initials
ItDR, referred onh to Columbia, Haryardmd Yak as prospective imn-
ators of the wnsortium EL en at this early stage, how eL cr, the New York
Public Library w as a prospective fourth particip.mt, as is evidenced lw a
marginal note m the hand of Donald B Engkv, Yale's assouate uim ersin
librarian. "and NYPI,%" The addition of the No York Public Library
between March and Juk of 1972 c .1111e as a resuk of two strong consid-
erations the close, c \ming cooperatnc arrangements between Columbia
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and NYPL and the great strength of NYPL collections, :Ithough NYPL's
historical prohibition against circulating books from the research collec-
tions posed a problem. However, President Couper believed this ptoblem
was soluble, and in fact it proved to be. This March 1972 memo laid out
operating goals that became remarkably prophetic. Among them were:

1. Reciprocal access to member collections, short of borrowing priv-
ileges, by faculty and graduate students.

2. Cooperative collection development in such areas as:
a. amalgamation of discontinued senal runs;
b new serials and expensive microtext series;
c reexamination of the necessity for duplication of serial titles

within the consortium to determine if a single subscnption
would meet collective demands; and

d. identification of libraries of primary collecting responsibility
in certain geographic, linguistic, and subject areas.

3 The memo does not make reference to the preservation problem,
but it %va,, certainly a matter of grave concern to tb- founders.
(See refi:rence to the Haas memo of April 1974, cited below.)
Even one accepted the natural linkage between centers of zollecr
strength and oresen anon responsibility. Furthermore, NYPL had
been a pioneer since the days of I! M. Lyclenberg (during the
twenties and thirties) in preservation, Keyes D. Metca11, who went
fi-om the position of Chief of the Reference Department of NYPL
to head Harvard's libraries, had established an active newspaper
microfilming program in Cambridge Yale had created a Preser-
anon Office in 1971, and Columbia had a long-estalmshed rep-

utation in photocopying. The training of preservation specialists
and the exchange of information on tides preserved or to be
pr.served Nx as mcreasingly on the minds of research librarians.

4 It was belie% ed that a common database of bibhographic records
sould make it possible to speed the processing of mterLbrary loan
requests

Ianallv, the memo of March 1972 referred to acronym., for the con-
sortium HALCYON ( Han ard, Columbia, Yale, etc ) wrts under consid-
eration as late as June 13, 1973. A memo dated Augnst 2, 1973, by
Donald B. Engles of Yale, stated. "One other piece of bu1 less on Monday
Nx as the burial of the acronym HALCYON due to the stron objections
of one of the member libranes For the time being, at least, we are
operating as the Research Libraries Group."

The period from Jul, 1972 to July 1973 :vas marked by .ntt:nse planning
and consultation of member task forces that explored bibliographic co-
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ordination, technical hardware problems, collaborative collection devel-
opment, and potential governance problems of a consortium with an
enlarged membership, a substantial central staff, and a heavy investment
in hardware One of the anticipatcd problems proved smaller than antic-
ipatednamely, staff support within member libraries. This writcr had
been a pioneer in the regional public librarv movement in New York State
in the late forties and early fifties and had learned how indispensable staff
,pport and cooperation were to a new venture. Furthermore, just the

general idea of automation had long raised the specter of loss of jobs,
especially among technical services personnel. The enthusiasm with which
the stalls of the founding libranes proceeded was heartening and went a
long wav toward assuring the initial succcss of RLG. It did take time,
however, for the staffs to think of RLG not as a separate, somewhat alien
effort, but rather as an integral part of the fabric of each institution.

The Council on Library Resources (CLR) was helpful in providing onc
of its staff members for the purpose of visiting the four founding insti-
tutions and explonng potential areas that required early attention. The
desirability of an outside consultant to do a formal planning study became
evident to the founders and was endorsed by CLR.

Joseph A Rosenthal, Libranan at the University of California, Berkeley,
whose early experience had been heavily in the technical servic.:s field, was
engaged as the ideal candidate to undertake a planning study becween July
5 and October 15, 1973 His report, issued in December 1973, recom-
mended, among other things

1 A board of directors, with each founding library represented
2. A bibliograpluc center

a to establish whether an item was held;
b to emphasize access to, rather than ownership of, publications,

to serve as a communications link to facilitate rapid commu-
nication; and

d to facilitate interlending.
3 Shared colkction development emphasizing selection of serials

and, in the long term, possibly to alk)cate acquisition responsi-
bility

4 Standardized cataloging practices based on Anglo-American Cat-
aloging Rules, LC subject headings, and LC classification. Harvard
and NYPL still had unique classification systems and Yale had only
recently switched from such a system to LC notation.
The possibility of producing a microform catalog of member hold-
ings, looking to an eventual online catalog.
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At an April 30, 1974, meeting at Yale, it was reported that legal counsds
of the four institutions had met to work on a proper legal underpinning
for the consortium. At this same April 30 meeting it was proposed that
RLG should support, as a matter of principle, an interlibrary loan fee
system pegged initially at fifty percent of cost of a loan to the lending
library . This was a fimdamental principle because the founding institutions
had many decades of experience in the mounting burdens of interlibrary
lending On June 4, 1974, a "Program Statement for a Consortium of
Research Libraries. Yale, New York Public Librarv, Harvard, Columbia"
proposed that the members should "share the cost of operating '`Ic pro-
posed joint system in a manner commensurate %kith the benefits received.
This %sill include some clearing housc arrangement to compensate any
libran that pros ides substantially more service than it receives." The failure
fully to put into practice this principle was to become a lung-standing
source of friction Yvithin RLG. It is interesting to note that as of 1987
this principle had yet to bc firmly established, although recognition was
finally being accorded it, as reported in the November 1987 RLG OAT-
anons Update..

It ma\ be worth pointing out that the direct cost of an interlibrary loan
is only one-quarter to one-third of the cost of adding an average publication
to the shches of a library (quite apart from housing and presemng a
publication, sonwnmes for acades or centunes). It seemed to the founders
that it was pm liege enough to be a member of z -Jnsomum that would
ghe priority access to such publications, sparing the borrowing institution
acquisition, presen anon, and housing costs w hik only requiring a sharing
of direct lending costs

The April 30, 1974, meeting recognized not surprisingly, that funding
the consortium N l a s hkeh to be a major problem. Also at this meeting,
the Serials Task Force reported haying met the times "to tbrmulate meth-
odology for coordinating senais subscriptions within RLG, considering
both new tales and titles already held." It was proposed that special
attention might be pen to keeping track of master sets of serials ysith a
high annual cost in the imnunum range of two hundred to the hundred
dollars

At the May 1974 meeting of the Assownon of Research Libraries (ARL)
this writer, on behalf of the founders, mak a report to rhe Association,
emphasizing the following points.

1. The directors were meeting approximately biweekly
2. A director of the bibliographic center was being sought The center

was to be an ideal place tbr Y enficanon of citations and location
of items wanted on interloan.
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3 Communication by TWX or unlinuted VOICe hook-ups was being
explmed.

4 A series of task forces w'as working on standardization and collec-
tion development, with particular reference to cooperanve etiorts
in serials aml identification of major collecting responsibilities.

The report to the Association aLo took note of criticisms that had been
expressed by the American Booksellers Association with respect to the

terious effects such collaboratne collection building and interhbrarv
lending would h.we on publishers. This part of the report to ARL stated.

Iou ma\ ha\ e seen the reaction of publishers and booksellers to
RI G The comments are uninfOrmed and suspiciomiv timely in bring-
ing pressure on the Congress as it once again tnes to move ahead on
copyright legislation There is notlung in our program that prohibits
any member from acquiring any publication it considers essential.
Sccondly, we do no- see an absolute drop in acquisitions expenditures
but rather a leN cling of the intolerable curve that . . cannot be
sustained at (950-70 rates These factors will operate within the
RI G context not in the purchase of fiLM er publications . . . but rather
in a nuwe organized evenditure that w ill permit opie in .my one
mstitution w here demand dictates such duplication andit the same
tune, an assurxice that lesser-used publk.mons will be avaibbk to
the intent that combined expenditures Lan be wisely deployed. And
since C ar, mai(ir supporters of the Center fOr Research Libraries
we are not merlooking its resources as an mtegral part of our plans
and operations

Th.re had also been allegation., b other research librarians tlut RLG
w as ditist and w as being clo eloped without broad consultation To this
the resp( , as

IinaIl c v.i.sh to reiterate Our strong desire to open our .nrerpnsc
to membership of other libran .s at an appropi late time We speculated
at the outsetand I speak of the time before. (nen the fOur members
w ere ckuded upontlut there would be plentA of problems to iron
out with only three oi four participants I only hope tlut all of our
prognostications might be equalh accurate be-ause the array of knom
issues has surpassed _len our nightmares, and we are certain t this
stage that were we dealing with the peculiarities of (nen a single
additional institution the prospects of developing a \ !able enterprise
might seem beyond reach
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It was clear tiom the earlv stages of RLG that supplemental funding
ould Ix neetkd frf'm outside sources to launch thc consortium. A 3cminal

document for use in fund raising was drafted by Haas of Columbia in
April 1974 A later, somew hat condensed version was prepared in October
1974. It laid out a plan for RLG "as an alternative to the heretofore
donunant philosoph% of institutional self-sufficiency." Strcss was laid on
declining libran budgets, the decreased purchasing power of thc dollar in
merseas markets, and the increase in the cost of publications, which for

er ten years had exceeded the tost of living. The decline in federal grant
hinds %%as also noted. The memo went on to emphasize the avoidance ot
unneeessan dupheanon and the impor!ance of rapid document delivery
and document preservation.

On the subject of the appheation of computer technology to biblio-
graphk eontrol, the memo expressed RLG's intention to explore existing
%%stems at Stanford Unnersin , the Unnersin of f:hicago, Columbia, the
New York Publft Libram, and OCLC. "It is anticipated that an RLG
%%stem Lan be eonstrueted h selecting and adapting existing software
programs At the ..en kast this primed to be an 0.erh optimistic sim-
plificatioin

Impheit in RLG thinking and planning is a sense of responsibility
partmpating in national programs to presene resoLrces, to slure

aeecs, to) eollections and to &whip system, of bibliographic eontrol
PI G is et/minim:el to) using aeeepted standards for conaputzr-based
bibliographk information so tlut these %en la -ge eollections migh:
make ail diet. CI\ eontribution to) national SN sterns for bibhographk
eontrol, as well as faeilitating eommunleavon Ntithin RLG Of equal
importante is RI.G's intention to) in% Ire other libraries to participate
in its provams at appropriate times in the ftiture . The nature of
thcsc four hrgc libraries requires a federation of institutions rather
th.m the tk legation of .mthonn to an independent organization

It is reeogn lied that as soon .b possible RLG progtams must become
suilleicnth wst etfeetnc to) jusnft the support (A-operating expenses
be member institutions BN quit kly de% eloping these prognms, ad-
ditional hbrarIcs Lan be Nought into membership to .,hare the benefits
and ontribute to the eosts of RLG operations

At this point, the original four ntenilwrs estimated that over a three-
%car perukl the% %%ould bc wntributing S120.000 toward wsts
phis S1,200,000 m staff time

It is reeogniied .hat trade books and basie taks must be acquired
b% all researeh libraries, home% er, thew are many Languages, such as
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Hungarian, Modern Greek, Baltic and Dutch, in which all librancs
need not collect comprehensively so long as onc institution accepts
responsibility and provides access . . . .Domestic and forcign news-
papers, foreign official gazerres, expensive microform projects, spe-
cialized information services, college catalogues, textbooks and similar
groups of material are needed by scholars, but duplication in cach
library is nor necessary so long as there is a system to assure acccss.

During this period, Bryant. Couper, and Haas were all active in fund
raising Couper had been instrumental in secunng a S15,000 grant from
the Skerryvore Foundation to support the Rosenthal study and report.
The 1974 RLG efforts produced a S750,000 Andress W. Mellon Foun-
dation grant in June At the md of the year, a S350,000 gran; was
forthcoming from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, followed in 1975 by
a similar grant from the Carnegie Corporation of New York.

These early fimd-raising efforts arc listed to illustrate that the foundcrs
had sufficient confidence by mid-1974 to support the employment of a
full-time director of the new enterpnse James Skipper was offered the
position, &cense August 1, 1974, and he was introduced at a meeting
of representatives of the four institutions on September 4, 1974.

Between September 26 and October 10, 1974, repiesentatives of thc
tour institutions signed an agreement relating to the formal establishment
of ItLG Incorporation as a nonprofit corporation ssas anticipated, and
each institution undertook to contribute S10,000 during each of the first
three \ ears

The three sears from 1975 to l978 were charactenzed by intense or-
ganizational des elopment and fund raising. RL,G ,,as fiirmally incorporated
on December 19, 1975 During 1976, the National Endowment for the
Humanities made a S250,000 challenge grant to the consortium and, on
December 22, 1976, the executise committee accepted a 5750,000 Epft
from Timothy Mellon for the acquisition of computers and related equip-
ment In October of 1976 the executise committee considered the pos-
sibility of admitting additional members but decided to delay such acz:on.
The choice of a bibliographic processing system had yet to be determined
and required mtensise insestigation In fact, it was not until March 9,
19-8, that the executise committee reached the final stage of Lnalyzing
proposals from Stanfind, Chicago, OCLC, and the New York Public
Library to serve as RLG's automated bibliographic processing system
Columbia and Yale fasored the Stanford system, while NYPL urged adop-
tion of its own system and Harvard favoied OCLC. On March 14, thc
ALG board of directors informed Stanford that the board intended to
adopt the Stanfiird system Ten days later, President Bok of Harsard
announced its intention of ss ithdrawmg from RLG Thc reasons pven by
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Han ard were principall t 1) that wnnnued participation b Han ard was
not in its or RLG's interest and (2) complexities within Harvard's own
system of libraries made Harvard's participation difficult.

Thc choice of an automated bibliographic system and Han ard's ith-
draw.iJ from RLG marked the end of the major effort to create RLG. The
initial the years represent approximate4 a third of RLG's histon as of the
nme this article was written With the wisdom of hindsight one might
make certain observations.

1 The initial concept of the nature, activities, and special areas of
concentration of RLG proved to be remarkably prophetic. Not
falls- anticipated, but nonetheless welcomed, was the formation
of spccial subject and language groups to pursue distinctise in-
terests and problems in such areas as art, law , medicine, music,
divinin, East Asia, and archives and manuscripts. Success in
handling non-Roman alphabetsparticularly Cynlhc, Hebrew ,

Chinese. Japanese. and Koreanwere, perhaps, famtls hoped
tor, but eventual achievements xxere spectacular.

2 Intennstnutional staticooperanon xx as extremelx pn)ductixc and
rernarkabk harnumur.:s

3 The S!7c ot the stat1 presentlx approximatelx nmetx and the
llnnplcmt-N and cost ot the central operation %%ere xxoefulk under-
estinuted

4 The mag.utudc oxerall actix in and financial difficulties %%err
likexcise unde,c,timated and xcere ahnost endicssk a source
grax c concern

lake the sire ot the central stat1, the telecommunications costs
of operating nationalk and c+entuallx mternationallx xcith a sin
glc central database %%ere not sufficientlx anticipated and ex en
tualk required dexising nexx approache, to basic nemorking
koncepts

O loundattim support xx as indispensable and remarkablx go(k1 It
one tinindation xx ere to be singled out tOr special praise. it %could
Ile the Andrexx NY Mellon Foundar i. xxith excraordmary grat
aude to its president. Jak Sawyer, dunng much cr RL.G's first
fifteen sears On Cue or' -r hand, the loans negotiated from Ford
and .unegic presented exceptional problems before the% xcerc
linalk settled
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7 Changing leadership needs, illnessmd personal preferences con-
spired to dictate that RLG would be seeking us fifth chief ex-
ecutive officer at the end of fifteen years. The talent needed to
lead a highly technical central staff, to maintain liaison with thirty-
six full member institutions (not lust at the librare director level
but frequently with presidents and prososts), to sent as spokes-
man in national and international forumsind successfUlly to
attraci . -w membersall of these skills s ere hard to find when
people with such talents in the commercial market could com-
mand salaries three to ten times RLG's permissible limits. On
balance, RLG has fbund it desirable to engage CEOs with
strength in the computer field. Such people have sometimes
found it difficult to understand, let alone respect. the views of
libranansind relations has e not always been the best. Also, the
ernpha.,s or computer technologs has often be,-n bought at the
expense of management sophistication

8 As has been suggested e.,Iner. the consortium was derelict in
dealing ssith the balance-ot1pasments issue The interhbrarv loan
situation is a case in point The dilemma is not unlike that of
the United Nations, ss here the beneficiaries base the votes and
are often in no burrs to accommodate themsels es to the views
of the pros iders of benefits

9 ( andor forces one to concede that it has been a source of great
disappointment that more of the large ARL libraries base not
found RLG attractis e Han ard's ss ithdrass al a!most certainly ad-
serselv affected this pro,pect. Yet it is gratifying that a number
of libraries, including Hanard, that are not fidl members have
:lected to participate as associate members Harvard Lass, Har-
ard Musicind Han ard Fine Arts, Chicago's East Asian Library,

Boston Unnersin Lass Library, I:nisi:ISM' of Tesas at Austin
Lass Library, University of Utah Lass Library, University of Ha-
ssan at Manoaind Um\ ersfty of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Libran Some fort\ ott er institutions are acme as special mem-
berse g krt Institut( of Chicago, Brandeis University, Folger
Shakespeare Libran , Henry E Huntington Library and Art Gal-
len', Libran Compans of Philadelphia, Boston Museum of Fine
Arts, National Gallen of Art, Ness York State Library, Pierpont
Morgan Library, and Radcliffe College Libran

If) The many research institutions that chose to stas ss ithn OCLC
«Ttainls has e reason to be gratefid to RLG In the opinion of
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not a kw, the veil existence of a research libraries consortium
caused OCLC to pay more attention to the special needs of
research libraries than it had displayed pnor to RLG's founding.

11 The osernding problem of RLG has been that too kw university
officials at the presidential and financial officer levels appreciate
the revolution that is taking place in information handling and
the true significance of RLG. Furthermore, they persist in rke
delusion that r'zvolutionary new technology can be funded out
of traditional levels of library support, although experience with
computers dsess here on campus grossly belies this possibility

12 Finally, the extent to which the existence of RLG tempered the
extremely adverse effects of budget reductions during the sev-
enties and eighties has never been adequately appreciated. By
emphasizing document delivery and not mere ownership, the
founders ushered in a new les el of access. University officers who
gave RLG gnidgmg, often nummal support mil never realize the
amount of facults clamor that they wrre spared simply because
RLG operated to sers e promptk and adequateh a host of research
needs despite battered acquisitions budgets. The progress in ap-
plying computer technology to library operations has been note-

orths and, in many respects, indispensable, but thc forging of
close, productis eind continuing loch of cooperation will, in
the final analysis, prose to be equally momentous.

r:
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CHAPTER 5

In Pursuit of Preservation

Peter G. Winterble

If individuals have any sense of the importance of the continuity of
the human expenence, they can't a4.old the problem of preservation
of the human record. To fail to do so is, in a sense, to turn your
back on history. And it's a kind of an egotistical action of the highest
order to think that what's gone before is unimportant. What we're
doing here is trying to find a way to sari what's important from the
past What we've got to do is to make an honest effort to make certain
that at least a portion of the past is preserved, not only for our owr.
use, but for the future. Those who will follow us will, I think,
rightfUlly say that we have in a sense failed them if we don't make
that honest etlOrt

Spoken from Iehind the large desk in his CLR office, these extempo-
raneous words from Jim Haas make up the final scene in the film "Slow
Fires. On the Presenation of the Human Record." They sum up, perhaps
as well as any he has written or spoken, the core of his belief in the
"prec,-nation enterprise," as it has come to be called by those around him

Making that honest effort to address the overwhelming problem of the
deterioration c,f libran materials has been an abiding theme of Jim Haas's
professional life Viewing early on, at first-hand, the effects of acid paper
on the research collections at Johns Hopkins University, the University
of Pennsylvania, and Columbia University, he realized that the only ad-
equate solution vould require collaborame efforts theretofore unrealized
in the library world.

Peter G Uinta/de 1J a Program Officer of' the Comtm..non on Preservatwn and Access
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An important chance to state the case for preservation arid collaboration
arose when he undertook in 1970 the compilation of a report commis-
sioned by the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) under a grant from
th,s: U.S. Office of Education. (At the time he was President of ARL and
also Chairman of its Committee on Preservation.) In what has often been
cited as one of the morc appropriate analogies about preservation, Jim
Haas wrote. "The process of growing bald and the deterioration of libra
collections nave much in common. It is easy to ignore thc loss of onc
strand of hair at a time, so long as there is overall growth. So it is with
book collections. Individual volumes, by virtue of the fragility of the paper
on which they arc stored, detenorate and become useless. Their loss is
regretted, but feelings of conccrn are muted by thc security gcncratcd by
annual collection growth figures. However, a timc comes whcn even long
hair can't conceal a shining pate, any morc than Lurrent acquisitions can
nusk the physical shabbiness and the prominent gaps caused by the dis-
appearance of thousands of volumes made useless by paper deterioration."
In the ve2rs after his report w as written, and wah customan wryness, Jim
Haas would sti. ' the thinning hair of his own head as hc recounted his
malogy

His ARL 'Office of Education report, tided "Preparation of Detailed
Specifications for a National System for the Preservation of Library Ma-
terials," identified four areas in which nnich work needed to be done, and
which rcvcaJe. t framew ork of Jim Haas's o) 1 agenda in preservation
for the years to come research, education and training, preservation and
consen anon in individual libraries, and collective action. And although
each of these areas has received detailed attention from Jim Haas during
his time as president of the Council, it is the lastcollective actionthat
led eventuall to thc breakthroughs of the recent past. Indeed, ensuing
activities in the first three areas of his fimr-point program (many of them
funded En ('LR) served, importantly, to prepare thc v. ay for the present
preservation activity.

What he realized in the early sesenties, and what is now widely known,
is that nearly all books printed after 1865 were either brittle or in danger
of becoming so, due to the acidic nature of the paper they were printed
on The deterioration process, hastened by the lack of proper environ-
mental condition in libraries, meant that as much as 80 percent of the
collections of thc nati)n's oldest, most prestigious libraries would bc lost
if there were no intervention

But in those relatis els earls days, presen anon was not receiving priority
attention from libran directors At an ARL meeting in Chicago in January
1972, Jim said " there is the continuing, gnawing conviction that
some kind of national preservation program is still a valid, if unclear,
objective ot research libraries A.s one reads those words nearly seventeen
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years later, it is not hard to guess xvithin w horn most of the gnawing was
occurnng.

Jim Haas joined the CLR board in 1974 and became more involved in
the full range of preservation _ctivines supported by the Council, including
much of the early research. In 1978, when he left Columbia University
to assum- the CLR presidency, he emphasized research progams that led
to the development of the necessary bibliographic capabilities to sustain
a nationwide coordinated preservation program, as well as programs aimcd
at the educational and managenal development of a new generation of
hbrarv leaders. At the same time, in the wider university and rcscarch
!thrall world, prom anon officers and departments were being established,
and preservation was corning of age as an important discipline vithin the
profession. Much of the focus, however, was on incorporating the rudi-
ments of disaster preparedness, climate control, and preserving local col-
lections, not on collaborative action

But Jim Haas had not forgotten the grander scheme, the collective
action part of promotion. It returned to prominence in 1981, with the
establishment of a preservation task tbrce xvithm a joint project of the
Council and the Association of American Universities. The AAU/CLR
preset-talon effortpart of a broad based overview of the future of research
libraries and their functions successfulh reflected both (a) the conviction
that major librar questions could not be addressed xvithout the partici-
pation of unnersm administrators ho ultimately would have to pav the
bills, and (b) the belief that the only possible solutions to library devel-
opment issues such as the brittle book problem were collaborative. The
process, largeh due to Jim Haas's efibrts, of raising the consciousness of
those both tvithin and outside the library world had begun in earnest.

One of the conclusions of the preservation task force was a recommen
dation that as part of a test of potential for cooperation, regional micro
filming facilities should be established. Following a 1984 proposal from
(;LR, the Exxon Education Foundation provided a significant grant to
otabhsh w hat is now the Mid-Atlantic Preservation Service in Bethlehem,
Pennsthania, xt ith a board comprising representatives from several aca
&mit. institutions. Significanth , the grant also provided funding to begin
planning for a national presen anon effort, and for the promotion of a
wider understanding of preservation issues.

Microfilming the contents of deteriorated xolumes is at the heart of the
retrospecnx e part of preset, anon, Jim Haas also sought to continue the
proactne side of preset-town. Since most publishing was (and is still)
occurring on acid paper, a pro active response was to encourage the pro
duction and use of more acid-free, alkaline paper. In 1979, he caused to
he created a Committee on Production Guidelines for Book Longevity to
make rewmmendanons about tt hat could be done to pros ide more lasting

F)
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printed matenalsespecially thc use of acid-free paper. The committee
encouraged the establishment of an Amcrican National Standards Institute
subcommittee that eventually formulated the currcnt standard for acid-
free paper, as well as the establishment at thc Library of Congrcss of what
has now become its active National Preservation Program Office.

Concu rently, the AAU/CLR task forcc on preservation evolved into
a Committee on Preservation and Acccss, with several members of thc
original task forcc becoming members of thc Committee. At its first
meeting in 1984, thc Committcc, building on the discussions that had
gone before, madc two fundamental decisions concerning the establish-
ment of an effective national program: (1) acccss to what is preserved is
as important as the preservation of information itself, and (2) books would
rettive first prionty in planning for a nationwide program. Facile access
to preserved materials came to be seen as the radical part of thc emerging
preservation plan, useful access capability would rest on the assumption
that only the intellectual contents of a book would be preserved. By
preserving its contents on microfilm, a preciously unusable deteriorated
volume could have new life in a yancty of formats and could be easily and
quickly accessible Making books the first priority of a national preservation
plan was an equally important decision, based in part on thc assumption
that of all media, books were the single largest source of the disappcanng
intellectual heritage of thc nation.

Both of these decisionsalong ccith the prior notion of the necessity
of a tnily collaborative effort among ll'oranesprovoked active contro-
versy, disagreement, and nervousness in the library and academic worlds,
particularly whcn implemcntauon of thein implied thc perceived loss of
traditional local autonom,, the need for quick and decisive action on a
anety of fronts simultaneously , en -mous sums of money, and commit-

ment to a program that was not yet as clearly dcfincd as most librarians
wished it to be, Not to bc daunted by possible problems, however, Jim
Haas continued to operate on his oft stated maxim that "the only way to
eat an elephant is onc bite at a time."

The culmination of the Committee's deliberations ucer eighteen months
was the pubhcation in early 1986 of what became thc blucpnnt for thc
preservation program, the document Brittle Books. Included among its
recommendations was a call for the establishment of a Commission on
Preservation and Access that would be funded by universities and foun-
dations, hire staff, and pursuc the work plans that had been outlined in
Bra& Books That body was subsequently created, with thric Committee
members continuing as Commission members, including chairman Billy
Frye, vice president for academic affairs and procost, Emory University.
From April 1986, when the newly constituted Commission first met, to
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thc time of this writing, much has occurred at a pacc that in retrospect
sccms mildly dizzying.

The briefest recitation of those events would need to include:

Jim Haas's successful solicitation of more than a million dollars in
funding commitments for the work of the Commission from a
vanety of important universities and foundations;
his initial direction of the Commission's tasks;
CLR support for an international conference of library directors
in Vienna on the subject of preservation, undcr the auspices of thc
International Fcdcration of Library Associations;
creation, from concept to national broadcast on public television,
of the award-winning "Slow Fires" preservation film, and its wide
distribution and usc in both film and videocassette formats;
the hiring of first a program officer and thcn, in August of 1987,
the first president of the Commission, Patricia Battin; and
involvement with Congrcss in a process that led first to subcom-
mittee hearings and finally, in September 1988, to approval by
Congrcss of a bill nearly tripling funding of thc National Endow-
ment for the Humanities' Office of Preservation, which has cmcrgcd
aS thc financial and programmatic keystone of the nationwide pres-
ervation microfilming program.

Thc Bnale Books document envisioncd the Commission's eventual in
dependent financial and legal status, although no datc had bccn set or
imagined for such an event. How (Act, voth the efforts of both Jim Haas
and Pat Batnn, the articles of incorporation wcrc signcd on July 1, 1988,
and thc Commission became an independent nonprofit organization. For
this to have occurred in on4 a little more than two ycars was thc ham,
coincidence of a number of factors, not thc least of which was thc level
of commitment and moral support for the goals of the Commission's work
that had been inculcated by Jim Haas's efforts over thc years in the
foundation, unnersity, and library communities. At thc same timc, thosc
funding and supporting the Commission also realized that preservation
w a, an Important emerging issue in the cultural and intellectual life of the
nation, congressional interest had been soundly established, thc "Slow
Fires" film had been widely seen and appreciated, and the library com
minim had endorsed the Commission's efforts to continue to build a
national program.

Perhaps the veatest significance of the presen anon and access program
as it has emerged in 1988 is that it sales as a case study for model library
cooperation For the first nme, there is dear oidence that a virtual national
collection of preserved materialswidely accessible to allwill be the result
of thc presenation program Jim Haas envisioned near!) two decades ago,
and whkh hc has continually worked to shape and form
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Thus, of the many things that Jim Haas has done dunn , nearly forry
year In his chosen profession, preservation must rank as one .if his greatest
and hardest-won successes. In making "that honest effort" in preservation,
Jim Haas's special leadership skills came hilly Into playin a manncr not
1 rihke that of a broken-field runner in the football of his college days.
Running through some obstacles, over and around others, speeding up,
slowing Limn, taking the bumps, staying always within bounds, Jim Haas
has taken his belief in a nationwide, collaborative preservation program a
long %%ay down the field The end result of his efibrts in prei-mation and
access will have fundamental and 6r-reaching effects on the %%ay research
libianes work for both librarian and user
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CHAPTER 6

Professional Library Education

Robert M. Hayes

The Vision
Throughout his career, Jim Haas has committed himsdf to excellence

in academic library management and has envisioned a level of professional
library education commensurate with that objective. The first documen-
tation of those news %%as in a paper prepared for thc University of Chicago
conference in 1973 and subsequently published in Libra," Qtriartcrly. In a
%rn real sense, that early paper set out thc agenda for what became, under
his direction, thc program of the Council on Library Rcsourccs with
respect to library education

The major emphasis of that paperand, indeed, of thc CLR program
under Jim's leadershipv,as on management of the university rcscarch
library and een of the unnersay itsclf Hc saw thc need for adopting
management principks as exemplified in thc business world. Of coursc,
he recognized the problems in applying those methods in an academic
context. ,Ilustrating them by reference to Sol Linowitz's commentary, "a
liberal arts education isn't a railroad." Even considenng those problems,
hoinn er, in that paper Jim strongly urged that library education should
prepare Its graduates for management.

Jim helloed that the academic library manager should have the tools
needed to establish primary and durable objectives, dearly stated so as to
tic understood 1.)% those w ho would benefit from them ar,d by those who

ould carn them out Hc saw the need for a capability for imaginative
planning He saw the need for prokssional skills in cons ening plans into

Rabrsi 31 Hays b Than of tht Grnduatt ,School of Libra», and AlJermandn
L'inrersity of Grhjerma, Los Amides
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actions. He saw the need for nsk-tak.ng, combincd with an ability to
accept results that fell short of objectives and to move forward from them.

At that nme, of course, Jim was cngagcd in his own efforts to improve
research library management at Columbia and even to establish thc library
at a central position in management of thc cnrirc rangc of information
resources within thc university. Part of thc cffart was represented by the
stuck earned out under his administration that led to changes in mail-
agement structure, centralization of information management, creation of
a planning office with mechanisms for pc development and rcfincmcnt,
and a program of staff development.

The Lontext at the time w-is one of impending revolution in libraries
as automation became more and more a reality for thcm. Throughout thc
country' there were studies undei way of the application of operations
research methods (such as the investigations by Morsc, Ackoff, Leim-
kuhkr, et al.) There were research effOrts supported by the National
Science Foundation, the Office of Education, and the Council on Library
Resources (CLR) The Office of University Library Management Studies
at the Association of Research Libranes (ARL) established programs at
ARL meetings, with surveys of practices and tutorial sessions, as well as
a publication series, their Management Review and Analysis Program pro-
s ided a specific approach to participatory policy planning. All of thcsc
actimes reflected increasing concern about a process for policy formula-
tion, methods of library planning and decision making, cntcna for eval-
uating costs, changes in library organization, the means for involvement
of staffall sc.:n as necessan ifthe academic research library was to respond
to the changes that were occurnng

This context made the results of Jim's own efforts of far greater signif-
icance than simply change a: Columbia itseK Those activities provided a
dear identification of the skills and knowkdge required by such efforts.
They highlighted the need for library education, especially in the accredited
librail schools, to respond to those needs. The implications were evident.
librail education should provide a better understanding of "good man-
agement" and should graduate more mdniduals trained for management.
It should set the stage for the changes that were to comethe "managenal
re% oh, ;on," as Jim characterized it Jim belie% ed that professional library
eduL.mon should provide.

knowledge of the researLh library, comprehension of research li-
brary goals, and an ability to relate the research library to institu-
tional performance;
a Lapacity to apply management methods, an understanding of
management techniques, and the ability to use new tools, including
computers, for effective management;
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a capacity to VleN% roles broadly, combined evith thc ability to deal
with staff limitations and euth thc behavior of individuals in thc
organization;
knowledge of thc principles of acwunting, cost analysis and cost
reduction, and budgeting;
the ability to deal with change, especially with respect to under-
standing- thc effects of new technologies, and to plan for thc future;
and
skill with mathematical tools and an ability to understand and apply
research results.

In all of this, Jim aN ()Med commenting on who was to teach, what they
were to teach, and how tho should teach. But he did visualize a corc of
courses covenng three central topics (1) the meaning of "information,"
inding idemifYing and ee aluanng thc reasons for producing it, acquiring
its records, and describing and organizing thosc rccords; (2) libraries as
organizations, eoecring thc purpose of management and a theory of scr-
eke, and (3) libraries as parts of thc larger society, including the;: rok in
scholarship and science, the external factors affecting that rok, and thc
changes occurring in sotien and smictal relationships He concluded with
a eomment on the possible relationship between research libraries and
library schools

MN lantam would see each prokssional school that Airs a specialty
in management establish formal nes evith a group of perhaps five to
ten rescarch libraries for the purpose of capitalizing on library staff
expertise tor instructional purposes in ways that might benefit the
schools .md still be funetionally realisne for libraries. These nes would
also open new ways cot woperanvc mecstiganon of imporrant topics
.md might help promote applicarion of research finding, to opera-
tions Th.: interactions of academic and operating expertise would
broaden teaching and research horizons, and the ways would be
opened for dee elopment of a tOrmal researeh libran internship pro
gram for libnu-v school graduates.

That fantas) screed s a guiding prinuple in Jim's subsequent approach
to tiistering improe':d edikation for the proless,onal academie 16rary man
ager, as embodied in the progiams of the Counul on Library Resources

FA en todaN, It s,nles as a blueprint for the future. In fact, as wc examine
the potential future directions, not onl of CLR programs but of library
education, that lantam es ill beeome an obieetne of mereasing importance
and value.

6 "
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The Means
How does or bring a vision to icahtv? hot has had to work primarily

through others, given the nature of the task an .1 of his own responsibillties.
However, in one respect at least, hm has tacen an overt role. He has
written and spoken succinctly in idennfling important themes, which arc
summarized below His views have been crystal clear, consistent, and
vigorously presented. The Libnny Quarterly artick has been dcscribcd
above as the basis for the vision. In later papers, particular!. in CI R annual
reports, that vision was amplified, deepened, and made more concrete
with respect to specific problems in library management.

Progress in improving library education, though, really must he with
otherslit-1n educators, hbran administrators, professional societies for
both librarians and academics, ord. unnersity administrators. The% must
see the ision and find the mc Ins within their own agendas to bring it to
reality To that objectise, then, Jim has brought a great sarier of mech-
anisms for discussion and persuasion.

Central among those mechanisms are committees. They have been a

primary tool bt which the Council has determined its programs during
the period ofJim's leadership But thet hat e a much wider role as amplifiers
of Jim's ision and as a means for int olving others tn giving substance to
that sision The PETREL (Prokssional Education and Training for :le-
search Librarianship) Committee, in particular, was established bt Jim in
the earls 1980s to foster the detelopment of CLR's programs in the areas
of research and eOucation

Formal conferences are a second mechanism used bt Jim to accomphsh
objecnt es, to identif means, and to obtain consensus on how best to
proceed The rwo Frontiers Conferences held under the ponsorship of
the PETREL Committee focused on educational objectnes The first,
hosted by UCLA at its Lake Arrowhead Conference Ccater in 1981,
brought together libran educators and academic libran administrators.
Surprisingh , it seems that it was the first nme there had been formal
discussion of the mutual interests of tho,e two groups Subsequenth , and
as a direct wnsequence of that conference, there were extended discussions
as part of tele\ ant professional socien meetings I he second Frontiers
Corferen...e, held at the Unitersin of British Columbia in 1983, followed
up on the first bt focusing attention on issues related to hbrart automation.

Perhaps the most eflectit e means at ailable to Jim for influencing others
is face to-face, one on one personal discussion It is on such occasions that
Jim can best excite the imagination of those who, to whatever degree,
share his sision The interchange of ideas, the testing and adaptation of
Its potheses, the identification of means and ps grams bt which objec tit es
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:an be aLLomplished, thc posime teedbaLk, the exploration of problems
and alternanY es---YY hat intdIeLtual stimulus (nen a hi-let-discussion glY es!

Of Lourse, supporting Jim's objecnY es in all of these methods, y hether
Lommittees, conterelkes, or disLussions, is thc fat that there arc financial
resourLes ay .ulable to bring the Yision Lloser to realization The activities
of wmnuttees are funded by the Council, the wnferences that fall within
the swpe of thc progra.n Lan be funded, the ideas that result in suitable
projects Lan be fUnded Tha- funding has Lome because Jim has been able
to present his usion to per,ons YYho Lan commit resourLes to important
obieLm es Those persons are not easy to Lon\ ince Tho respond not to
rhetoric but to dear eYidenLe of sodetal needs, poyyer (sf intdIeLt, dem-
onstrated Lomnutment, and the abilin to mobilue other resources

It is import.mt to note, hoYeYer, that the mere a\ xlabilin of funding
is simply not sufficient in and of itsclf It Lan pros idc the means for support
but not the rneans tOr aL:omplishment AcLomplishment of Jim' (Alec-
tu es has absohnely depended upon his eflOrts to mony ate people, to lead
them to take the Lhallenges he has presented, and to make them sucLecd
Tlut has been his great contribution

Indeed, if there is anything that has bcen etkLtne in do clop:ng hbran
eduLation through the support of thc Coundl on Iabran Resources, it
has been the exampk sct by Jun and his Yision It ehallenges others to
tolloyy that example

The Themes
At the first Frontiers ( onterenLc, Jim Lommented that

One of the keY issues tho 'Ye had to taLe is the neLd to think
thnnigh the plotession ot libran.mship itself If in ralt the ground
rules are Lluntung:ntellectuallY. ccononucalh, technicalk --YY ha
kind 'it people arc required to exert leadership mei' the (Aiming years:
We dedded thc time yy as right to examine the proeess ot hbran
eduLation as \Yell as the nature of 0 L , -otession aselt

In the papers hin has yy ritten, \kilt:tiler or not tlky expliLitly deal Yyith
hbran eduLatum as suL h, then. an Lontinumg themes that proYide depth
for the y ision hL has and tlut haYe impliLations for libran protessional
eduLation To a large extent, those theillcs lcre emb(idied in the goals
of ITTRF I As the dny mg tone behind that Lommittec, Jim largek
determined tlu)se go. ,

to reLruit the best 3nd :- --,;!itesc to the prOkssIOI1 ot aLadenth.
hbrananslup and to FM Idl thl111 1ith a rip,rous and stimulanng
basK profewonal cdmatuin,

6 ;)
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to identifx current libranans with promise for professional kader-
ship and pro% kir them with exceptional opportunities for training,
to locus attention on fundamental issues bcing research hbranes,
to raise the ouahtv of research,
to promote communication between practitioners and educators,
to mthience the content and stnicture of professional education
tin research librarianship; and
to press tbr improvement in library management

These gwls iII sene as the basis for claluation as %xe rexiev the accom-
plishments

Underlying those themes specific to education are the broader Ones that
reflect the contexts in %%hich academic hbran management occurstx hat
Jim called "the nok library ecolog

operational problems sheer size of collections, rising costs of labor
and matenals, and apphe.mons of nem technologies,
mterdependence among libraries for the shanng of resources, the
need for goxernance of cooperam (.7 enterpnses, and the .issouated
costs of cooperation;
the opportunitiesand costsfor new means for bibliographic
control and organization, a% oiding redundant efforts, cumbersome
procedures. and excessive complexity.
new means tbr collecnon control, wmphcated bx increasing prob-
lems mith the physical condition of collections,
changing pat .rns of staff composition and their effects on qualm
-.nd scope of services, and
the changes occurring in schobrk communication, the resulting
new and higher expectations of uscrs. and the necessan effects on
acquisition policies

Jim telt that these issues force an intense and comprehensixe review of
the wax research libraries work, both indix idua11 rm together The. implx
'he formulation of new policies that should inx olx (.7 librarians, facult,
adrumstranon, trustees. and students The result is new demandsmtd-
lectual, financial. and organizationalon hbran nbnagement

The Accomplishments
In the form of specific programs. mudi has been accomplished in the

xx ax of realizing Jim's %ism!) it h ucail to see them in a progression
ac ross the npical career paths of hbranans as thex rnoxe into and through
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the MLS itself, then :nto professional practice, and finally to post- of
steadily increasing responsibility.

First, and in some respects most fundamentalif Jim's objective of
attracting "the best and the brightest" is really to be achievedare efforts
at recnntment to the field, to the MLS, and to academic librarianship
With that aim, programs hae been sponsored at Columbia University
and the Unit ersit) of Michigan (with emphasis on potential for leadership),
at Yak Unisersin (ta recruit undergraduates), at Rutgers University and
Atlanta Unnersin , with an emphasis on scientists and engineers); and at
Louisiana State 1'nixersin kwith an emphasis on computer science). They
are all relatieh recent and usuall in the context of some curncular
objective

In particular, during the past seseral sear , CLR has sponsored exper-
iments at a number of libran schools to modify, enhance, expand, and
improse then MLS programs, especiall as the may relate to needs in
aLademik hbran management ARL has served as an aid to CLR by con-
duLting Institutes for Libran Educators (in 1984, 1986, and 1988 to
assist in identifying areas in ..hich deselopment may be feasible. And,
uhether as a result of those institutes or (4' thc more specific interests of
libran scho( Is, expenments n Lurrkular dcclupment hae been made at
the tbIlming institutions

Unixersin ot Alabama modules on hbrais management)
Atlanta UM% erS111" ( science librarianship)
Case Western Rome University I information sucnce curriculum)
Urnsersity of Chicago (library automation)
Unuersin ot Demer i certificate in academic research librarianship)
Indiana Umsersin 'continuing educanon tbr research librarianship,
Kent State Unnersin an extended MLS progranu
Louisiana State Unixersax library systems analysts)
North (;arolina C_ntral U.aversin information science)
Unixersity of Oklahoma resource management)
Rutgers Unwersin (science and engineering librarianship)
SUNY-Buffalo (academic research librarianship)
Urmersin of Tennessee iundergraduate program in information sk.i

Clke)
Unn crsitx of Calitbrnia, Lbs Angeles Iwordmated degree xith Fine

Am)
Unisersin of Wist.onsm N.adison ( program in research methods)

It is too soon to exalliatc the imNa the, efforts haxe had, either at me
institutions themsekes or more genera1l iii hbran education OeralL
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however, it inust be said that the success has been, at best, mixed in both
respects.

The Council has sponsored post-MLS internship programs in academic
libraries for recent library school graduates. One is a multi-institutional
program, centered at the University of Chicago and including North-
western University and .he University of Illinois at Chicago; others are
at Columbia University, the University of Georgia, the University of
Michigan, and the University of Missoun-Columbia. The success of these
programs has yet to be determined, but at thc least they provide significant
means for breaking out of tili straitjacket of the "one calendar year" so
t-pical of MLS programs.

A quite different kind of internship is represented by the CLR Academie
Library Management Intern Program, in which fifty librarians participated
during the period from 1974 through 1988. In much thc same pattern,
('LR managed for the National Library of Medicine a similar intern pro-
gram in health sciences libraries, involving nine interns from 1978 through
1980 Such internships provide opportunities for librarians already well
established in then- ca eers to gain operating experience svith a mentor, a
director of an academic (or medical ) library, by participating directly in
management activities and in research projects, while pursuing extensive
selfinstniction The result is a cadre of w ell-prepared managers now work-
ing in a range of academic libraries as w ell as in other contexts important
to the field 17,is program surds is one of the successes of CLR spon-
sorship

Mo ing further on in career paths, \se can refer to CLR efforts, with
ARL and the Association of College and Research Libraries, to tram a
number of hbranans to serse as specialists in areas of importance to aca .
dennc libraries The aim was to des clop a corps of well-trained consultants
in instmcnonal methods, management, collection de elopment, and com-
pur applications

The Faculty Librarian Cooperans e Resean:h program, although osten-
sibls focused on researdi, has codent implications for professional edu-
cation and personal des elopment Each year, CLR has funded on the order
of thins to fiwil projects, in which prokssional librarians work with faculty
frtml a range of disciplines to ins esngate relans ch narrow arca- of research
The results for the librarian participants must be an ins aluable experience,
a real addition to their skills both a- professionals and as managers

The Semor Fellow Program, now conducted biannually at UCLA,
prosides an cippornmity for academic librarians ss ho has c reached positions
of major responsibilin to work together in analyzing significant current
issues in management, within the context of both formal course work and
informal discussion To date, in the four times the program has been held,
a total of fifty-eight senior librarians has e participated The objectives are
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both to assist them Indic idua , in leadership in their n libraries and
in furthering of their careers, and to establish a sense of community and
common purpose among them The former objective has been well met,
as just a casual reNiew of their professional progiess demonstrates. The
latrer objective has been met to an even greater degree, and the group
now represents a resource of incalculable value for future planning.

All in all, at least as far as the development and advancement of indi-
Niduals is concerned, much has been accomplished. In that respect, the
Counul on Libran Resources under Jim's direction has continued and
improNed the historic pattern of support for hbran education bN assisting

But a must be said that in the larger arena of library education, little
has been accomplished in the 1% a of fundamental change, despite several
projects aimed at curncular deN elopment Library schools in general have
MLS programs of onlN one calendar Near, NN hull simply is not enough
time to proNide adequate CON crap! of the tools foi management, to proNide
for extensn e internshipsmd to pro% ide opportunities for research. Libran
sdlools in genera! haN c set requirements for admission that do not demand
skills in mathematics o, in the technical bases for management. Libran
schools in general arc %mall, wit,i few students and few facuky. Library
school% in general still haN c curricula that focus on aspects of professional
practice lather than on the broader issue% m management and in societal
and institutional em ironments

The Future
:le program ot the ( ouncil on Libran Resources in the area of edu-

cation dead\ w ill continue for ears, eN en decades, to wmc The mo-
mentum created INN IUD Haas's ow n commitment assures that Most
recenth he presented hi% program for the future in "The Council on
I ;bran Resource% Thc Fourth Decade Its two major elements both
focus on libran educan, )n, the first b dealing with research, a topic central
to hbran education in the MN ersin md the seumd b dealing explicith
with library education

Program I. Research on Libran Management and Operations, will con-
tinue the pattcrn of deep im ol ement of CLR m issues of pnmary iiii
portanic to the future ot academic research libraries A new Research
labran Comimttee has been formed to pros ide guidance in identifying
thc critical problems But the agenda alreach death sets the priorities,
and the\ are focused on problems of managementnew, organizational
and staffing structures, ncw management skillsmd imprmed eft-mem\

Program II, Librarianship and Professional Education, then turns to
the nicans INN 1% hid cducamm for this field can bc clunged and imprmed
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As Jim points out in presenting the program, ". . . the influence of CLR
efforts on professional education have been subtle at best, in part because
the scale of the Council's involvement has been insufficient."

Of course, there is still a need to continue the past pattern, with its
focus on individuals and especially on those with proven records of per-
formance. There is still a need to ensure that those individuals are given
every opportunity to build on their own successes. This need will bc met
by continuation of established programs of demonstrated effectiveness
the Cooperative Research Program. the Academic Library Management
Intern Program, and the Senior Fellows Program. Other efforts in con-
tinuing education surely will be initiated, tested, and evaluated for their
possible contribution in the future.

But the real emphasis in this Program II is on the task of bringing
professional education to the level of excellence commensurate with the
task of "fueling the finure with the women and men of quality required
to do the Job Improvement absolutely requires enrichment of the quality
of programs for professional preparationtheir academic foundation, their
faculties, and their curricula,

To that end, Jim is forming a committee on information studies to
provide guidance and a sounding board for the ideas that will be the basis
for improvement With the commitment of energies and resources implied
by this program, one can hope for the %ision of excellence to become a
reality

It is worthwhile to conclude tn returning to the statement of that vision
as presented in the article in Libmry Quarterly in 1973. Jim ended it with
a very specific fantasy. one of partnership between library schools and
academic research libraries. The time finalh max be right for that fantasy
to be realized Visualize such a partnership analogous to that between
schools of medicine and teaching hospitals. Visualize a curnculum in which
the schools conscioush focus on the basic science, the theory, and the
academic research, wlule the "teaching ',Nun" focuses on instruction in
professional practice, on experienc, through iiitcrnship, and on applied
research Visualize faculties consisting of appointments of both full-time
academic and part-time "clinical" staff, thc latter being tilled b% practicing
pro+essionals in the teaching libraries

The fantasy Jim Haas had fifteen c,rs ag is uithin our grasp today!
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CHAPTER

The Foundation Connection

James M. Morris

There is a tine Latin adjectic e"capax"N% hose array of meanings comes
immediatch to mind cc hen I think about Jim Haas. Jim himsdf will speak
repeatedly of the "capacity" to achieve certain goals, particularly of the
capacity to manage change, so it b eas enough to fix on that sense of
the word But there are SO eral senses richer still good at, fitted to, \vide,
large, spacious HON\ entirel appropr! -tc the words are to describe Jim's
ow n energies and interests and character, his slant on the worM, his
dedication to his prokssion.

I came to know Jim in the mid-1970s, N% lull I had been but a short
time at the Andrew W. Mdlon Foundation. During his term as president
of the +undation in the early 1970s, Nathan Pusev had established its
interest in iescarch librarics John E. Sawyer, sc ho succeeded Mr. Pusey

June 1975, was um\ inced that the commitment of the Foundation to
th tidd should endure and grow Though the newest member of the
staff, I was pen the hbran portfolio Jack thought, no doubt, that having
Ii.st left a university I cc as the one to has e used a library most rccent.

But like most facult members m those days, I knew nothing of the
impact technok)gt was beginning to have on library operations. I N% as

contem to go from the card catalog to the ckssics collections (which
alrcaci) showed th. ras ago of unhapp storage conditums and poisoned
paper) with no cr a thought for sophisticated means of access or a concern
for w hat cc as going on behind the scenes I was ten yeus at a university
without knowing the preuse location of the unicersin librarian's office
kt the foundanon I w ould begin t.) learn all too much alvut N% hat was

faun:, ,If Marm i Pigivain Miami fin ifiriho Ldiftation at tht Andrew IV .1kIlon
Foundation
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going on behind the scenes I now know th: location of many librarians'
offices, but I can no longer give directions to the book stacks.

The acronyms confbunded me initially. Jack S,wyer and I would hand
them back and forth in memos to one anothc ; gingerly as if they had
thorns, and invariably we transposed a few. 1 le letters I got to know
firstmd to speak like a mantra, stood for Research Libraries Group. RLG,
to whose establishment the Foundation had contributed in 1974, struck
me at the time as a kind of fledgling, storefront enterprise. (Its glory days
in trailersthoubh Stanford trailerswcre still ahc'el.) It was in the RLG
file that I first came upon the name of Vs arren J. Haas.

As the University Librarian of Columbia, one of the four founding
members of RLG, Mr. Haas had written a letter of thanks in July 1974
tor the FourKiation's support of the enterprise. The tasks he sets for RLG
in the letter are the following. "recasting research library operations, im-
pros ing the effectiveness of intethbrary relationships, and Influencing thc
nature of the processes of research and scholarship." He concedes they
are "awesome tasks" and acknowledges "the hazards inherent in this ven-
ture," but !le shows not the least inclination to flinch or be deterred.
There could not have been a more apt or precisely resealing introduction
to the man

At subsequent meetings about the role and mission and, especiaBy, the
ffiture of RLG and of researcli libraries generalls , I found myself listening
ss ith increasing attentiveness and admiration to the comments of the
Columbia Unisersity librarian Here is a wise and temperate voice, I
thoughtone part Jeremiah, lune parts Solomon. He can make the grand
est dream sound practical (dreamed in black and white, if necessary, to
keep doss n the cosi )ind he gis es a sharper contour to es en the cloudiest
vision

Os er time, Jim and i (vcame friends, though at what point the profes-
sional association passed to friendship I cannot recall. The files of the
Foundation hold a letter of Ma\ 1976 from Jim. Its salutation is "Dear
Jack," but the text refers ses eral times to "Mr Morns " The addressee,
hosses erthe presid.mt of the Foundationis a pleasing hybrid, "James
Sawyer

Of far more significance in that letter, which has to do wsth institutional
needs at Columbia attendant upon the emergencc of RLG, are recurrent
phrases that define the expansn c intellectual approach so characteristic of
Jim He speaks of developing "a capacity for change at Columbia,"
SI eking "to improse our capacity to make change in library operations on
a reasonable sc hcdule," and of w antmg "to maintain our capacity to support
research without simultaneously requiring the kind of expenditure esca-
lation we has c seen Os er tile last decade." And he foresees that each library
in the countrs %sill have to rethink its oss n program "in the context of
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new national capacities." In retrospect, It was clear that there would be
no confining Jim to Mormngside Heights.

The second set of library-world initials I learned was CLRnot to be
confused, Jack and I would remind each other, with CRL, the Ccntcr for
Research Libraries. (We would usually append to each acronym thc ap-
propriate clarifying noun"the Council" or "the Center"dcfcating tl
point of the shorthand but forestalling conversational chaos.) We learned
the impressive history of what CLR ("the Council") had accomplished
with some r znry years of support from thc Ford Foundation. Wc heard
too that Ford was reluctant to continue as its sole supporter and that Fred
Cole was plannin to retire as its presidenr. Iii: t:stimony was over-
whelming that, ttith sustained strong leadership, the Council had a future
at !east as bright as its past. No other organization was fit to assumc its
role. The task, then, became to enlist new sources of foundation support
and to identify a successor to Mr. Cole who would be able to extend the
achievement of the Council. As Harold Howe of the Ford Foundation
wrote to Jack Sawyer at I he time, "1t mat be possible to get an absolutely
first-rate successor to Fred Cole if-there is a reasonably clear picture about
support fbr the future

Jack Sawyer was prepared to recommenu. to the Tnistees of the Mdlon
Foundation substantial support for CLR in 1976 if he could reassure them
about its leadership. He had come to hate immense respect for Jim Haas
in thc few tvars he had known him, and he was not alone in thinking
that Jim's qualities of saw% , sluewdness, battle,:elriness, and enthusiasm
would he ideally suited to the presidency. Nor, I suspect, was he alone
in aiming his pov.ers of persuasion on Jim and urging him to think aboct
leaving Columbia fb, :he Council, w here he would have a forum for easy
address to the national libran comnmniry and 3 platform for recruiting
others to causes about which his own beliefs tvere passionate and long-
standing Let me kat e Jim there for the moment, wrestling with his
decision, and make my way back to him by another route

In 1975, Richard Sullivan of the Carnegie Corporation of Ne,t York
(who was soon to b :ome its treasurer) first convened a group of foun
dation representamvs to discuss the needs of research libraries. The meet-
ings ctentuallt became a happy tradition. (In fact, these meetings of what
became known as thc Foundation Library Committee occur still, though
less frequentlt than thet once didevidence, I fear, of a regrettable dim
inution of interest among found.mons in research libraries.) I attended
m.t first such meeting in the spring of 1976, with Jack Sawyer and with
staff members from Carnegie, Ford, the Lill Endowment, the Rockefeller
Foundation, and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. Prcsent as well were
Fred Cole (CLR), John McDonald (Association of Research Libraries),
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J ames Skipper (RLG), Douglas Bn ant (H nard University), .ind Warren
J Haas (Columbia University)

Those were bustling and interesting nmes for libranesmd the meeting
was eytraordinank instnicnieas hase been so rilans subsequent meetings
over the years of this group, whose membership inevitably changed even
as it grew by both imitation and petition Issues of genuine import
crowded each agendaind the mdis iduals who visited the group regularly
to inform and educate the fOundations compelled attention.

Meetings of the Committee have been an effectise and economical way
of educating a range of foundations and of gauging their likely degree of
interest in supporting particular projects It was Dick Sullivan's achieve-
ment to have launched the Committeeind it is Jim's to hase kept it vital
after Dick's death I ss onder whether the libran wmmunity understands
how much support that might has e gone ekes% here has come to it in the
course of the past decade or so because, earls on, Jim caught and tOcused
the attention of some portion of the Committee.

In settings from the Libran of Congress to foundation office, to um-
% ersits research libraries, the Committee has had described ro it the Bib-
liographic Sen ice Des, pment Program, the National Periodicals Center,
retrospectne comersion, a panoph of technolopcal des elopments and
their consequences fOr libraries, the need to transfOrm the professional
education of 7-search libranansi substannse and progressne research
agenda fOr libranansi national preset\ anon planind a ..ampaign to
des clop and publicize standards fin paper and bindings that will endure
And the list is incomplete

To each of the sessions, Jim ins ,ted guests with the professional e \peruse
to speak know ledgeabls and the disposition to speak candidly Not all
topics were of equal interest to indnidual members of the group, but the
meetings gni: participants an opportunity otherwise unasailable to ger a
sense of the research libran terrainand of the dragons hang in wait in
Las es just below the surfice The% were seminars at which one could speak
freely or slouch dow o in silence, without is urn ing about a grade.

Of course, somc of those who attendedand sonic: who decided the\
had best not attendcould nor help but wonder ss hether the bill for a
tuna fish sandwich and some ginger ale might es entualls run to several
hundred thousand dollars One digests ss ith difficulty under the circum-
stances Apprehensisc parnupants needed reassurance that attendance did
not leave them open to subsequent us ffized pluodenng And, in mith,
the pressure, if it 11 as (net- more than imag. irs , Lould be brushed aside
as lightly as any gnat

One of the great attractions of the knindation Iabran Committee is
the opportumn it gis es not JIM fin professional ev.hange bat for informal
social interaction among foundanon staff membersa group of indis iduals

7 9
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%. hc share certain interests but %% ho work at such remove from one
another (the distance ha% mg little to do %%-ith geography) that -hey ruck
come close enough to ...ne The% seldom collide, and they collude more
rarely still

What Jim said at that 1976 session and at later gathenngs of the Com-
mittee, and in reports and letters and conversations, had convinced Jae:-
Sawyer that he %%as the man to trust with the future of the Council on
Library Resourcesa sane and sensible Ahab for the profession, deter-
mined to chase do%%n its elusne dero:Ais nut smart enough at the cntical
moment to keep free of the ensnaring line I do not know how much
coaxing 't took to win Jim to the idea, but he had given in long before
he %%as elected at the No% ember 1977 meenng of the Council to succeed
Fred Cole on January 1, 1978

Shorth after he assumed the presidenc% of CLR, Jim visited the Foun
danon. It was the first of many such visits o%er the tvars, but I am
astonished still k the ambition of that early ag,mda. Were %%e once so
innocent and unflappable) Was the world then so open to possibility? M1
notes shm that we spoke first of the need to create a national online
bibliographic system (This %%as to be the goal of the remarkabh successful
Bibliographic Sen ice De% elopment Program of the Council, condtkted
o% cr a period of num sears and %% ah support from a group of f'oundations
From the bibliographk project w c turned to plans for a national periodicals
centera resource for %% hich Jim and mam others worked %igoroush in
tho1/4s ears, tning to persuade %anous skeptical or roisrant or do%%nright
hostile groups of thc. %%isdom and workabilin of the conceptind to rall%
the sympathetic but fainthearted

The natural progress of the da%'s Lon%crsation led next to speculation
about a national lending libran, to be go% erned pei haps k a national
libran board (Do trat.,, 1 et linger of the high anxien that animated later
disussions of that phantom "national board," which %%as treated as if it

ere a snull nuclear de% ) The mt)rning's session %%as gaining steam
Jim desnbed plans to lift the le%el of professional training and education
for research libranansmdccd, to transform that education if possible
lic spoke as %%ell of an Association of Research Libraries project to tram
a small arm% of Lonsultants to work with smaller hbranes around the
countn and impro%e the effatneness of their operations. At the bottom
uf m% notes is an incidental reference to "work with L' S JaNn Friendship
Conumssion for Japanese bibhographers it is ennrel% cryptic no%%, but
I am certain it %%as, on that memorable da% , matter-of factly lucid and an
appropriate coda to what had come before

Ou sont les agenda d'antan, eh) And yet the question is not entirely
fair beLause as I consult notes on other con% ersations %%ith Jim down the
%cars, I find no constriction of imag,manon or dimming of' %ision Quite
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the wntran No session it as comblete unless Jim proposed at kast one
unachievable goal, toward which work was to begin the next day.

There arc those who take a kind of self-indulgent satisfaction in con-
templating the ideal and taking its remoteness as a justifi.:ation for im-
mobility. Not Jim, whose immediate instinct is to identify people who
can sprint the distance. Among the many traits I have come to admirc
o..er the Years in this wise, generous, and utterly dedicated man is his
ability to (or, perhaps better, his inability not to) invest each problem,
caeh opportumn , with a distincth human face Who needs to be involved?
Who needs to be informed? Who can contribute expertise? Who can
contribute dollars) "I've spoken to A' and "Fie enlisted B" and "I'm
thinking of calling C" and "Who sh, lei be 1) through Z?"

Think of each goal in terms of peopkpcople who can be taught,
encouraged, montated, I suaded, stirred to achio ement. And gradualk ,

tt hat had seemed a distanee impossible to doseheross a landscape as alien
as the moon's, is crisscrossed tit a frem a or twoand the Ideal is just
three exits ahead

A small group of unnersiti presidents met at the Mellon Foundation
in Juk 1988 to diseuss higher edueanon and the wmmon needs of rescareh
unnersines The eon% ersanon turned oentualh to the wst of maintaining
research libranesind the word "periodicals" seemed to come simulta-
neoush to the lips of ea,.h member of the group. The word hung in the
airin capital letters traded not just by an exclamation point bur by a
train of those funous npographieal s mbols that suggest tt hat is otherwise
unprintable As ti. president pondered and fretted, rho hit upon the
notion of establishing somo, here in the countn a central flair). that
might eolleet periodiealsparticularh osth and httle used periodicals
and make them as ailabk m some form for a reasonable eharge r msn-
tutions around the country Surely tee hnoiog) is up to the task, ard
imagine the wnsequenees for library budgets Tho thought the Foun
dation should eneourage and support sue h a faellin ind urge others to
do the same

As they spoke with mounting entlaushishi of the ilea upon whieh tho
had stumbled serendipitoush , I reealled thc daborate plans a deeade ago
to establish a National I enodieals Centerthe extended debate, the effort
at reason and conediath a in which Jim Haas %% as so central a figure. I

traced for the presidents the bnef trajectory of thc imagined Centermu
tho seemed puzzled Wh did sueh a good idea not succeed, the\ won-
dered k \lit indeed, I thought Was the idea simply ahead of its nme, and
in rhisis in mueh else, hat c others begu to catch up with Jtm Haas?
Or rather, not quite eateh up For he h.t., mmed many steps ahead of
them in the interim to plaees \there, a &Lade henee, the\ \till perhaps
find their way

a I



CHAPTER 8

The Art of International
Librarianship: The CLR-IFLA

Style

Herrnan Liebaers
Margreet Wijnstroorn

Warren J. Haaslike Verner Clapp and Fred Cole, the previous pres-
idents of the Counol on Libran Resourceshas brought his own personal
,nu:rest and Lommitment to thc cause of international library cooperation,
all three presidents hate contributed their different and salutary ways of
looking at global library is.sues. In serving as co-atuhors of this chapter,
we hope to refkct one of the most rewarding features of international
Ithrananship cooperation in friendship Knowing that Jim H:as festers
that same feeling, we requested the pnvilegc of wnting this tnbute to-
gether

Other papers in this Festsanft undoubtedly will describe in morc detail
the sprofic Lharacter traits of Jim Haas and his many achievements. From
their international Lantage point, the authors Lan only dwell on some
features that become clearer when observed from a distancc.

An met !table question posed by non-Amencans when meeting an Amer
ican is, "Is he or she a typical American?" Most Europeans (it must be
stated with regret) hold a monolithic view of Americans The superficiality
of this view is made clear fa!, comparing thc three presidents of CLR.
Ausc ho hat e kno,,n them all will have serious doubts about the

:fr77111111 !arbiters is a .1brnier d.rri tor of the Boyd Library, Belgium, and a number of
the boani of Directors, Council on Library Res0117175,
Maigrat Wynstroom is tbrjermer Srartare General, ln:.rnanonal Frderatwn of Library
Associations and Institutions
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characteristics of a twical Amencar. The obvious answer emerges whcn
trying to characterize the typical European. differences will always remain.

This being said, it cannot be denied that in dealing with CLR a number
of fundamental ditkrences between the U.S. and Europe become apparent,
and constantly must be kept in mind. This fact :I:ses even to the authors
although it may be added that they both consider themselves to bc Eu-
ropeans with a truly international experience and out'

So. ho then is the Amencan Haas? A man of substance, who blends
wisdom and modestv. senousness and lightheartedness. This profile srands
with him in all his endeavors, and will appear no doubt as variations on
the same theme in other chapters However, let us confine ourselves a
moment to the field of internacional libra-v affairs. Jim Haas's style is far
o_mote from the French rhctonc. Nothing is achieved just because it is
beaunfUlls- said On the contrail, Jim relies on the facts and figures re-
sulting from associanse reasoning, from sensible discussion And argurru:n-
talon, and most of all from a shared trust.

Nor is he guilty of Bntish ,nsularity He is allerpc to borders and looks
askance at those w ho tend to withdraw into their own chenshed castles.
And, to take a sly dig at the Dutch. tooin order to save the feelings of
am French and British readers'his talk or writing will never sound
"douhk Dutch.- although his name may suggest a Dutch origin.

A caret-ill listener, he does not simpl) pretend to consider the opinions
of others In this respect his procedure ma% be called transparent. He
behaves as an equal among equals, while others make him primus inter
pares Constanth reviewing the state of the art, he quickly sprts problems
and tento_tnel) consults friends and colleagues regarding their solution.
He then proceeds on a cow- to effect needi:d changes or improvements.

In this conte\t. it is goo_ to dwell for a moment oil his conception of
a colleague The term "colleagur" is used less in the U S. than in Europe,
and the term "fric more Colleague and fr end star.d in a different
Marion In Europe, colleague has a more specific corporate connrnation,
without necessan:y going as far as the popular saying at the university of
Heiddberg. "God ins ented the prolessor, while the devil discovered the
colleague Thr French "cher ami" is so much used that it has lost any
sense of kmdredness With the profile in mind of the American to whom
these lines are offered, onc is tempted to s. iat a fuend is a colleague

ho shares a similar ..tntude toward the basic values of life, but IA hose
field of actiorc does not necessanl) coincide with ore's own. A common
denominator such as "scholarly coinmunication" .-Ilows Jim Haas to use
the same language w hether he Teaks to a unicersit) administrator, pub-
lisher, teacher, CLR Board member, or CLR staff member. In cach of
them he -s a representance of organizational structures, but the indi
idual comes first
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Returning to his manner in dealing Nvith a plan, a topic, or a problem,
the second stage in his procedure normally is to surround himself -aid
small, informal group of qualified advisors, who help him to formulate
his bask thinking in a first draft that is no morc than a provocative handout
to a wider circle. Further consultation results in a revised draftstill a
tentatme staternentwhich thereafter is put before the CLR Board. An
excellent example is the recent program on preservation and conservation,
which nexer could hace been implemented without the support of the
scholarly community.

It is also typical of Jim Haas's response to specific problems, such as
the "bratle books- problem, that after a careful drafting of a prograr, -f
action he seeks and finds an indepen.lent implementaticsn cor instance,
the setting up of a new Commission on Prescrvatio. and Access. As this
important program was brought to the actne consideration of the world
at large. IFLA w as forrun.ne fo bc chosen as one of the structured channels
fur raising awareness and joining forces internationally. Example', of pos-
sible programs still under consideration are the academic background of
mformation studies and eduction for international librarianship.

Is Jim Haas's waL of working in the international environment reallL
so exceptional, or is it just a reflection of his normal domestic proceedings?
Both hypotheses are Lahti Borders, whether theL are political, professional,
educatkmal, or geographical. tend to lose their sharp edges in the products
of his mind b% inue of the pe-ceptne way in which he proceeds.

Thc distinction between national and international, between American
and non-American, is fading quickl% into a reminiscence of the past, as
IFLA has experienced to its great bcnctit. It must be stated that the former
presidents of CLR. both Verner Clapp and Fred Cole. were mo.e than
fair to IFLA, and inclined to react posinyelL to requests, which came to
them mainl% through 1-oster Mohrhardt and Robert Vosper Some maL
ha% e alreadL forgotten that Lvithout support from CLR, the appointment
of a full-time Sciretar. General of IFLA nexer would hme been possible
111 19-1, CLR provided support tbr the first three years Although one
can necer sac ir ,:trc ;pea that IFLA then would have c.:ased to function,
one Lan sat-eh state that in am case 11:Lk's development would have
stagmted in a time when the Information explosion and the reLolution
m information handling wcre calling for efficient management T.. mod
crn IFLA as we knots it toda as a solidl structured bridge for international
cooperation wuld well name one of its upporting pillars after CLR'

In more recent times, in particular during Jim Haas's presidency, the
assist:Ince of CLR almost imperceptib4 underwent a transition from a
much-appreuated helping hand from America to nie world at large I. to
an equal partnership. In fact, international inwlyement creeps slowly but
inescapably to the top of the Couneil's priorities

8 4
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When we look at thc s:niation from a different angle, another pattern
of international cooperation anses. European ongin; early and efficient
American cooperation; later, careful Socialist adhcrcncc, and, finally, an
opening toward the Third World. IFLA was no exception in this pattern.
Although equal partnership is stnved for, thc European attitude toward
national borders is not always as advanced as the Europeans like to claim.
After all, nationalism was a European invention, and thc after-effects still
cling to even the most internationally minded European nationals.

A significant ath-aitage of American citizens over their European coun-
terparts is their indepncience from governments and state-dominated struc-
tures when trying to pursue new prospects. In Europe onc is inclined to
think constantly in terms of state .,ubsidies t sports sponsorine, is the main
exception), and if those are not forthcoming, the initiatives are dropped.
But in North Amenca the power of the nonprofit sector, based on private
initiative and capital input, is considerable and know !. nc equivalent any-
where else in the world.

hi,. Haas's involvement with the Foundation Library Committee, a
group of representatives of mayor foundations, allowed him to expand
eximng programs and to explore new avenues. It was proof of the action
an independent, public-minded indmdual can take in a country that is less
state dominated than many others. Althc'igh Japan is beginning co develop
a similar strategy, predominantly influenced by the U.S. example, in Eu-
rope the foundations still work mainly in splendid isolation. Taking thc
intbrmation sector as e ample, it is obvious that cooperation along the
lines of CLR would offer boundless opportunities for a serieL of specific
action plans. Less dependence on the slow and erratic state mechanisms
v. ould make it easier to translate the achievements of the New Continent
into European terms.

The visibility of the library as an institution with its own responsibility
is low in Europe as compared to the United States. This difference can
be explained in many ways, but independence from state-onented th:nking
is undoubtedly a m,yor component. The relation between the library and
the community to which it belongs is complex everywhere, but when it
comes to sisibility the action of independent individuals cannot be over-
stated

It is riot always necessary to use many words to describe achievements.
In fact, it ma:. be more convincing to give the bare facts and figures,
which are, more often than not, more dazzling than tht_ finest circuni-
locution Jim Haas himself gave a stnlung example of this approach in his
contnh mon to the Festschnft far Margrete Wijnstroom: There he illustrates
with a dry list of CLR grants to IFLA from 1971 to 1987 how innovative
and stir: uhting the CLR-IFLA relationship has become. Somc marginal
commwits on tht grants listed in that article may be given here.
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CLR's funding of 1FLA in 19-1 "to enable It to immure reforms
and operate at an effective professional level while becoming sdf-
supporting" meant, in bold lettering, that IFLA was re-created
In that same year, an enormous step forward in standardizing
library processing methods was made %Olen CLR contributed funds
to "establish a permanent Secretariat for the IFLA Committee on
Cataloguing as a center to promote and coordinate the interna-
tional standardization of cataloguing practices." An idealistic vi-
sion was herewith materializing, and would lead to a revolutionary
international undertaking. Now, nearly two decades later, it is
difficult to imane a world xvithout Universal Bibliographic Con-
trol ( UBC ), and to realize that it was through individual percep-
tion and the perseverance of those colleagues who really could
Lisualize the furore that such a pioncenng decision was madc.
During mars of the years that followed, projects undertaken in
the framework of UBC figure prominently in the list of CLR
grants, together givutg an impressixe ovemew of progress on kex
issues transcending national borders
The professional coordination activities conducted by the IFLA
Professional Board. with managenal support from the IFLA office
in The Hague ( the work of the forty Sections and Round Tables),
onl really got oft-the ground h virtue of generous CLR support
in the crucial I 9-0s Without it, IFLA would have remained an
ernpn shell tvith little mtraction tbr potential members. To be
able to LLork with professional counterparts from other countnes
and to discus:., evaluate, and karn is a condi:la-sine-qua-non for the
functioning of an international organization such as IFLA. And
CLR, once tam, set these wheels in motion
In 1983, (i..R provided a grant of S114,000 ( the actual amount
of grants to IFLA in the period 1971-87 is nearly one million
USS ) to "plan new IFLA Lore programmesIncluding conser-
Limon and preset-% anon, transborder data flow and related prob-
lems of data exchange, and further development of International
MARCand to establish a management structure that will assure
effecthe administration and future funding of these programmes."
This meant no less than the initiation of the Programme Man-
agement Committee, with a Programme Development Officer to
stimulate and wordinate the core programmes of Urversal Bib-
liographic Control/International MARC ( UBCIM ), Universal
AL allabilin of Publkations ( UAP), Preservation and Conservation
( PAC ), and Universal Dataflow and Telecommunication (UDT),
all housed in national libranes around the world Many hold the
Lim that these core programmes represem the real values of

8 f;
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international iibran cooperation in the next decades Thar IFLA
could embark on the demanding task of developing these programs
isapart !ruin the national libranes concernedmainly due to
the trust Raced t) CLR in IFLA and all the international profes-
sional implications it stands foi.

As was alreads bnefly mentioned, it ma\ be expected that CLR ill
address itself in the near future to the question of w hether the time has
come to structure information studies as a new academic discipline, not
onh in the Unlred States but also elsew here. It is Is ell known that in
Euror the scholarh approach to this subject oneanalls took the form of
the systematic study of the histor) of the book and lcarmng. Germans
plased a lea-2_^g role in this field. Later, under the influence of the de-
clopment of social sciens svichin the academic programs, the trend was

to transfer the focus to the place of hbranes and documentation anti
infOrmation centers within the communication sciences. CLR has now
taken the lead in the des ek)pmcnt of programs to tr.un a new type of
hbranan, 1,hich ultimatch %sill eradicate the existing differences in edu-
cation and sis,on between scholarh lihranansin Europe, the United States,
and elsewhere. A greater acLeptant., ,:ummumn sets ed and a better
professional interrelationship should oir the resulta bold imam e if es-er
there was one!

The condus.on to be draw n from the prt ,ous remarks could be phrased
in terms of a British understatement. the impact of CLR in general, and
Jim Haas m particular, on international libran cooperation s consideraole.
If CLR had not assisted iFLA in implementing its ideals bs translating
them into well-planned programs, IFLA would not be w hat it is tod.,1
Progress would 'lase been slow and fmstranons so g.cat that mans would
ha% e been discouraged Instead. international libran ,:ooperation has flour-
ished. and has taken chances Is heneser offered the opportunim

Those who lust: been dose to the cinvmg forces behind IFLA feel
fortunate m fusing had the sansfaktioz, of working together with one of
the most creame librarians in the field, ho left the libran to sec it
hem; If JIM Haas would sit back for a moment and try to muahze an
IFLA without .7 full-nme Secretariat, svithout professional coordination,
without UBC. UAP, PAC. and UDT. he would be justified in displaying

contented smile befine refueling and soaring forward in pursuit of new
goals

Or would he consider these words as double Dutch

Notes
1 Rus, Warrcn J "11-1,.% and ( LR. 9-1 1987 -II-LA Journal 13, no 3 11987)
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Warren J. Haas and the Influence
of His Publications

Martin M. Cummings

This chapter examines Warren J Haas's significant influence on librar-
ianship as reflected in his professional publications since the beginning of
his career s a librarian and administrator His wntings reflect clearly those
issues and dexclopments that were important during the past three decades
of librarv histon

There arc several other anon mous publications r.! -lung largely from
Jim Haas's pen, although the max have been pushed as institutional
or organizational documents e.g CLR annual rcports) However, the
formal publications that I hate abstracted provide a succinct and compre-
hensixe accnunt of his imolxement with and influence on national and
international libran affairs

1 "We Knocked on Evcrv Door Library Journal 7 (February 1,
1952): 177-78, 180

As Head, Extension Dixision, Racine (Wisconsin; Public Library, Haas
organized a sun ex of the Village of Watertbrd to determine the reading
habits and resources of the commumn and to stimulate use of the library
through assouated publicin and public relations He ,oncludes from the
analysis of data that much needed to be done to improve community
libran service, but improxement of thr book collection alone provided
no assurance that hbran sen ice w Add be improved. "More than anything
else, Waterford needs acme help from a professional librarianperhaps
une dat a week would sene to make the library a part of tb: community."

From this modest begmmng, Haas dexoted the next thirty-seven years
to studying how libraries can better serve the needs of then user com-
munit,es.
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/ "Cooperanse Libran Service for Higher Education A Library Re-
search Program Report Ness York. Council of Higher Educational
Institutions in New York Om 1960.

Serving as a fill-time consultant to the Council of Higher Educational
Institutions in Ness York Cat% , Haas studr:d how higher education students
in metropolitan Ness York could be assured of high-quality library re-
sources Tie de:ign of the study, the collection and analysis of data, and
the studs's conclusions and recommendations represent a highl% construe-
ns e libran user model that ma% has e practical applications now, a quarter
of a century later.

In particular, Haas calls fir "an extensise and purpos. z cooperative
program of libran set -ice" ath the intent of assunng the availability of
excellent Ithrars resourc:s tl-::ough effctive multi-institutional cooperative
operan, ns He recommends that the focus of the cooperative program
be a ss stem uf supplementan academic libraries with an integrated regional
administranse arrangement This concept ma% prof :rly be viewed as the
Imerunner tithe regional and national library consortia developed - 'he
next decade It mas has e also sersed as a prototype for cooperanse cata-
loging, pl'otoduplicanon, and bibliographic services, which are now avail-
able through seseral networks of Loran ,:nices This report reveals the
anagin ins e and c ream e thought that Haas has demonstrated in his service
to academic and research libran users

3 "Snident Use of Ness York's Libraries Library Trends 10 ( April
1962 ) 529-10

Working from the data gained througi- the stbd% of cooperatise library
%mice fir higher education, Haas details the determinants of unirersin
stud,:nts librars LI', , including the academic charactensncs of the students,
the geographical :relati.mship berseen location of libran to student homes,
schools, or place of workind the quality of library service available at
he stadents' own unisersines The frequenc% of use of libranes was mea-

surd in the context of these s an Nes. Based on an understanding of thc
rcasons for sclectne hbran use and causes for dissatisfaction, Hias con-
cludes that a ss stem of supplementan academic libraries should be built
and operated in the metropolitan Nesk York au:a.

4 "St itewide and Regional Reference Service "Library Trends 12 ( Jan-
Ilan 1964 ). 405-12

Ses era! sear later, while serving as Associate Director, Columbia Urn-
\ ecsits Libraries. Haas demonstrated his continued interest in public hbran
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mstems by descnbing and analyzing the reference services that were avail-
able through state and regional organizatic _s. He concludes that, in large
measure, librar systems supported by public fiands have as their principal
objective the provision of "middle-level" service ti individuals who do not
have access to a substantial collection. He suggests that librarians who
administer such systematic services should pay special attention to analyzing
the =:osts in all segments of their system activities. He also calls for research
imoking the relationship between theoretical service capacity of system
resources and the actual use made of these resources.

In this paper we find early evidence of Haas's cntical interest in library
pertbrmance and libran economics, subjects he stimulated and supported
two decades later as president of CLR.

5 "Future Developments in Librar Facilities in Independent Lib.:ral
Arts Colleges In Nen, Prospects fiir the Small Liberal Arts Colkdr,
cdited by Sidnet C Letter, 61-72 New York. Teach,:rs College Press
for the Institute of Higher Educan n. 1968.

Since Haas had served as Acquisitions Libranan at Johns Hopkins Um-
iersm ar.d then as Associate Director oi Columbia University Libranes,
It IN interesting that his first publication after being appointed Director of
Libranes at the Unnersin of Pennsyhania was concerned with planning
for construction or renokation of librar facilities in colkge libranes. Ap-
parenth stimulated trk his experience in upgrading tlements of university
librar facilities and the rapid introduction of nevi techno!ogies applicable
to horan operations, Haas had served as a consultant to several colleges
and unix ersines involved in library -ming

This paper reuem trends in libran architecture and the relationship
ber s. ran% technologies and the :hanging role of the library in the
college Haas concludes that new technology will not replace the old, but
rather will enhance it Thus he did not trlicke that there was a need for
drastic modification in librar buildings to accommod_ technology. He
suggests that the onh things that might produce significant change in the
wllege libran in the next twenn years (1968 1988) were the process of
teaching and the reorganization of colleges.

Althou,,h some critics might suggest that this is a highh conservatne,
traditional point of %icy., in iact most existing libranes were able to make
modifkations to accommodate net computer and communications tech-
nologies. It is onh .ker recenth that the utilization of new educational
technologies iaudioisual s)stems and wmputer assisted learning) and the
increase in special activities such as preservation, online catalogs, ad the
massne use of major bibliographic utilities has forced a serious reexami-
nmon of library functional design Those libraries that accepted Haas's
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recommendation that construction lead to flexibility rather than extremes
of radical design have found the adaptation easier and less expensive.

6 "The Role of the Building Consultant."College and Reseahh Libraries
30 ( July 1969): 365-68. (Originally appeared in the Quarterly of the
Society far Colkge and Umvermy Plannim, 1968.)

Haas summarizes his expenence as a library building coi.sultant, pro-
viding an outline of the distinct steps that need to be followed in the
planning process He suggests that the consultant needs to be involved
in 1) the development of the initial program document that reflects the
objectis es of the institution; 2) the process of program development and
refinement of definitions and standards, 3) preliminary design concepts
and schematic lasouts, 4) resiess and ventication of the architect's final
design with regard to meeting objecnses, and 5) final reviess of working
drawings and specifications.

This article clearly defines the range of the consultant's role in assisting
institutional planners It reflects a long- .canding interest that persists and
is refleaed in his r rotege, C Lee Jooes, ho has engaged in library
buildir g consulting uccessfullv for the past two decades

"Preparation of Detailed , decitications foi a National System for the
Preservation of Libran- Materials Final Report." Washington, D.C..
Associatum of Research Libraries, 1972

In 19-1, Haas sened as Chairman of the ARL Committee on Preser-
vation of Research Libran Materials Building on several earlier ARL
studies and mans discussions, he authored a report proposing approaches
to collectne and coorcrative actions fbr presen anon and recommending
Tecific steps to imp,ement preservation programs. Although the report
reflects a synthesis of mans viewpoints, it is clear that Haas's insights and
suggestions sen-e as the framessork that eventualls led to the creation of
a Commission on Presen anon and Access fifteen years later. It is note-

orthv. that Haas maintained a sustained and s igorous advocacy for a
national program to present: detenoriting books while most other mem-
bers of the hbran comimonit showed Attie concern for the problem Only
a handful of major It:search libranc made arn significant effbrt to deal

ith the problem of deteriorating library materials
The Council on ubrary Resources supported research on the perma-

nence and durability of paper more than a quarter of a century ago, yet
it has been only in recent years that an effort has been made to apply the
findings of this researchnamels , thc chemical neutralization of acid paper
to improse durability. Whereas the Library of Congress has developed a
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large-scale program to accomplish this goal, the National Library of Med-
icine, the NC%k York Public Library, and severa/ university libraries h
engaged in microfilming their deteriorating materials for preservation of
the printed record

The ARL report proposed that a national library corporation be created
to wile as thc cohesive force for undertaking major preservation ventures
effectively . It is tins seminal concept that has been transformed into the
present organizational arrangement. namely, a Commission on Preserva-
tion and Access that pros ides leadership and coordination while the Na-
tional Endowment fbr the Humanities and several private foundations
provide critically needed funding for planning and operations

8 "Trap,- bout to Happen- The Deterioration of Book Paper."
cam hi ..ibmv columns 22 (November 1972): 22-27.

li sho paper, Haas compares the process of p:per deterioration with
growingt 'd "It is easy to ignore the loss of one strand of h:n- at a time,
so loog as t 're is overall growth So it is with book collections." He
points out tl t col s:liolars and librarians xx ho see the insidious erosion
of their colkcnors, the presen anon problem is frustrating and depressing

Haas calls for libraries to presenc text using mic,ofilming and to acquire
reprinted materials as needed He also points out that paper deterioration
is ,lowed b the use of an cooling and filtering systems. The concerns
expressed in this paper arc reflected subsequently in his determined efforts

er the next two decades to construct a national program to deal with
the problem of brittle books.

9 "N1anagement in Research Libraries Implications for Library Edu-
cation." In Management Educati 1 Implications fir Libmnes and Li-
In-ary Schools, 89-104 Proceedings of the Thirty-sixth Annual
Conference of the Graduate Library School, University of Chicago,
April 9-10, 1973 rhicago University of Chicago Press, 1973. Also
published in Library Quarterly 43 (October 1973): 369-84.

In this paper, Haas explores the management processes used in research
libranet. In a carefully wnstructed analysis of the relevant literature and
his ow n experience s a library director at Columbia Unn ersity, he suggests,
among many obsen mons, that 1) there is a shortage of research librarians
trained to perf.,.m management analyses, 2) the need for change in iesearch
libraries is poorly comprehended, 3) the application of research results to
ongoing operations is difficult to accomplish, 4) many librarians do not
ful'y understand IA hat effective management is, and 5) research library

rl
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operations are growing increasingly :omplex as a result of nev. technolopes
and changing interlibran relationships that affect library performance.

These factors, among others, stimulated an intense interest in library
management svithin the Association of Reseatch libraries and, to a lesser
extent, within some library schools. Haas also suggests that librarianship
is not a single profession but rather "an aggregate of professions and
technical specialties, all of which are essential to effective xsearch-library
operation " Library management is one of those professions. My own
experience at the National Library of Medicine confirms tits obsetvations
that the capabilities and responsibilities of reward, libraries are increasingly
governed by factors external to the library and that computer, commu-
nications, and photographic technologies _re expanding libran capabilities
to improve services and increase library products.

Haas calls for a program of library education for management, including
a comprehension of goals, a capacity to doelop and apply appropriate
management methods to operations, and stimulation of imaginative in-
terest among students This prescription for a nos educational curriculum
remains pertinent for current professional education. His discussion of the
relationship between research libraries and libran sehools reminds us that
these reforms are long overdue This paper deserves the attentior of
university administrators and educators as well as librarians. It srands lc a
major challenge and comnbution to librarianship

10 "The Impact of Institutional Change on Research Libraries in the
United States " In Issues in bbran Aelmimstration, 3-14. Papers
presented at the Second United States-Japan Conference on Li-
braries and Infbrmanon Science in Higher Education, Racine, Wis-
consin, October 17-20, 1972. New York Columl University
Press, 1974,

In this paper, Haas addresses the efkct on research libraries of changes
in university educational structure and organization. He describes the
forces promotin Jucational change in the 1970s and at:-mpts to clanfy
some of the educational issues that have generated conflict between those
who would direct university activities to achieve national goals and those

ho view university programs as important and essential without reference
to public policy.

He also discusses changes in the teaching and learning process as im-
portant influences on the ways information is managed and made available.
The dedine in reliance on classroom teaching due to the use of new
communications technologies leads to mstruc ional flexibilines heretofore
not easily achievable, New forms of university administration and gover-
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tunieissociated %vith demands for involvement in decision making, have
led to a management revolution that has a clear impact on librancs.

He calls for imaginative and innovative responses by librarians wno face
the need to modify traditional technical and readers services to meet thcsc
changing educational programs. The nature of library roles will vary with
the differences in institutional systems of instruction and student body
composition. Hc exhorts libraries to become integral parts of thcir uni-
versities, not simply appendages to them.

Finally, he returns to his early interest in cooperative library activities
to provide more efficient support to the world Ischolarship. Thc increased
scope of library responsibilities \kill require special management skills that
Nvill enable librarians to understand the nen edutational processes as well
as those new operational opportunities offered by comnuter and com-
munications technologies.

Libran directors and professional librarians in colleges and universities
will profit from a review of this perceptive and stimulating essay.

11 Yavarkovskv, Jerome, and Warren J. Haas "The Columbia Uni-
versity Management Program." Libri 25 (September 1975): 230-
37

In tir ?aper, the authors dest.ribe how they converted a managcment
wnsulting firm's review of Columbia University Libraries into new or-
ganizational and administratne structures The successful implementation
of proposed Lh, nges Lame as result- of acme staff participation in the
process. The strategy of involving key staff members in evaluating the
wnsulting firm's recommendations led to their ready acceptance of the
general proposals while adding refinements to the detailed plan.

A principal recormendation called for coordinating all of thc Univer-
sity's information resources with academic programs. To accomplish this
goal, new posincnVice President for Information Services and Uni-
ersin Librarianwas created within z reorganized university administra

non. Jim Haas was appointed to this position, thus becoming the first
unnersay librarian to be responsible for thc computer center as well as
the library. Whereas other universal, have subsequently follovrd this
organizational pattern, few research librarians hac been entrusted %kith
this important responsibility

This am_ ,intment suggests not only that Jim Haas was an extraordinary,
broadly based librarian, but also that there is a current need to develop
more professionals who, like him, will be competent to lead universities
through the colutionary changes that attend the introduction of new
technologies in managing academic information resources.

94
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12 Notes on adeal of the Union by Allan Nevins for 76 United States-
lona Washingcc1, D C . Association of Research Libraries, 1976.

This very brief historical note calls our attention to the creative and
highly productive w rinng of historian Allan Nevins, whosc first four-
% ()lime publication, Onieal of the Union, describes our country in transition
during the period 1847-61 This publication was followed by four addi-
tional Niolumes that focused on the Civil War, entitled Thr War for the
Union Haas's review Ni as included in a publication containing seventy-six
works of Arnencan scholarship rclating to America, issued on t:ie occasion
of our nation's bicentennial year

13 Notes on i BnefNartritire of the Case and Tryal oJjohn ParrZenger
for Thirteen Colonial Amencana Washington, D C.. Assouanon of
Research Libraries, 1977

This short articl rec eals Haas's appreciation of histon and demonstrates
his %chain% interests and talent 1.-le pros ides an interesting account of
the arrest and unpnsonment of a pubhsher (John Peter Zenger) whose
political and satirical discussion of New York's government policy lcd to
an extraordinary set of I:gal and extralegal ex ents. Alexander Hamilton
came from Philadelphia to assist in Ze3ger's successhil defense against a
charge of seditious Iibcl Reusion of the law in England and America
subsequently protected a free press

Haas poini 'nit how the Zenger case underscored thc fact that, in a
repohhc. the concerns of the p oulace can influence the molding of the
law

14 "Managing Change In Japanese al,' L' S. Reseamh Libraries at thr
Amara Point, 190-97 Proceeding of the Third Japan-U S Con-
krencc on Libranes and Inforwation Science m Higher Education,
Kvoro, Japan. October 28-31, 1975 Metuchen, N J Scarecrow
Press, 1977

El.us discusses factors that influence change or control the direction of
research libraries the potential of technology, limits on iesourcesmd
expectations of people He provides brief descriptions of the changes
effected at Columbia Unnersitv Lib. arks and The Research Libraries
Group, ss luch resulted from planned efforts to determine and control their
future direction He aincludes that the responsibility for initiating the
process of change in libraries rests with senior library administrators. He

qr;
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suggests that, in general, libran administrators need a broader array of
Skills han they now possess

This paper reflects the ieg,inning of Haas's sustained interest in managing
change that is evident in mans of his subsequent publications and in several
special programs that hc initiated at the Council on Library Resources
tbr example, a highlx successfill seminar on the economics of rcscarch
libraries

15. "Organizational Structures to Meet Future Bibliographic Require-
ments." In Prospects.* Chame in Bibliographic Control, 40-50. Pro-
ceedings of the thirn -eighth Annual Conference of thc Graduate
Library School, University of -17hicago, November 8-9, 1:176. Chi-
cago: Unhersin of-Chicago Press, 1977 (Also published in Library

Quarterly 47 (July 1977) 274-84

Haas ..aesses the status of the management of bibliographic control
dlbrts and suggests an approach to dealing with the concept of a national
bibliographic sx stem He points out that the costly and inefficient process
of redundant catalogint leads to the expenditure of at least $330 for each
tale cataloged and added to the ARL member libraries With 300,000
disc rek tides being added annuallx , this amounts to an expenditure of
almost S100,000,000 for the aggregated etfort of approximately 100 re-
search libranes alone

In calling foi a "s stem" of acceptable bibliographic control, Haas defin, s
the tasks that mated to be performed at the level of record creation,
maintenance, and pi scnation tithe bibliographic tiles and the production
and distribution of bibliographic products He points out the importance
of planning for the manag,enal and organizational process to succeed in
budding a complete natioaal bibliographic system requiring the imolve
ment of mam li anes, pubb,hcrs, and indexing and abstra ling services
In addition, he suggests that the Libran of Congress and the Association
i,t-Rescarch Libraries find a w a to assume the responsibihr) fbr formulating
and testing the performance of thc bibliographic mechanisms to bc created

Although the csact arrangement he proposed did not materialize, ;be
same etici t s as accomplished w nh the Council on Library Resources acting
its the stimulus and partial sponsor of the planning phase Haas defined
an approach that he ultimatc: modified to achieve successfully the purpose

tOr luch the planning w as undertaken. There arc now several major
bibliogiaphic utilities that, along with the three national libraries, scne
as the national bibliographic apparatus.

16. "Future Prospects In .1mtncan Libranes as centers of' Scholarship,
43-64. Proceedings of a Cons ocation held at Dartmouth College

S
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on Junc 30, 1978, marking the fiftieth annixtrsarv of Fishcr Ames
Bakcr Mcmorial Library. Hanovcr, N.H.: Dartmouth Collcgz,
1978.

Haas speaks of the future libran as the ncw President of the Council
on Litran Resources. Hc suggests that changc is required in how librarics
should scryc scholars and specifics six necessary arcas for improvement.
They aie so carefully articulated that I quote them directly.

"I The ideal BIBLIOGRAPHIC STRUCTURE should permit
identification by scholars of information pertinent to their
wo:k and indicate how and wherc that information can be
most rcadily obtained.

"II. The policies of individual academic libraries that govern the
acquisition, mention, and preservation of RESOURCES FOR
RESEARCH, while necessarily rctlecting immediate institu-
tional goals, should support the long-term interests and con-
cerns of scholarship, as well.

"III A COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK is essenual to the suc-
ccss of funire bibliographic and access :ystems. From the point
of vicw of thc scholar, a bibliographic inquiry or a mut:sr for
a necdcd item should not ncccssanly be limitcd by thc rccords
or thc holdings of a singk library. If ncccssary, the inquiry
should bc automatically proccsscd by a nationwide biblio-
grapluc system and thc rcqucst should be iounnely filled by
the appropnatc sources, whethcr local or remote.

"IV T. COMPOSITION OF THE STAFF of evcry library should
rcflect, by the skills and specialization of indivicitol mcmbcrs,
the distinctly: functions and charactcristics of that library. Li-
braries that are ccntcrs of scholarship and rcscarch arc complcx
by dcfinition, and thc Kiml staff of such a library migut bcst
bc vicwcd as an aggregation of competent mcmbcrs of differcnt,
tomplcmcntan profcssions, shanng thc same set of objcctivcs

"V Thc MANAGEMENT of rcscarch hbrancs should, above all
elsc, focus on ( a ; thc rcducnon of costs of technical operanons,

b ) the conccntration of talon and ctTort on activities that
relate to the purposjul dcyclopment of collccnons and thc
provisit n of scrvicc that dirccti) supports ruching and rc-
scarch, and ( c i thc appropnatc tallization of cxisting and rxwly
oolving national and rcgional capacincs to supp!cment rc-
sourccs and providc bibliographic support.

"VI An expandcd and continuing RESEARCH EFFORT should
be do clopcd and maintamcd to accumulatc data, tes; hy-
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pothcscs, and makc possible the planning required to establish

a library system that effectidy supports scholarship."

Each of these interrelated topics is discussed in sufficient detail to allow
thc rcadcr to understand what thc library of thc funire needs to do to
become a centcr of scholarship. It is clear that during thc past dccadc
Haas has put in place thc strategy to meet this objective. This paper should
bc considered a elassic in the library literature. It deserves to bc rcprintcd
for wide dislibution among scholars and librari:ms.

17. "The History and Present Program of the Council on Library
Resources." In International Symposium on National Planning for
Library Serrict Networks, 27-38. Proceedings of a conference to mark
the thirtieth anniversary of thc founding of the National Diet
Library, Tokyo, Japan, November 28-30, 1978. Tokyo: National

Diet Library, 1980.

This paper was presented as a lecture in hich Haas reviewed thc twenty-

year history of the Council on Library Resources. He briefly highlights
the accomplishments of the Council while pointing out the shift in prior-

ities that took place after Verner Clapp retired as president in 1968 and
Fred Cole became CLR's second president.

The Council's early interests in research, technological development,
and coordinated bibliographic control were broadened to include programs
related to librar) management skills, ideanficarion of library user needs,

and some concern Nvith professional educ. tion for librarianship. Haas pays

special attention to CLR's !forts to improve international as well as
national librar) semce, particularly thrc ugh its support of thc International
Federation of Library Associations and Institutions.

He characterizes the current CLR program undcr his direction as being
toncerned principally with bibliographic control, library management,
development of special research collections, professional education, and

analysis and planning. It is interesting that Haas makcs no mcntion of
preservation necds cen though hc had Arcady identified this as an im-
portant national problem ten years earlier. Throughout, hc stresses that
plannir. s a continuing process and that changcs in library programs

should L made whei, the need becomes evident.

18. "Managmg Our Academic Libraries: Ways and Means " In Neu,
Horizons for Academic Libraries, Theme Papers Presented at thc First
ACRL National Conference, Boston, Massachusats, November
1978. New York: K.G. Saur, 1979. Also published in Colkge and
Research Libranes 40 (March 1979): 109-19.
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In this paper, Haas raises several key issues related to the changing role
of libraries He asks, -Can libraries as organizations expand capabilities
and still bc intellectually and financially viable, and can librarians build
the substance of this profession and still maintain the pride of personal
accomplishment in the process?" In this '-ontett, Haas discusscs cooper-
ative programs such as cooperative collection development, coordinated
preservation projects, and interlibrary loans. He cites the example of0CLC
as a successful library cooperative and analyzes in depth the prospects for
the proposed National Periodicals Center. Unfortunately, his hopcs for
the latter venture were never leaked due to a lack of political and financial
support.

In addition to the role CLR plays in identifying work that needs to be
done to further the development of a coordinated national bibliographic
control system, Haas describes some of the other forces at work that would
affect future library operations. These include the National Commission
on Libraries and Information Science, the National Endowment for the
Humanities, and the National Science Foundation. Regrettably, no men-
tion is made of the program of the National Library ofMedicine, which
had achieved most of the objectives cited by Haas for successful cooperative
library development.

Haas encourages the introduction of xientific management into library
administration while cautioning that library management is not only a
science The ability to a -.just direction as new evidence develops is crucial
to the creation of new policy objectives.

19 "Managing the Information Revolution. CLR's Bibliographic Ser-
vice Development Program Lbw?, Journal 104 (September 15,
1979): 1867-70

This paper was ceauthored with Nark, E. Gwmn and C. Lee Jones,
program officers at the Council on Library Resources It reviews CLR's
historical involveinent in bibliographic control effiarts and reveals its cat-
alytic role in establisteng a national program. The report defines the goals
of the CLR Bibliogi phic Service Development Program and outlines how
participation by libraries would be sought.

The most notable feature of-this article is the exhortation for libraries
to develop a willingness am! capacitv fbr change in order to take advantage
of the emerging national bibliographic system

20 "Libraries, ,a lapting to Change, Need Advice of Scholars.' Hu-
man:tees Report 2, no 3 (March 1980) 2-3
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In a brief note, Haas points out that library users, especially humanists,
must join forces %vith libranans to guide changes resulting from economic,
technical, or political influences.

21. "Research Libraries and the Dynamics of Change." Scholarly Pub-
lishurg 11 (April 1980): 195-202.

This well-written paper describes how fru: library profession has re-
sponded to technological change by Introduchig expanded service pro-
grams. Without increased financial support, libraries joined cooperative
arrangements through which the benefits of resource sharing were made
mdent. In addition to these developments, libraries need to continue to
seek improwd ways to pros ide semccs. Haas points out that ncw strategics,
"forced b economics and made possiblc by technology, arc compelling
research !thrones to rethink their roles as part of the scholarly process."

He lescrthcs the changing bibliographic stnkture, which is becoming
libran -independent as a result of computerized consortial networks such
as the Online Computer Libran Center and the Research Libraries In-
formation Nemork. The mo, rn online catalog has also become the key
management tool for acquisitions and collection control Together, these
improwd libran processes sene the research and scholarly enterprise

This paper pros ides an ,:xcelltnt insight into the dynamics of change
in libraries that result from eLonotn.c realities and the rising expectations
of their users

22 "Role of the Liberal Arts Abridged %crsion of a paper given at
thc dedication of the Washington & Lce Library Washington

Ler Alumni Mmazme (July 1980): 4-6.

Haas demthes the transformation taking place in modern libraries He
identifies the new bthhographi . structure, w Inch invokes the use of com-
puterized networks and Lomputcrized storage pi-ocessing and transmission
of :nformation, as the essence of the "hbran roolution " These changes
Mica liberal cducanoa h mAmg intOrmation more readily auilable for
both teaching and learning

He resists the usual impulse for librarians to build iner larger collections.
Instead, he suggests that the Lontent of the collection should reflect the
present needs of du. liberal arts Lurrkulum, books should come and go
as neidcd and not simpl c aLLumulated This philosophy is both eco-
nomically and educationally sound

23 "Crisis in the College Libran "AGB Reports (Assockition of (m-
eniing Boards of Unuersines and Colleges) 23 ( March/Apnl
1981): 41-4F,

()
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This paper was coauthored with Nancy E. Gwinn, who at the time was
Director of Program Coordination of The Research Librarics Group. They
discuss the potential harm to college and university libraries that may result
from budget cuts. Citing statistics from the Association of Research Li-
braries for the period 1974-1979, they point out that while funds expended
for library materials rosc by 50 percent, the average number of volumes
acquired rosc only 9 percent and the total numbcr of periodicals declined
by 3 percent Inflation raised the cost of periodicals 17.5 percent annually;
the cost of books rose 11.6 percent annually.

This difficult economic situation came at a time when libraries were also
expected to apply new communications and computer technology to im-
prove operations and services. Financial pressures have led libraries to
explore more vigorously the possibilities of rcsource sharing through in-
creased interlibrary loans, cooperative acquisitions and cataloging, and the
use of computerized bibliographic networks.

24 "A Responsible and Exceptional Performance. Sterling Memorial
Library 1930-1980." Paper presented at the gftieth anniversary jf
the Sterling Library, October 10, 1980. The Yak Library Gazztte
55 ( April )981)- 145-60

Haa- discusr:s design characteristics of a modern research library. He
analyzes the optimal requirements for designated functions involving the
collection, staff, and users. He also points out that the transforns.dion of
libraries resulting from the introduction of new mchnologies ib costly and
not without risk. Planning the future research library calls for the involve-
ment of senior academic officers and faculties.

Any person or group contemplating the construction ofa new academic
librar should read this paper, w hich reviews the important philosophic
and pragmatic considerations that, together, mold the research iib,ary
setting.

25 "Nctwork-Level Decisions." In Informatum Technokgy: Critical
Choices ftr Library Decision Makers, 147-56. Proceedings of the
Fourth Pittsburgh Conference, School of Library and Information
Science, University of Pittsburgh, November 2-4, 1981. New York:
Marcd Dekker, 1982

Haas describes the need for better relationships between hbranans and
those persons who are engaged in planning networks He expresses regret
that (nen when librarians take part in the decision p ocess, "the end result
of their participation leaves something to be desired." Furthermore, he
describes the confusion that ex.cts among undifferentiated networks, na-

1 0 .1
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nonal nem orks, statc and regional networks, local and multicampus net-
works, and subject-oriented networks.

He calls for a reliable determination of the value of networks arid urges
libraries to take hiller advantage of their network affiliations. Given the
number and diversity of existing network structures, he urges librarians to
gain a thorough understanding of the capabilities of new network tech-
nologies. Without this knowledge, the responsibility for managing library
networks will be taken over by others. .

This hard-hitting, candid assessment of some deficiencies in librarian
performance must have created some concern among professional librar-
ians, especially library managers. It is difficult to determine whether it
stimulated more interest in networking directry, or whether the devel-
opments that followed were simply in the pipelii.e at the time.it is clear,

how es er, that Haas understood the complexity of network decision-making
as ss ell as the organizational and operational problems that czn result from
planning that does not take into account clearly specified library objectives

26. "Computing in Documentation and Scholarly Research." Science
215, no. 4534 (February 12, 1982). 857-61.

This paper describes how computing and modern communications affect
scholarh research and publication. It provides an excellent overview of
the process of scholarh communication, along with a sumn,ary of systems
object..,es ads anced 1) the National Enquiry into Scholarly Communi-
cation in 1979

Haas res loss the pressures for change derived from the increasing rate
and solw-ne of publishing, dissatisfaction among users and providers, and
administrators' concerns about rising costs. He summanzes the history of
computer apphcations in cataloging and indexing, which led to better
bibliographic control of the liteim:ce. Computer applications to improve
the publishing process are desin ):d in thc context of technologies and
costs

Haas makes a most important contribution by discussing mai-3r unre-
soh ed issues He wisely considers infor.ation as both a public good and
a commodits , He suggests that control of information is power, but that
uncomstrained access is a public good. One of the key issues is the role

k A go% ernrnent in the resolution of legal, commercial, and policy issues
Thc role of gosernment as a major sponsor and producer of new knowledge
is identhied in thc wntext of pubhc-pnyate sector tensions related to the

pros ision of information services and products. The relationship of copy-
right issues to national information policy is included in his list of unre-
solved problems

i i 142
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This :nide_ 'n my judgment, represents one of Haas's most important
publications, not only because of the scope and richness of its content
but also because it appears in an international journal that has a very large
al..] diverse readership among learned and influential groups. Some of the
same observations and concepts that appear in more specialized library
literature consequently seem to have had less influence.

27 "Networking Developments in the U.S. at the National Level."
INSPEL 17 (1983): 200-206.

Haas reviews the development of Am-rican library networks in the
context of a wide array of purposes. He points out that, historically, most
networks were designed to provide computer-based bibliographic services.
Starting xvith a description of the development of the first large-scale
automated network (MEDLARS) at the National Library of Medicine in
1961, he provides a ,:hronicle o the major systems that subsequently
contributed to the provision of library services of benefit to individual
users as well as society generally.

He describes ihe ongoing efforts to establish links between different
computer systems to improve infbrmation transfer. The effort to develop
a comprehensive name authority file to facilitate such linkage is described,
along with a brief :ccount of the online public access catalogs that were
under ixelopment or in operation This paper serves as an uncompEcared
review of the highlights of library mwe'nents and developments t1.at can
be attributed to the wise application ofno tec hno:ogie, for making library
services nmre efficient and xvidespread

28 "Library Research Projects in the National and University Context
in the United States " In Laixe Libraries and New Technological
Developments, edited by C. Rudijk, 169-74. Proceedings of a sym-
posium held on the occasion of the inauguration of the new building
of the Royal Library, The Hague. Munich: K.G Saur, 1984.

Haas describes the work of the National Enquir: :nto Scholarly Com-
munication and suggests that we need to know more about the work of
scholars in rclation to libraries. He presents some examples of research
funded by CLR to better understand this relationship.

He reminds us that scholarship is international in nature and that the
humanities continue to be central to the well-being of civilization; thus,
the needs of scholars should be taken into account when examining the
capabilities of new technok,gies to improve library services.

1
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29. "The Development and Present Program the Council on Library
Resources." In New Information Technokgies and Libraries: Proceed-
ings of the Advanced Research Workshop organised by the Euro-
pean Cultural Foundation in Luxcmbourg, November 1984, to
assess the Impact of New Information Technologies on Lilx-ary
Management, Resources, and Cooperation in Europe and No:ih
America, edited bv H. Liebaers, W. J. Haas, and W. E. Biervhet,
43-49. Dordrecht, Holland: D. Reidel Publishing Company, 1985.

Haas discusses the histon and programs of the Council on Library
Beaources.

30. "New Wine, New Bottles." In Infernatronal Librarianship Today and
Tomorrow. A Festschrift fir William J. Welsh, compiled by Joseph
W. Pnce and Mary S. Price, 53-64. Munich: K.G. Saur, 1985.

Haas concentrates on research libran management in relation to changes
in libran services. He identifies a long list of topics requiring research and
points out that libranes have a rok to play in the research process He
categonzes the areas for study as (a) the research process in the new
information setting, ( t) user needs, resources, and access, and (c)
ographic control.

Haas suggests that technology and its costs are tie dnving force to
achieve new levels of libran performance. Participation by librarians in
the transformation of cons ennonal libraries to modern informar -n sys-
tems will bring more respect to the profession s, hin society. Reshaping
goals and operating methods is required to establish a better system for
acquiring, storing, preseningind distributing the accumulated printed
record

31. "IFLA and CLR, 1Q71-1987 "IFLA Journal 13, no 3 (1987): 227-
28

Haas provdes a list of grants made by CLR to IFLA to chanctenze
the close relationship between the two organizations

32. "The Program of the Council on Library Resources." In Les Thb-
hothiques. tra6tion a mutation. milakaes offerts 11 Jean-Pierre (-Yard

l'occasion de son 65c anniwrsaIrc, 91-101 Lausanne, Switzerland.
Bibliotheque cantonak et universitaire, 1987.

This report describes the influence of the Council's programs on research
libran des elopments It pros ides a remarkable insight- into the transfor
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=ion libranes that occurred concurrently with three decades of CLR
history. The diversity of CLR activities should attract the interest of
nonlibrarians as well as hbrznans in efforts to extend or improv.: library
and information systems The reader will note that a new program agenda
will seek to increase the number of individuals who are well qualified to
plan, lead, and operate academic and research libranes.

33 "Information Studies, Librarianship, and Professional Leadership."
Bulfrtin of the Medical Library Association 76 (January 1988): 1-6.

Haas addresses the need to Lansform the profession of librananship in
aindamental ways Pointing out that the profession was first based on an
academic program one hundred 3 -ars ago, he asks, "Can a profession that
is based on procedures and processes survive in an undisciplined world?"

Reflecting on the changes that have taken place in univeisities in recent
years, he -dicates that libraries have fallen behind in responding to new
university directions and are failing to establish specifications for their own
future He expresses concern that, despite some technical accomplish-
ments, there is a mismatch between libramnship and the specialized world
of scholarship, research, and teaching.

Citing the leadership of the Medical Librar Association and the Na-
tional Library of Medicine in promoting librarY education, including rer-
tificanon and continuing education, he suggests that the resulting higher
standards have become the new norm for this field.

He identifies the major problems that need attention as. (1) the shortage
of first-rate candidates for faculty positions in library schools, (2) the low
visibility of librarianship and library professional education, (3) ambiguity
in the definition of "Poranes" and "nbrarianship," and (4) the paucity of
sound research on many important topics and the lack of a research
tradition on which to build.

Having made a critical analysis of the problems of professional libran-
anship, he describes how the profession needs to be strengthened, ex-
panded, and redefined to include information studies, information science,
and Improved orgadiz3tion and management of information resources and
services Importantly, he suggests that a small number of national-level
library schools with strong faculties might effect needed change more
readily than the large number of weaker schooL currently in existence.

As in some of his earlier publications concerned with other library
problems, Haas provides a highly sophisticated and credible analysis of a
set of complex problems, and points the way to findini, reasonable alter-
nativc solutions The assumption of important new responsibilities by
librarians to engage in the technological and organizational transformation

5
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taking place in our unnersines and information infrastructm is set forth
clearly as a clullenge for thc profession.

Overview
This review of Warren J Haas's publications that appeared during the

past thirtv-seven V ears reveals the remarkable progression and scope of his
library Interests. More than a quarter of a century ago, he identified the
need for cooperative library services, including a national system to improve
bibliographic access to library matmals. He has stressed persistently the
importance of presemng collections as well as improving the organization
and management of libraries He subsequently developed plans and pro
grams that successfully dealt with these problems. These accomplishments
arc reported in other chapters of this book.

More recently, he has written about the need ro manage libraries in the
faLe of changing institutional and societal information requirements He
has called attention to rhe need to involve senior officers and faculty
members in planning future library operations and serviLes in rdation to
scholarship and education. To achieve a more efficient and responsive
Brat-) system, he suggests that librarianship and professional cducation
need to be upgraded through :.°Fhisticated information studies and more
comprehensive and critical library education.

In short, Jim Haas has recognized important library problems, assessed
their imphcanona for semLe to uscrsmd, through firm but eloquent
persuasion, otle-ed and delpered man) of the solutions needed. He has
been attuned to the dynamics for Lhange and, accordingly, has effected
improLements as a working librarian, library director, and foundation
president No librarian has done more to assist or improLe library services
to satisfv our national information requirements
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